


what s made open ^ pnsing. Designed m
plan so popular? In a compliance with the
word, flexibility. Flexibility in National Elearical Code,
design. Flexibility for change. ERA-Ts electrical system has 

earned Listing by Underwriten 
laboratories. And power is onl; 
part of ERA-Ts story.
Qosest thing yet to the 
perfect panel system. Panel- 
to-panel power distribution, ^ 
generous communications han
dling, superior strength, Qass ^ 
fire rating, excellent acoustics. 
ERA-1 puts UniGroup in a 
class all by itself. It’s an accept
ed, Listed fact.

Ask your Haworth repre
sentative for detailed literature, 
or write Haworth Inc., HoUaiKl, 
Michigan 49423.

Flexibility to accommodate all 
kinds of people with all kinds 
of needs.

flexible as open plan itself. And 
everyone wanted a closer look.

They looked. They tested. 
And today, ERA-1 is at work 
in offices, banks, institutions— 
wherever it made sense to 
plan spaces around people, not 
around fixed wiring.

Acceptance has been 
gratifying, but not at all sur-

Yet until a few short 
months ago, panel/component 
systems showed a glaring lack 
of flexibility when it came to 
power distribution. And let’s 
face it. Today’s office is nowhere 
without abundant plug-ins.

No wonder ERA-1 
created such a stir. Here was 
the first comprehensive panel 
system ever pre-wired for 
power. And suddenly, there 
was no other open plan office 
system quite like our UniGroup.
An innovation that made 
sense. The ERA-1 addition to 
UniGroup made power as H/WVDRTH
orde 1 on rssdsr sorvico c«fd



Write for the free 32 page Vertical Imagination" brcxhure

\bu can match 
LouverDrape vertical blinds 

with almost anything...Laura Ashley did.
LouverDrape Vertical Blinds with exclusive Louver* 
Groovers present a cool, clean, easy way to create a 
matching environment with a unique window treat
ment. Shown here is the soft country elegance of Laura 
Ashley Designs. It has long been possible to laminate 
on a regular vertical blind louver. The results have 
never been fully satisfactory. LouverDrapes' exclusive 
design provides permanently protected edges the full 
length of the louvers. The fabric or wallpaper is easily

installed, and the reflective outer surface provides 
uniform exterior appearance and allows maximum 
light without heat. Specify Louver-Groovers with pro
tected edges on your next job and you will use them

again and again.
^ LouverDrape
LOUVERDRAPE INC 1100 CaORADO AVENUE SANTA MONCA, CA 90401

circle 3 on reader service card
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DATES BOOKSMay 14-17
10th INTERZUM 1977,
Cologne, Germany.

May 15-19
First Israel Furniture Week,
National Hall. Jerusalem,

May 18-20
INDA Ninth Annual Meeting,
Hotel Bonaventure. Montreal. 
Quebec

waves with her opening exh 
tion. In taking the orphaned i 
homeless Museum under its w 
m 1969, the Smithsonian Inst 
tion was granting it official ble 
ing, administrative help (M 
Taylor is an appointee from 
Smithsonian staff), and pern 
Sion to house the collections 
tact under one roof in New Yor 
but alas! no financial support 
her six years with the Museum 
fore the opening show, Mrs. T 
lor not only raised six-and-a-f 
million dollars from private ir 
viduals and foundations, I 
charmed the Carnegie Founi 
tion into fjrst lending the Muse 
the Carnegie Mansion and nei( 
boring Carnegie daughte 
house, along with the large F 
Avenue plot they stand on, < 
later giving the property to 
Museum outright.

The exhibition was creat 
rather like a small Triennale of 
Ian, with a basic theme develop 
in several separate exhibits by ( 
signers working in different p< 
of the world under the loose co 
dination of Austrian architi 
Hans Hollein, the author of 
concept, who carried the resp< 
sibility for supervising the total 
stallation, and who design 
many specific sections.

The theme —“various e 
proaches and aspects of c 
sign”—was so broad that t 
show turned out to be a th 
oughly mixed bag of concepts, 
sights, and demon St ratio 
presented in innumerable way; 
films, masses of objects (Hollei 
stars, bread, and hammers), s 
tings—i.e. interiors—to be exp( 
enced, such as the plexiglass ‘ 
cred Room by the team from Irj 
Nader Ardalan and Karl Schia 
minger; and the Angel Cage 
make you understand how t 
bird feels (though it was lovely) 
Arata Isozaki, Then there were 
teriors the spectator was « 
pected to interact with or w( 
through, such as architect Ri( 
ard Meier's Metamorphoses, 
construction where you play 
with letters to build words, or P 
ter Bode's "Pick a Handle," a Ic 
ynnth of doors through which y 
passed by finding the one ric 
handle in an array of handles.

Unlike the exhibition, the be 
cannot provide interiors for t 
reader to enter, nor full-sized c 
jects to touch and gape at, nor t 
speedily encompassed mo\ 
ment of the films. Pinned to 
page, the flashing fun of Mun 
Grigor’s "Faces" falls flat. Eig 
een pails dripping real water 
the floor of the Carnegie Mansi 
make one understand the < 

continued on page 1

MAN fransFORMS, a catalog edited by 
George Nelson & Co. for the opening 
exhibition of the Cooper-Hewitt Mu
seum. Foreword by Lisa Taylor, intro- 
ductxDn by George Nelson, text by ex
hibition coordinator Hans Hollein and 
his collaborators. 172 pages. 8" x 
7%". blacX-and-whiteillustrations. soft 
cover. S7.50 tor Cooper-Hewittmem
bers. S8.50 for non-members. At the 
Museum. 2East 9lstStreet. New 
York.N.Y. 10028, or by mail.

FEBRUARY
Feb, 13-15
Quebec Floorcovering Market,
Montreal. Canada,

Feb. 19-27
33rd Annual National Antiques 
Show,
Expo Rotunda. Madison Square 
Garden, New York.

JUNE
Rich pickings 
in MAN 
transFORMS 
Cooper-Hewitt 
book

Jun5-9
AIA Convention,
San Diego, California.

June 12-17
1977 International Design Con
ference
Aspen, Colo.

June 22-24
NEOCON77,
Merchandise Mart, Chicago

MARCH
Mar 10-11
INDA Fifth Technical Sym
posium,
Hyatt Regency Washington, 
Washington. D.C.

Mar 24-27
Contract Market West Week II,
Pacific Design Center. Los An
geles.

JULY Amidst the popping champagne 
corks and congratulatory 
speeches which marked the re
born Cooper-Hewitt Museum’s 
first show in the Carnegie Man
sion-refurbished by Hardy, Holz- 
man, Pfeiffer—not many of those 
present noticed the absence of 
the announced catalog, which 
didn't roll off the presses until the 
following month. Now that the 
show is over, it is worth reporting 
that the catalog is available at the 
Museum or by mail. Really not a 
catalog al all in the sense of a list 
of objects. It IS a scenario, theater 
program, and fully developed per
manent analysis of the ideas m 
the show.

It couldn't have been a list of 
objects because the exhibition. 
MAN transFORMS, presented not 
objects but ideas. Which requires 
an explanation, considering that 
the Cooper-Hewitt Museum is a 
treasure of decorative arts with 
few peers in the world, as Robert 
Mehtman stunningly documented 
in his article about the Museum 
published in our August issue.

The tact that the Museum’s 
opening exhibition by-passed this 
treasure raised a storm of contro
versy in the teacup-sized world 
of scholars and connoisseurs. 
Meantime the larger public 
caught the scent of excitement, 
with the result that the Museum 
clocked in more people every 
Sunday of the show than the Mu
seum had attracted in the entire 
last year (about 1963) of its oper- 
ation before Cooper Union 
evicted and disinherited it.

This, of course, was the reac
tion that Cooper-Hewitt Director 
Lisa Taylor was aiming for when 
she determinedly set out to make

Jul 17-21
Atlanta Floorcovering Market,
Atlanta Mart, Georgia.

Jul 17-22
Summer 1977 Market,
Western Merchandise Mart, San 
Francisco.

APRIL
April 14-22
Spring Furniture Market
High Point. N.C.

April 14-23
55th Milan T rade Fair,
Fairgrounds, Milan, Italy.

April 24-25
Homefurnishings, Contract, 
Gift and Accessories Market 
Days,
World Trade Center, Trade Mart 
and Decorative Center. Dallas.

April 24-26
Wallcovering Manufacturers 
Association, 4th Annual Meet-

AUGUST
Aug 28-Sept 1
1977 Annual lES Technical 
Conference,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
City.

SEPTEMBER
Sept 1-11
Interport 77,
Leningrad. U.S.S.R.ing.

Kiawah Island, Charleston, S.C.

OCTOBER
MAY Oct 8-16

S.A.I.E.
International Exhibition of 
Building Industrialization,
Bologna. Italy

May 1-4
Intershop 1977, Display and 
Shop Equipment Exhibition,
Olympia, London.

May 9-12
Design Engineering Show,
McCormick Place, Chicago.

May11-15 
EXPO-ITA 77,
International Exhibit of Sound
proofing and Insulation Materials, 
Fairgrounds. Milan.

May 11-15
Scandinavian Furniture Fair. 
1977,
BellaCenter, Copenhagen, Den
mark.

NOVEMBER
Nov 8-10
1977 Internationai Interior De
sign Show,
Automotive Building, Exhibition 
Place, Toronto.

DECEMBER
Dec 7-15 
Sovexpo 77,
Sololniki Park, Moscow.
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VRMCHAIR EXPLORERS, ORBIT THE RINGS OF “SATURNUSH’ THIS SATURNUS ROTATES FULL CIRCLE ON 
^ FIBERGLASS BASE AND INSPIRES DREAMS OF EMPIRE ... A LA OTTOMAN. FRAME AVAILABLE IN RED 
3LACK, WHITE, BLUE, BEIGE AND YELLOW. DETACHABLE COVER IN LEATHER. FABRIC OR VINYL DE- 
5IGNED BY YRJO KUKKAPURO FOR HAIMI OY. SATURNUS IS AT TURNER LTD. IN NEW YORK AND SATEL- 
.ITES: CHICAGO / MERCHANDISE MART. MIAMI / 10 NE 39TH STREET. LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO 
CATALOG AVAILABLE. WRITE TURNER LTD., 305 EAST 63RD STREET, NEW YORK N Y 10021 (212) 758-4744

LTD.



NEWS Philadelphiacal exhibition devices: slide 
shows, films, videotapes, audio 
headsets, loudspeakers, etc. Ex
hibit construction framework was 
by Lynch Industries. Pennsauken, 
N.J., electronics by Bergen Expo 
Systems, Inc., Clifton, N.J., and 
lighting by Imero Fiorentino As
sociates of New York,

opment in a certain direction."
Never before in Las Vegas, the 

Portmans and other architects in 
the Portman office visited that 
gambling mecca at the request of 
Resorts International Inc., learn
ing, as Jack Portman put it, "a lot 
about what not to do. It will be in
teresting." he continued, "to see 
how gambling can serve as a 
catalyst for urban revitalization."

Portman’s firm signed to take 
on the project in mid November, 
and will present a preliminary 
plan for the total development to 
the Atlantic City Planning Com
mission around February 1. Con
struction will begin in September 
1977, with the hotel’s opening 
planned for early 1980. The dale 
is probably realistic, considering 
that Portman's five-towered 
1.490 room Bonaventure Hotel in 
Los Angeles, scheduled to open 
this January, actually began to 
accept guests in December, and 
that the hotel in Detroit’s Renais
sance Center is also on schedule.

What was once known as t 
Philadelphia Federal Reser 
Bank, designed by the celebrat 
architect and educator Paul PI 
ippe Cret. will soon be renovat 
by the Philadelphia space pk

Grand Central 
Made Visible

ning and design firm Kenn^ 
Parker Associates as new offic 
for the Pennsylvania Manufc 
turers' Association Insuran 
Company, The Parker firm h 
announced its intentions to : 
proach the building "wi 
profound respect for its das; 
detail."

When Grand Central Station was 
built in 1903-1913 to the design 
of architects Reed and Stem, 
Warren and Wetmore, its New 
York neighbors were low build
ings and even, at one side, a field 
of grazing sheep. Now the build
ing IS surrounded by towers, and 
the skylights and windows have 
long ago ceased to supply light to 
the interior. Earlier attempts at 
strong artificial lighting (primarily, 
a continuous row of lights at the 
cornice line) were destructive of 
any clear perception of the great 
space. After the installation of nu
merous trial mock-ups, new light
ing makes Grand Central visible 
again. Work was under the direc
tion of the Rambusch Co., col
laborating with Poor, Swanke, 
Hayden & Connell. The new light
ing is also more efficient: both 
maintenance time and wattage 
usage are expected to be greatly 
reduced.

Atlantic RE-USECity
Newark:Hotel The Ballantine house was de
signed in 1884 by architect 
George Edward Harney for John 
H. Ballantine, who had estab
lished a successful brewery in 
Newark, N.J,, shortly after immi
grating from Scotland, The origi
nal decoration and furnishings 
were supplied by the D, S, Hess 
Company of New York.

After some service as an office 
building, the house has now been 
restored (under the direction of 
Universal Restoration, Inc., and 
the Rambusch Co.) and is now 
again very much as it once was, 
serving not as a private house but 
as a public showcase for the Mu
seum's decorative arts collection.

The State of New Jersey’s recent 
election day vote legalizing ca
sino gambling in Atlantic City has 
stimulated an ambitious plan to 
revitalize the city with a new thou
sand-room resort hotel as its first 
structure, complete with casino, 
health and sport facilities, con
vention facilities, several restau
rants. two theaters, and a large 
retail complex.

John Portman & Associates are 
the architects and planners of the 
entire 57-acre redevelopment 
project located on the famous 
boardwalk in the center of the 
once prosperous, now decaying 
resort city. All structures on the 
Site have already been demol
ished. Resorts International Inc., 
descendant of the Mary Carter 
Paint Company, owners of Para
dise Island in the Bahamas, and 
builders-operators of Marina 
World in California, are the devel
opers and Portman's clients.

"We don't want Atlantic City to 
become a Las Vegas of the East.'' 
said Jack Portman, John Port
man's 28-year-old architect son, 
in a recent interview. Speaking for 
his father on the firm's attitude 
towards the gambiing issue, he 
said, ‘' In this office we had a lot of 
discussion as to whether we 
really wanted to get involved. Ob
viously the consensus was that 
we should. We have an opportu
nity here to influence this devel

Louisville:
On Louisville. Kentucky’s We 
Mam Street, an impressive 9 
year-old structure with a cast-ir: 
facade is to be rehabilitated ai 
reborn as the Louisville Musei 
of Natural History. Architec 
Louis & Henry are in charge of tl 
conversion, with the Dahie 
Construction Company as part 
the planning team. Opening ofti 
museum is planned for July 
1977, only ten months after tl 
beginning of reconstruction.

Living
History
Philadelphia's Living History Cen
ter is an impressive new building 
designed by Mitchell/Giurgola 
Associates. (Giurgola, we’re 
proud to recall, was interiors’ Art 
Director from 1952 to 1958.) For 
a permanent multi-media display 
of American history inside the 
building, the City of Philadelphia 
commissioned the firm of Ray
mond Loewy International.

18,000 sq, ft. of exhibition 
space (over a floor duct system 
which supplies the necessary wir
ing) is filled with a rich variety of 
custom electronic and mechani

i

continued on page
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Hall ARTISTONE
... stoneware 
versatility for 
casual styling
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ii SHASTA

PALOMAR

*1
...elegant, distinctive, durable 4 —

Create that special, individual “look" on your table top. Select one of six I 
exciting, distinctive Hall Artistone patterns. Choose complementary, color j 
coordinated hollow-ware. And you have casual styling at its very best. By j 
design. Hall Artistone's informal appearance establishes a mood of relaxed I 
elegance for dining pleasure. \

Hall Artistone is unique. It has unusual durability and stacking, is thorough- ^ 
ly vitrified, and has exceptional resistance to chipping, cracking, crazing, 
and breakage. A lead-free glaze provides a non-porous surface that pre
serves the original appearance, permits ease in cleaning. For additional 
information, call or write . . .

I •MAUNA I.OA

Hall ARTISTONESee Hail Artistone at Booth Nos. 
2233 and 2429. Internaltonal 
Hotel-Motel Exposition. New York, 
November 8-11. rf H

4

if/
EAST LIVERPOOL, OHIO 43920 • TELEPHONE; 216/385-2900

Available throughout the United Slates from authorized stocking distributors 4-
IV
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i>tat!c generated hy nylon. Static generated hy Furtrel PC'.P

Which carpei

You’re looking at photos ot' the actual results of thre 
tests conducted bv (Certified Testing I,alM)ratories, Inc. o 

carfx."ts of Celanese Fortrel P(T pnxiucer colore* 
polyester, and comnierciallv available carjx^ts (i 

similar construction in different fllxT?
Fortrel P(]P outperforms them al

More Durable.
After only 1,8(X) CNcles on a taber abrade 

(talxr abrasion test AS’I.M D-1175), the carjxt o 
acr\iic fiber reached the breaking p>int (abraded to th 
backing) and registered a pile weight loss of 11.6%. Th 

carjxt of Fortrel P(T p>lyestcr didn't reach the breakin 
point until 22,(X)0 cycles! And didn't los 

11.6% of its pile w eight until 29,9(X) cycles
Less Static.
In checking static generation, the .VATO 

Walk Test with Neolite Soles (134-1969) was conductei 
Caqxt of Fortrel PCP polyester generated a mere . 

kilovolt, well below the threshold of human sensitivin 
(Even Ik'Iow the level necessar\- for such delicat 

applications as computer r(K)ins and hospitals.) The carpi 
of Antron II, even w ith metallic protection, generate' 

seven times as much static—3.5 kilovolt?
No Fading.
In the .\ATCC Colorfastness to Light Te? 

(Test -Method 16E), the carpet of Fortrel PCP polveste 
show ed no evidence of fading or color change afte

Acrylic after cycles on a Talfer Ahrader. 

Fortrel PCP after I,H()OcyAes on a Falter Ahrader.
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h'nrtre! H(.'P/wfori' &"afur exposure to /.UX^Prs. of 
.\ eiion-.-1rc lamps.

\ylov hefore after exposure to lHX)hrs. of Xenon-Arc lamps.

loyou want on your floor?

5(X) hours oFexposure to Xenon-Arc lamps. (That’s 
S times the industry standard.) The carpet of nylon 
lad faded substantially well before 15(H) hours.

Wear Guaranteed.
7'hese are onK three of t\\ el\ e 

xacting standards that eyer\’ carjx’t of Kortrel P(T 
>olyester must meet before it is awarded our fiye-year 
. car guarantee. It's the only wear guarantee available 
nywhere on contract grade polyester carpeting 
nd it guarantees that “if the surface pile of the carpel w ears 
nore than 10% within five years
rom the date of initial installation, (Tlanese will replace 
he affected area with equivalent carpeting 
t absolutelv no cost to voil’

Now you can be sure which car^xt \ou w ant on vour 
kx)r. The one that resists static, fading, wearing, 
taining, .soiling, and mold. .\nd has 
Ite only five-year guarantee around.

Fortrel PGP.

The hack of most carpeting.

of carpeting ofFortre! PCP polyester.T})e hack

If your new cirpetinfi is made from ll»W» Fonrd PCP polyester. cominercial-nrade. and has been pr*»perlv installed and maintained. 
Celanese Fibers .Marketing Company guarantees it Here is how 

If the surface pile of the carpel 
area with cquivalem carpeting at absolutely no cost to you,

than 10% within five years from dale of initial insiallalMm. Celanese will replace rhe affectedwears more

Note that the guarantee it non-irantferahle and applies nnly to carpeting tstairs excluded) for which wear, if any. is nut attributable to 
negligence or iiurns, casualties, cuts, pulls, and the use of improper cleaning methods or other causes lievond the control of Celanese. 

This guarantee applies only to ctimmercial-grade carpet at defmed in I'orircl Polyester Carpet Performance FT.Jn7.
ELANESE

(ielinf^t Fibers Mirketinit (.'impanvFortwl PCP i (rftdemirk of F iber Induitnes Inc i a sub«idurv Celanese a djvisum <»r r.elanesf < i>rpcM

Your next five years are guaranteed with:
FORTREL PCP

Fhis time do it right
FloorCovehngsDepartmem, Celanese Fibers .MarkedngCo.. 1211 Avenue of the .Americas, New York. N.Y. 100.16.(212) 764-76^
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HEWS
GALLERIES
AND
MUSEUMS
Spaced Fine Arts

Center at 
Metropolitan

continued from page 6

AND COURSES
Competition propriately, the jury will also be 

interdisciplinary one: Massir 
Vignelli. Niels Diffrient, Shar 
Lee Ryder, Richard Saul Wi 
man, and Paul Friedberg. Pr 
ects must have been produced 
the years 1967-1976. entries j 
due March 1. and the entry tee 
ten dollars. For further intern 
lion, write Design in Michigan t 
hibition. Cranbrook Academy 
Art/Museum, 500 Lone Pii 
Road. Bloomfield Hilts. Michiga 
48013.

for
Restoration
The National Institute tor Archi
tectural Education, once a bul
wark of the American Beaux-Arts, 
is now giving attention (and 
funds) to more realistic design 
problems. Its 1977 Hirons Prize 
competition, open to those under 
35 years old. is tor the "Rehabili
tation, Recycling, or Restoration 
of an Old or Historic Building " 
Entries are due June 15. and win
ners will be awarded funds to aid 
in the actual construction of their 
design proposals. For informa
tion, write Howard H. Juster, Di
rector of Education, NIAE, 139 
East 52nd Street, New York, N.Y., 
10022.

Plans have been announced for a 
new visual arts center to be 
added to New York’s Metropoli
tan Museum of Art. Made possible 
by a S20 million gift from Walter H. 
Annenberg, the center will be 
headed by Thomas Hoving, who 
recently announced his plan to 
retire as Director of the Metropoli
tan at the end of 1977. The center 
will produce educational mate
rials including films, tapes, prints, 
and television programs. Plan
ning for the facility is being under
taken by a prestigious team: Mr. 
Hoving; Kevin Roche/John Din- 
keloo & Associates, Architects. 
Peter Goldmark, communications 
consultant; and the Office of 
Charles and Ray Eames.

New Schooll
andA new and very welcome phe

nomenon on the New York gallery 
scene is Judith York Newman's 
Spaced gallery, 165 West 72nd 
Street. New York. N.Y., 10023. 
Devoted solely to paintings and 
graphics by architects and de
signers or about architecture and 
design, the gallery has recently 
presented one-man shows by 
James Rossant, David Macaulay, 
and (currently) Lebbeus Woods. 
From March 25 to April 23, a di
verse trio of artists will be 
presented: Gerald Exline, head of 
the Department of Architecture at 
the Cranbrook Academy of Art; 
Joseph Aronson, a talented 
etcher of Italian piazzas: and 
John Desmond, an architect 
practicing in Baton Rouge and 
author and illustrator of Loui
siana's Antebellum Past.

Smithsonian
While INTERIORS' readers kn 
that interior designers and the 
dustry which works in tandi 
with them account for $11 bilNo 
worth of annual sales and fees 
the U.S., exerting a more pen 
sive influence on our envirc 
ment. moods, and pocketsboc 
than the fashion industry or t 
art establishment, the public 
large knows little about inter 
design's influence, nor how t 
industry works. Two educatior 
institutions are attempting to re 
edy this situation, however.

At the suggestion of archite( 
interior designer Edgar Tafel, t 
Center for New York Affairs of t 
New School for Social Resear 
(66 West 12th Street. New Yo 
N.Y. 10011) has launched 
course on 8 Monday evening 
5:55-7:25 p.m. It started Janu< 
31, in which moderator Oli 
Gueft (INTERIORS' editorial dir€ 
tor) will lead such panelists a 
lecturers as architect/interior c 
signer Warren Platner, fabric c 
signer-manufacturer Jack Len 
Larsen, and ICF vice preside 
Patricia Hoffman in an expl< 
ation of the interior design indL 
try. Name of the no-credit cour 
open to all is "Interior Desic 
Low Profile Giant on the Ne 
York Scene." Tuition is $60. F 
information call (212) 741-5691

The Smithsonian Institutior 
Associate Winter Classes (Was 
ington. D.C. 20560) has launchf 
a course similar in content, e 
cept that it is not New York o 
ented, which is scheduled for 
Thursday evenings, 6:30-8:( 
p.m. starting January 27, Ok 
Gueft is the moderator on th 
one also. Tuition is $45 for Smit 
sonian Institute members, $63 f 
non-members.

Concrete
Building
Award

National
Gallery

Cited for its sculptured design 
concept, the eight-story Wash
ington Federal Savings and Loan 
Association building in Holly
wood, Florida, by Bleemer, Le
vine and Associates, won the top 
award m a competition sponsored 
by the Florida Concrete and 
Products Association Inc. and 
South Florida Chapter, American 
Concrete Institute.

Others named were Norman M. 
Giller and Associates; Smith, Ko- 
rach, Hayet Haynie Partnership; 
Edward Durell Stone Associates: 
and Reynolds, Smith and Hills.

JOHNS

Barbarians 
in Boston
Through the end of February, the 
late Romans' relationship with the 
barbarian world is being explored 
in an exhibition at Boston’s Mu
seum of Fine Arts. Shown are al
most 500 objects of decorative 
art, including works by the no
mads of Central Asia and art from 
the lands of the Franks, Copts, 
and Anglo-Saxons,

Washington’s National Gallery of 
Art has been given an important 
collection of contemporary Amer
ican graphics, concentrating on 
works of the 1960s and ’70s. The 
donor is the Woodward Founda
tion, which has been lending 
some of the works to U.S. em
bassies as part of an Art in Em
bassies program. The collection 
includes 160 prints. 30 drawings, 
and two illustrated books: most 
heavily represented is Jasper 
Johns, with 47 prints, and there 
are works as well by Rauschen
berg, Albers. Frankenthaler, 
Dine, Motherwell. Oldenburg, and 
others. The graphics will be a 
valuable part of the Gallery’s col
lection of 20th century art. a col
lection to be teatured in its East 
Wing, designed by I. M. Pei and 
scheduled for 1978 completion.

Design
Michigan
The Design Michigan program, 
funded jointly by the National En
dowment for the Arts and the 
Michigan Council for the Arts, in
vites submissions (from both de
signers and clients) of the best 
projects designed or made in 
Michigan in the last ten years. 
Projects may be in any of a num
ber of fields: interior design, in
dustrial design, architecture, vis
ual communications, landscape 
architecture and planning; ap10 INTERIORS FEB 77



Wilton Royal
Design Plan 

Series
of Ax minsters

By appointment to
the discriminating 
American designer:
The finest Axminsters, from the
world's oldest and most prestigious
carpet mills. Fast service at all times.
especially on custom designs
and colors, from hand-trials
to the completed order.
Brochure on request.
Wilton Royal Axminster
Carpeting is manufactured
by expert craftsmen
in the Solent Carpet
Division of the Wilton Royal
Carpet Factory, Wilton, Englarui. rf

r' 9p p f pSTOCKED IN 12 FOOT I*tP 9
pr 9

BROADLOOM IN BOSTON r fp' 9
f*P ^ r

9
pp p 9The name you can always depend on P p

Double Diamond BlueBeigeWalton Royal, Inc.

^
A'P.O. Box 305, Charles Street Station

Boston, Mass. 02114. Tel. (617) 389-2505.
Circle 7 on rea<tef setv<ce card



Nancy sctirtver D%n—n is Tne
new Public Relations Director of 
The Merchandise Mart, Chicago

Richard SparzanI has been 
named Manager of Customer 
Service and of the Information 
Center for the Dow Badische 
Company, Williamsburg. Va.

The Magee Carpet Company 
has appointed John H. Burrus as 
its National Contract Sales Man
ager. Burrus replaces Raymond 
P. Habib, who has resigned to 
serve as President of Blooms- 
burg Carpet Industries.

Lynne Steere has joined the staff 
ot Vanleigh Contract Corpora
tion’s New York showroom as an 
account executive.

6re«ff Fabrics, inc., announces 
a number of personnel changes:
Mrs. Lorraine Emdln, formerly 
manager of Greeff's New York 
showroom, has been appointed 
Manager of Specialized Sales; 
Mrs. Helen Keating becomes 
New York showroom manager; 
and Hal Peters becomes Man
ager of the firm’s carpet depart
ment. Five new regional sales 
representatives have also been 
named.

ueon Rosen, President of 11 
Pace Colfection, announces I 
opening of a new Pace showrol 
in Miami, Albert Hebert, forma 
the Pace showroom managerl New York, js the new Regiol 

Manager. The showroom is in I Pace building, designed by JaJ 
Schweitzer, West Coast If 
gional Manager, and Deni 
Marchand of the Pace desl 
staff. I
Marilyn Montgomery, lnl
Space Planning and Interior J 
sign tor Business, has movedl 
new, larger quarters; 3133 bI 
falo Speedway. Houston, Texl 
77098. I

The Gunlocke Companyl
Wayland, N.y.,one oftenfurnil 

ings companies owned by Sp» and Hutchinson, has named ll 
tricia A. Russell to the neJ 
created post of Vice Presidl 
and Eastern Sales Manager. rI 

sell was formerly Chicago 1 gional sales manager for Stol 
Davis. I
Peter Pepper Products, lnl
has moved to larger quarters! 
17929 S. Susana Road. CorJ 
ton. California. 90221, a mJ 
which coincides with the firS 
25th anniversary. 1

David-Edward Inc., a multi J 
organization with showroomsj 
Washington/Baltimore and l| 
Marketplace in Philadelphia. rJ 
changed its name to DeslJ 
Products, Inc., in order to avJ 
confusion with David-Edwal 
Ltd., the upholstered seatj 
manufacturer. I
The Worden Company, Wa
land, Michigan, has announcJ 
the promotion of Earl H. Siemsl 
Vice President of Marketing, r| 
sponsible for the continuiJ 

growth of both domestic and f J 
eign market areas for Worden’s] 
brary, office, and instituttonJ 
product lines. Additionally. Sier] 
will be in charge of develop ] 
marketing personnel and nej 
products. 1
Rose May Erickson, ASID, hi
been appointed Marketing Dire] 

tor for the Space Manageme 
Group of Seattle.

Haworth, Inc., manufacturers 
office interior equipment, a 
nounces that Clarence Han 
logten will direct the develo 
ment of the firm's mternatior 
business; Edward Clark w 
manage the domestic marketii 
functions.

Commercial Cabinet Coipor 
Won. a West Coast interior arci 
tectural woodworking firm, h 
joined the Furniture Division
Group Artec.

continued from page 10

Healthy
Color
Late in 1976, a workshop of un
usual interest was held by the Na
tional Bureau of Standards, Its 
subject; Color in Health Care Fa
cilities. Prof. Alexander Styne of 
the University of Miami's School 
ot Engineering and Environmen
tal Design initiated the workshop 
and spoke on “The Planning of 
Lighting and Color from the De
signer's Perspective"; Prof. 
Thomas Sisson of Temple Univer
sity spoke on “The Physiological 
Effects of Color"; Dr. William 
Beck on “Hospital Color Viewed 
by the Concerned Physician." 
C^her participants included Mrs. 
Marcella Graham, institutional 
design consultant, and Corwin 
Strong of the National Institutes of 
Health. Further information is 
available from Prof. Styne, 15206 
N.E. 8th Ave., Miami. Fla., 33162.

Patricia P Russell
The Samsonite Corporation's
furniture division has promoted 
Don R. Thomas to Manager, Re
tail Sales Administration,

Roger L. Tuepker is the new 
west coast regional sales man
ager for Monticello/Contract, 
the commercial marketing branch
of Monticello Carpet Mills.

Bernard Soep Associates, Inc.,
space planners of Allston, Mas
sachusetts, announce these ad
ditions to their staff: James Wen
zel, Director of Interior Design; 
Richard Palmer, Resident Archi
tect; and Solomon Tuller, Plan
ner.

Rebecca Chow Eastman. ASID

People, Firms,
and Allan Omli

Showrooms
Alfred Goldberg, former Super
intendent of San Francisco’s Bu
reau of Building Inspection, has 
formed a new firm, Goldberg Re
search and Development Associ
ates, acting as consultants in 
building codes and safety stand
ards. The new firm will be subsidi
ary of the architectural firm of 
Botsai, Overstreet and Rosen
berg, AIA.

Berry-Kleier and Associates of
Louisville. Ky., have formed a 
new interior design service. It will 
be directed by Sarah McNabb 
and Sherry Collins.

David Slerens has joined Daroff 
Design, Inc., as Vice President in 
Charge of Operations and Admin
istration.

'A'
The architectural and planning 
firm of Ezra D, Ehrenkrantz and 
Associates, P.C., has changed its 
name to The Ehrenkrantz 
Group, P.C. Ezra Ehrenkrantz, 
FAIA, is President; Carl 
Meinhardt, AIA, is Executive 
Vice President.

Sob Myers and John V. Davis. Ill

Rebecca Chow Eastman, ASID,
has been appointed to the board 
of California Press Women and 
has been named Public Relations 
Director for the organization’s 
Bay Area District.

V
Clarence Handloglen

Salem Carpet Mills has ap
pointed two new Senior Vice 
Presidents E. A. (Bob) Myers 
and John W. Davis, III. Both 
Myers and Davis are former Vice 
Presidents of the firm. Salem has 
also appointed Allan OmIl Na
tional Accounts Manager,

F
Barry Baron, presently the direc
tor of the Cohama Decorative 
Fabrics Contract Department 
assumes, as an additional re
sponsibility, the management of 
Riverdale Fabrics' Specifier 
Contract Department.

U.S. Plywood, which merged in 
1967 with Champion Papers, 
Inc., has changed its name to
Champion Building Products.

Rose May Erickson, ASiD

TP'
Glenda M. Wilcox and Robert 
Kennedy have both been named 
Fellows of the Institute of Busi
ness Designers. Wilcox is the 
IBD's current National Vice Presi
dent for Membership, and Ken
nedy is a past president of the 
IBD's Ohio chapter. Edward Clark
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In our showroom
is on display our collectbn77;
on this page are shown models
LONGSOFT
designer arch, emesto radaelli
LIBRARY INLAY 
ARMCHAIRS ONDA
designer arch.giovanni offredi
fabrics dSssmfi)

circle 9 on reader s^ice card
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continued on pageIndonesian War Chief (photo byPete Turner). 8 ft. by 12 ft.
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atogon request. Hank Loewenstein, Inc. 3260 Southwest 11 Avenue. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33335.305/525-S453. Or circle card 199.



MARKET Designers need not have gripped 
their cinema seats and ascended 
Irwin Allen’s "Towering Inferno” 
(1974) to know that the major 
source of fire load in many con
tract interiors are the furnishings 
themselves. An increasing public 
awareness of the susceptibility of 
such materials as cushioning and 
upholstery fabrics to such ignition 
sources as cigarettes and open 
flames has led to intensive in
quiries into the adequacy of fire 
regulations across the nation, 
California currently spearheads 
the drive for more rigorous writing 
and enforcing of the building 
codes, but other government 
bodies are sure to follow. In this 
spirit of loss prevention the 
Elastomer Chemicals Dept, of E.l. 
DuPont De Nemours & Co. intro
duces "Vonar,” a family of spe
cially formulated cellular elasto
mer interliners 1/16", 2/16", 
and 3/16" thick designed to be 
added to furniture under the up
holstery fabric for the purpose of 
reducing both "the likelihood of 
ignition of furniture as a unit" and 
"the burning rate of upholstered 
furniture in limited ignition situ
ations."

"Vonar" produced as an inter
liner according to DuPont specifi
cations by Dayco Carpet Cushion 
Co., a subsidiary of Dayco Corp., 
and the NAFI division of Chris- 
Craft Industries Inc. is a form of 
Neoprene-B; foam that can sig
nificantly delay the ignition of fur
niture. It performs in three stages: 
first, generating water vapor 
which helps cool fabric and cush
ioning material and helps reduce 
the flow of oxygen to fabric sur

face; next, releasing a flame 
lardant under more intense h 
and decomposition; finally, fo 
ing a char layer which helps in 
late the cushioning material ft 
heat and helps limit the oxyt 
flow to the cushioning matei 
All this assumes that "Vonar 
been properly incorporated i 
the furniture construction—c 
ditions that obviously vary v 
each chair design.

According to DuPont, Vo 
does not appear to greatly aff 
furniture comfort, esthetics 
hand. As for its technical p 
formance, DuPont has direc 
Factory Mutual System. N 
wood, Mass, to perform cigars 
ignition tests based on Natio 
Bureau of Standards criteria < 
limited open flame tests as well 
chairs made with and with 
"Vonar" interlining. The resi 
indicate that "Vonar" has 
proved the ignition perforni.Br 
of most fabrics and construct!; 
tested. DuPont is not preparec 
say what conclusions lie beyc 
this narrow pale.

A tantalizing question hang; 
the air. Will individual design 
and manufacturers take up 
themselves the time and expet 
of testing specific application; 
"Vonar"? In an industry as het 
ogeneous as furniture buildi 
one can hardly chide DuPont 
Its caution. But the "custoiTif 
must literaily "sell" himself on 
product's potential before 
facts of any particular case ( 
emerge. "Vonar” looked vt 
good in recent demonstrations 
the press. The rest is up to us.

circle 2

continued from page 16

On
the firing iine
with
DuPont’s Vonar

Cutaway of standard office chair 
shows "Vonar" interliner coated to 
undersurface of upholstery fabric. 

Other methods of installation include 
use of' 'Vonar'' as separate layer ap
plied between fabric and cushioning 

material and use of "Vonar" as an en
velope over cushioning material. Time 
lapse photography shows four double 
sheets of newspaper being ignited on 

upholstered seats of standard office 
chairs, the one to the left constructed 
without "Vonar"interliner, the one to 

the right constructed with it. News
paper IS ignited at 2:00: flames on 

chair at left, flames charring fabric of 
chair at right at 2:04.30, almost total 

consumpf/on by flames of chair at left, 
continuing flames but protection of 
cushioning of chair at right at 2:15.

continued on page
10 INTERIORS FEB 77



Means
Office
Solutions.

Series 9000 with Plainer Seating for the Lobby. Elegant and distinctive.

Series 9000 in the private office. Helps Space saving Series 9000 in Word 
the key executive be more productive ProcessingSupports high productivity with the strength of steel. Enriching.

Designs in Wood The beauty of wood

Steelcase means solutions for your 
entire office environment. Beautiful 
solutions that save space, save 
money and help increase office 
productivity.

Call for literature. 800 447-4700 
toll free; in Illinois 800322-4400 Or 
see Steelcase Solutions at your 
Steelcase Dealer or Regional Office. 
They're in the Yellow Pages.

Steelcase Inc. Grand Rapids. Michigan 49501 
Los Angeles. California 90067: Ontario, Canada. 
Steelcase [Far East) Ltd , Tokyo. Japan

circle 11 on reader servce card
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continued from page 18

Voluma:
the
wrench
connection

"Voluma, a patented display
system of cast aluminum connec
tors designed to clasp and hold
one-quarter inch panels simply by
the turn of an Allen wrench, is
now available from Europe
through B -i- F Design Inc. Its
unobtrusive ground and var
nished hardware offers the de
signer a fast, secure means of
joining self-supporting panels
both in vertical and horizontal atti
tudes as enclosures, walls, geo
metric solids, and even furniture.
Depending on the strength of the
chosen panel material (wood
acrylic sheet, paper, plastic lami
nate. or whatever). "Voluma" ac
cessories can accept such fea
tures as shelves and trays, profile
bars, connection bars, curtain
rails, lighting fixtures, circular
forms, and doors. The eight vari
ations of the basic connector are
based on multiples of a 45 degree
angle.

In addition to working with de
signers to produce unique appli
cations for "Voluma," B -I- F De
sign Inc. also offers Alucobond, a
light weight, high strength panel
that sandwiches a polyethylene
core between two thin sheets of continued on pageU/eivs of Voluma show 

basic connector 
with Allen wrench inserted, 
eight basic connectors. 
Voluma in use in SoHo loft 
of New York artist 
Ernst Aebi.

aluminum. These quarter-inch 
panels are directly usable with 
Voluma. A wide range of colors is 
available to designers: clear ano
dized, color lacquered, and soon, 
color anodized. circle 201
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15 reasons why, when you get to the 
bottom of things, you get to Falcon

TfM tabi* bataa ahown ara a aal*et4bn from tba many atyloa. aizaa. and finiahaa manufacturad by Falcon to maat
virtually any naad. Tha topa ahown ara a faw of tha mora than SOO eolora and finiahaa uaad by Falcon in manufacturing
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How properly installed 
the flanmianlity performance

Tests have shown that the effectiveness of 
each VOMAR interliner varies depending on which 
configuration Is used, as well as upon types of 
upholstery fabric, furniture style, method of 
interliner application, etc. Since Du Pont only 
licenses manufacturers to make VONAR interliners, 
but does not make or install the interliners and has 
no control over the manufacture of furniture,
Du Pont cannot be responsible for the performance 
characteristics (including flammability) of any type 
of furniture. Consult your furniture supplier for 
flammability information on specific types of furniture 

The maximum contribution obtainable from 
VOMAR interliners occurs when the interiiners 
remain intact If VONAR is ripped or cut exposing 
flammable cushioning materials beneath it the 
degree of protection provided by VONAR is 
diminished. For that reason, VONAR interiiners are 
not recommended for rapid transit public 
assembly seating or other use areas where there is 
concern about vandalism and intentional fire.

A. Standardpolyurelhanecuahionimfoam. B. A layer of VONAR 3 
Interiinercoatedonbackoffabric. C Standard nylon upholstery fabric.

What VONAR interiiners can do.The inside story.
in preliminary tests, ignition of furniture as a 

unit when properly constructed with VONAR. has 
been delayed significantly beyond the time afforded 
by the same piece of furniture without VONAR 
when subjected to cigarette or limited open flame 
ignition sources.

To help you cope with present needs and 
future regulations on ignition of upholstered 
furniture. Du Pont presents the family of VONAR 
interiiners** The VONAR interiiners have shown 
they can reduce both the likelihood of ignition of 
furniture as a unit as well as reduce the burning rate 
of upholstered furniture in limited ignition situations.

Each VONAR interliner is a thin layer of 
specially formulated cellular elastomer which is 
added to furniture under the upholstery fabric.
When used properly in furniture, the VONAR 
interiiners totally envelop the cushioning material. 
Preliminary analyses of fumiUire to date indicate 
that the Installed VONAR interiiners have little or no 
effect on furniture comfort, aesthetics, or hand— 
and they can be added at reasonable cost 

VONAR interiiners are available in three 
different application configurations from Du Pont 
licensed interliner manufacturers or their 
representatives.VONAR can be applied in any of 
three ways: as an envelope adhered to standard 
cushioning material, backcoated onto upholstery 
fabric, or sandwiched as a separate layer between 
the fabric and cushioning material.
*Du Pont trademark for interllner made by licensed manufacturers according to 
Du Pont specifications. Du Pont supplies the basic elastomer to such 
manufacturers, but Du Pont does rKit make interiiners.

“Thus far there are three VONAR interiiners, artd they differ in thickness and 
performarKe. VONAR3hasa3/16"minimum thickness, VONAR 2 a 
minimum 2/16”, and VONAR 1 a minimum 1/16", Tests by furniture 
manufacturers are necessary to determlrte which grade of VONAR will be 
appropriate in any specific furniture construction.

The process by which VONAR performs 
involves three stages:

1) When subjected to the heat of an ignition 
source, VONAR generates water vapor which helps 
cool both the fabric and the cushioning material, 
and helps reduce the exposure of the fabric surface 
to oxygen.

2) Under more intense heat, VONAR 
decomposes further, releasing a flame retardant.

3) Finally, decomposition of VONAR forms a 
char layer which helps insulate the cushioning 
material from heat and helps limit the oxygen flow 
to the cushioning material.
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'ONARlnterliners improve 
f upholstered furniture.

Protection against imitations.
Specify VOFiAR interliner in furniture. The 

VOMAR trademark means the interliner is made by a 
licensed manufacturer according to Du Pont 
specifications.

Du Pont assists licensed interliner 
manufacturers bytesting samples regularly for 
formulation, thickness, and physical properties, and 
monitors proper use of the VONAR trademark with 
respect to interliners and furniture.

For more information, ask your furniture 
supplier about VONAR interliners. Or ask Du Pont 
(Jse the coupon below, or write: Du Pont Company, 
Room 25331E. Wilmington, DE19898.

Ten and one*half minutes into this test the office chair constmcted without 
AR is totally invUved. The chair constructed with VOMAR had ceased to burn 

vhcn the paper fire went out (test details upon request).
The test described here does not demonstrate that all furniture usir>g VOMAR 

ntciliiHTS will perform In this rrwnrrerixwill not bum under actual fire conditlorrs. 
The test was not conducted to assign "numerical flame spread ratings" to any 
•naterlals Involved. The results show only that specific types of chairs which used 
.OMAR interliner properly, performed as indicated under the test cc»iditions.
5inrc Du Pont does not make furniture or make or install interliner, we cannot 
sssume responsibility for furniture performance.

VONAR
Interliner

Demonstrated performance.
Du Pont and others under our direction have 

subjected a number of upholstery constructions 
jsing VONAR interliners to both cigarette and open 
lame ignition sources.

Testing has been performed using cigarette 
gnition standards developed by the National 
Bureau of Standards for consideration by the 
wonsumer Product Safety Commission. These tests 
lave shown that VONAR will improve the cigarette 
gnition performance of most fabrics and 
ronstructions tested. Please note: there are some 
abrics and constructions that will fail cigarette 
gnition even when VONAR is used properly.

Further tests designed to approximate actual 
imited open flame situations have shown the 
jffectiveness of the interliners. For example, the 
photograph above of two otherwise identical chairs 
shows how the one without VONAR (left) became 
:otally involved when exposed to an open flame 
generated by a wastebasket fire. The chair 
constructed with VONAR (right)) formed a char 
ayer where contacted by flame. And it stopped 
purning when the wastepaper fire burned out, 
pefore the flames had reached the polyurethane 
foam cushioning. Du Pont will continue to test 
various furniture styles containing VONAR and 
report the findings.

rMail to:
Du Pont Company Room 25331E, Wilmington. DE 19898. 

Please send me:
□ further technical data and test results
n a list of furniture manufacturers using VONAR
□ a list of licensed manufacturers of VONAR

Marne. Phone.

Tide

Company.

Address

City.

ZipSMt.-

US PATaTM

circle 13 on reader service card
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MARKET Thonet
Don Petitt has designed the "Pet- 
itt Ply Chair" side and arm chair 
in oak veneer molded plywood. Of 
special interest are seat and back 
pans of rigid polyurethane foam 
made via the Reaction injection 
Molding process, which pro
duces foam at wood density for 
durability

continued from page 20

circle 202I;«■

Functional
Office
Furniture

t
I ‘

Inport to by Specified Products

I"Labofa 11/68 Stacking Chair" 
IS available in western U.S. trom 
Scandinavia m a choice of teak, 
oak, or mahogany veneer or up
holstery on a tube frame of epoxy 
steel or chromed steel with plastic 
casters, optional coupling device 
and armrest.

j/
circle 203

Labofa 11 /68 Stacking Chair 
by Functional Office Furniture Specified 

Products, Inc. I
"Inport 10" provides task and 
ambient lighting for general otfice 
and individual desk with optical 
chamber for symmetrical or as
ymmetrical light distribution. 
Uses metal halide or HID lamp, 
100 to 250 watts.

I
circle 204

Pettit Ply Chair by Thonet
Ben Mayer 
Design Inc.

Envelite S Series by Ben Mayer

Envelite S-Series" 2' x 2' mod- Clear Pedestal Planters 
by Architectural Supplementsules are available in eight designs 

that drop into standard ceiling 
grids to create illuminated ceil
ings against backlighting or natu
ral daylight. In .080" thick matte 

circle 205

■ V...

white acrylic.

GF Business 
Equipment

■-I.
/

"GF Graphic Collection" offers 
users of GF Environmental Sys
tems Program hand silk screened 
photo images and geometric de
signs to apply on ESP fabric cov
ered products. Included are 
"Panel Graphics,"
Band Graphics,'
Graphics," and "Solo Graphics." 
A wide selection of standard de
signs can be specified; custom 
designs are possible, circle 206

\ '' .I'

I
'Acoustical
‘Modular

II' *n
fl V w

Architectural
Supplements

7. ■'Clear Pedestal Planters' de
signed by Paul Mayen lift plants 
aloft in Teflon-lined polished 
chrome containers on clear 
acrylic columns with polished 
chrome base trays. circle 207

GF Graphic Collection by GF
24 INTERIORS FEB 77
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In the beautiful countryside of the River Lys 
the flax for Belgian Linen is carefully culti
vated and skillfully spun and woven into a 
host of fabrics which are being Increasingly 
appreciated throughout the world. This 
special marketing report by the editors of 
American Fabrics/Fashions brings one of 
the oldest and most treasured textiles into 

the perspective of modern living.
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Belgian Linen Association, 280 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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CARPET 
WORLD

■ Helix''

Systemic 
Collection 

of patterned 
carpet,

t i

; j

"Keiim"
No man need sit on a plain island 
within a landscape office since 
Jack Lenor Larsen answered de
signers’ needs for a coordinated 
carpet design program that re
lieves the monotony by estab
lishing identity in different areas. 
It’s a whole vocabulary of design 
that can also be used to indicate 
directions. Gulistan, Division of 
J.P. Stevens & Co., introduced 
the collection at the January 1977 
floor coverings markets.

As with his textile designs, Lar
sen has answered specific archi
tectural requirements. The four 
prints, in three color ranges, 
serve to "identity floors of mul
tiple story spaces; establish rec
ognizable landmarks, especially 
in long corridors and windowless 
interior spaces; achieve variety 
within continuity; and relieve the 
monotony of bland pre-fabncated 
surfaces within architectonic pat
tern parameters."

The designs, which coordinate 
with plain colors in four of Guhs- 
tan’s lines of different piles, are 
"Kelim," inspired by the tribal flat 
woven carpet of the Middle East. 
"Bars" and "Cross Bars," using 
the same motif at right-angled in
tersections; and "Helix," a flow
ing motif chosen as relief to the 
straight-edge lines of the other 
prints. Color ranges are Sapphire 
(shown); Russet, with touches of 
blue, teak, warm and pale beige, 
and Mushroom, combining taupe

designed 
for Gulistan 
by Jack 
Lenor Larsi 
provides 
a grid type 
system.
tones with beige, gray, and 
gold.

All patterns are made of Ali 
Chemical's rugged, second g» 
eration Anso nylon fiber for i 
wear in high-traffic areas. It fi 
excellent soil-hiding properti* 
and carries a five year wear w 
ranty.

Designs in the Systemic Co\k 
tion, with their darker grounds 
two color values and lighter p 
terns on top. give the impressi 
of great depth. Larsen feels 
has achieved, with a moderat 
priced carpel, the effect of a S 
Wilton. circle A

"Bars""Cross Bars
?6 INTFRinR<; FPR 77



Brueton Industries, 315 East 62nd Street, New York. N.Y. 10021C212) 838-1630. Request a catalog.



NOW! VICRTEX*HAS A WONDERFUU

Soft look, Soft feel

vicrtique



INSUOUS NEW WALLCOVERING FOR YOU

Today’s unique wallcovering collection

There's never been a wallcovering like 
Vicrtique!

Soft to the eye, soft to the touch, Vicrtique is a 
completely new formulation featuring non- 
woven fabric backing.

A quartet of patterns in dozens of colors are 
thefirst Vicrtique introductions, Each creates a 
warm, intimate effect that tantalizes with deep 
texture, subtle dimension. Each features 
durability, strength and easy maintenance.

Get acquainted with Vicrtique. Experience its 
soft feel, its warm decorative magic.

ORLAINE
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Write tor the exciting new Vicrtique Presenta
tion Folder. Or call your Vicrtex man, today!

L.E.CARPENTER
A DAYCO 
COMPANYAND COMPANY

170 North Main Street. Wharton. New Jersey 07685 
(201) 366-2020 NYC: (212) 355-3080

DISTRIBUTED BY: VICRTEX SALES DIVISION, New York, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, Boston, Minneapolis. In Canada: Toronto, Montreal /
HOWELLS, INC.. Salt Lake City / PAUL RASMUSSEN. INC., Honolulu.
Circle 17 on reader service card



Just Some
o1 our Laminated Plastic 

Top designs

900BVN
Softened square 
corner wood bullnose

S:

*

900GR ^
Oak or Walnut 
inlay edge

900BVNR
Complete bullnose 
wood edge

900GS
Mitered corner 
companion to 900GR

900A ^
Contoured wood 
edge flush with 
laminate

900GX ^
3/0" wide Oak 
or Walnut framing 3000 ^

Impact absorption 
vinyl edge

Mark 50
Brown or black 
super-hard 
plastic edge

6000
Square corner 
self edge

Complete product line catalog available 
upon written request. Includes information 
about our solid wood tops, pedestal bases 
and conference tables.

9A .i'"

II JOHNSON INDUSTRIES INC
^LGIN. ILLINOIS 60120

Oak or Walnut 
shaped edge

circle 10 on reader service card circle 18 on reader service card ^
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Contour
3y

n Scottish Stretch Wool
t981 ro)

he Magnificent Variegated
;olor Tones in the Contour'
Collection were adapted from
Minerals of the World.
rom the Private Cnlloction'ol

Biiiw

50 Third Avenue
Oth Floor
Jew York 10022
•tlanta • Boston • Chtcayo.
■alias • Los Angeles • Kouslon
hiladolphia ♦ San F-raitctscci

o the trade only

F



MARKET
Modular Storage Furniture shelf bracket is equipped with two chamfered plastic wedges, 

which lock the bracket into position when it is swung down. 
Wall supports are available in four lengths, and brackets are

circle 280

Murray Export Industries of Westfield. New Jersey, is distrib
uting modular storage furniture for health-care and institu
tional applications. The functional, contemporary styled furni
ture is available in 15 colors and 3 door designs, and over 100 
different types of units are offered. Door and drawer fronts are 
in deep gloss or matte finish, high pressure laminate, and 
have polished anodized aluminum handle pulls. All interiors 
are laminated in white melamine, which, together with the 
"no-frame” design, reportedly makes them easy to clean and

circle 278

available in three.

Office landscaping system
Structural Concepts Corp. of Spring Lake, Michigan, has a 
Customodule office landscaping system featuring a frame 
construction which utilizes the patented Tubex joint. The joint 
locks and unlocks with a one-eigth turn, which permits rapid 
interchangeability of panels to accommodate functional or 
decorative changes. Over 60 panel materials and surfaces 
are offered, including vinyl, fabric, carpet, glass, tempered 
glass, acrylic, and acoustical treatments. 12 finishes in the 
framing system are also offered. The complete system in
cludes panel mounted and free standing furniture and acces
sories, straight or curved panels and free-standing screens, 
and hinged and angular panels for geometric layouts.

very hygienic.
Moveable planters
Architectural Supplements, Inc. has developed a series of 
planters which incorporates a caster platform into the re
cessed base of each planter. This mobility permits the planter 
to be moved for cleaning, decoration change, on uniform ex
posure to light. Planters are formed from one piece of seam
less, corrosion resistant Trexiloy, and the insides are lined 
with Teflon. The planters, which range in size from 12 in. x 14 
in, H, to 30 in, x 19 in, H. are available in 6 finishes: polished 
chrome, satin chrome, matte black, matte white, satin bronze

circle 279

circle 281
Textured ceiling panels
Celotex building materials division of Jim Walter Corporation 
has a new, embossed reveal-edge lay-in ceiling panel with a 
textured pattern simulating rough cast aggregate concrete. 
Called Safetone Marquis, the ceiling panels are said to 
achieve a textured appearance without the directional look 
associated with molded mineral fibers acoustical products, 
The reveal-edge lay-in panels provide total accessibility to the 
ceiling area above. Marquis panels comply with Federal 
Specifications SS-S-118A as a Type ill. Class 25. (ASTE 84).

circle 282

or polished brass.
Shelving system
A new shelving system, manufactured in Britain by Archibald 
Kendrick and Sons, Ltd., is offered in the U.S. by Multi Prod
ucts Sales Inc., of Michigan, The system, which requires no 
pegs, screws, or clamps is constructed of supporting brack
ets which fit into a continuous channel running the full length 
of the uprights, instead of into slots or holes. The back of each

circle 19 ort reader service card

Photo of: La Difference Restaurant, Hotel Roosevelt,. N.Y. City. Richard M Bellamy, Archite

Write For Our New 1977 Decorative Panel Brochure
Intricate patterns and brilliant to subtle colors add in
stant atmosphere to any setting. The easy to install 
panels fit any standard 2' x 4' or 2' x 2' ceiling grid, cre
ating an authentic look of stained glass at a much lower 
cost. Use on walls or as dividers . . . creative ideas are 
boundless!

We now offer twenty-seven stock ceiling panels and 
eight stock dividers. Custom designs are available to 
your specifications.

^«^>RKRi\FT

Jj^ntract
550 South Pine Street. York, PA 17405 (717) 845-3666



International Contract Furnishings Inc. 
145 E. 57th St., New York. N.Y. 10022 
Telephone: (212) PLaza 2-5870 
Cable: Confurn NY/Telex 236073

The Breuer Lounge Chair 
design; Marcel Breuer

Designed in 1928 and manufactured 
for only a decade, 
the Breuer Lounge Chair became a 
rare collector’s item until this 
year when this classic was 
again entered into production 
and is now being made in 
leather, wicker or pony skin.

Chicago: 1010 Merchandise Mart 
San Francisco; The Ice House 
Boston: 27 Stanhope Street
circle 20 on reader service card
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PROFESSIONAL
LITERATURE

needed to specify a given job. It 
also dtscusses the major carpet 
backings, pad types, adhesives, 
carpet strip and mouldings avail
able

Western Wood-Moulding a 
Millwork Producers are otteri 
an idea booklet called Design a 
Decorate, The 8-page, full co 
brochure explores the vari 
used of wood mouldings in b( 
exterior and interior applicatir 
Available for 25 cents frr 
WWMMP, PO Box 25278, Pt 
land, Oregon, 97225.

circle 230

Reprodux, Inc., a firm special
izing in fine antique furniture re
productions, is offering a 24-page 
booklet produced in England 
which pictures furniture popular 
during the American Revolution. 
The booklet centers around fourRain Jet Corporation is offering 

a 16-page catalog illustrating 
their line of Custom Crafted foun
tains. The catalog, accompanied 
by an 8-page specification bro
chure and price list, gives an idea 
of the water effects available to 
parks, hotels, malls, apartment 
complexes, corporate offices, 
hospitals and other institutions. 
This Group "C" color catalog 
also explains the economical use 
of electric power in regard to the 
design principle used in the foun
tain construction.

Oetm
prominent Americans and an 
Englishmen who were leaders in 
the American Revolution, and a 
full color photograph of a suite of 
furniture typical of that used by 
each. circle 231
Available from Thonet Indus
tries, Inc., is a brochure describ
ing their standard 076 Case- 
goods line. It includes storage 
units, desk units, bed units and 
accessories. The line features the 
Tho-Tech polyester seamless 
edge and fire retardancy options. 
The brochure is illustrated and 
lists specifications. circle 232

A new catalog from Conco In
dustries illustrates in full color 
the company's laboratory furni
ture. Photographs showing typi
cal industrial, medical and educa
tional applications illustrate 
various furniture styles and ar
rangements. Construction in
cludes plastic laminate, classical 
oak and birch wood. A selection 
of accessories to customize and 
complete installations is also in
cluded.
American Cyanamid Company
has published a Guide to Con
tract Carpets detailing informa
tion on Creslan acrylic fiber. The 
full color guide describes such 
specifications as static resist
ance. flammability, acoustics, 
etc.; and also includes perform
ance and maintenance informa- 

circle 234
The Scott Machine Develop
ment Corporation is offering an 
eight-page full color brochure 
which details and illustrates the 
concept of Signgraving. The 
pamphlet shows how signgraving 
responds to changes, growth and 
vandalism, and it also includes 
specific information and sugges
tions on producing sign systems.

circle 235
ARCO/Chemical Company, Ar
chitectural Products group, intro
duces a sampler kit for Cork-0- 
Plast bonded vmyl/cork flooring. 
The kit contains a full size sample 
of the classic pattern, and smaller 
swatches of the full line of pat
terns and styles. A brief product 
description and installation 
photos are included, circle 236

RanScopetv

circle 226

From Vogel-Peterson Company
is a 10-page full color brochure 
describing PlanScape office 
screens. The screens are avail
able in 33 colors, 19 sizes, three 
trims, and three acoustic ratings. 
Ten new optional geometric pat
terns are also offered. All screens 
are free-standing, or can be inter
connected to meet the changing 
requirements of an office interior.

circle 227

OHM londKV«-node
•rmbeaLitfti

A six-page, full color brochure 
available from Richards-Wiicox 
Manufacturing Co. describes 
the No. 2500 Operable Wall Sys
tem. The 2500 series is a top- 
hung, manually operated system 
incorporating uniform compo
nents which accommodate indi
vidual job needs. The brochure 
includes a detailed product de
scription, dimensional drawings, 
specifications, panel storage 
configurations, and an illustrated 
selection chart. Specify brochure 

circle 228

circle 233

A Guide to 
Contract Carpets 
from CYANAMID 
producers of Creslan 
acrylic fiber.tion.

F-320,

Ron Rezek Lighting is offering a 
catalog of their new lighting 
products. Designed with a clean, 
functional appeal, the lamps are 
pictured and fully described. All 
specifications and a price list are 
included. Shown, the U-lineTask 

circle 229Lamp.
XT'OJtHy' «ccroncal / M. wnoon

An Architect's Guide, produced 
by Roberts Consolidated Indus
tries, offers step-by-step proce
dures that the architect can use in 
specifying almost any type of 
commercial carpet installation. 
The guide is divided into sections 
by installation techniques, and 
covers materials and procedures

34 INTERIORS FEB 77
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MARKET
RESTAURANT
FURNITURE

Foodservice is the fourth 
largest retail industry 
in the country, 
with $80-billion in sales...

According to the National Res
taurant Association, restaurants 
and bars continued a strong 
showing as of last September, 
with an 18% increase in sales. 
Hospitality magazine’s Lodging 
edition of November 1976 re
ported year-to-date new building 
and remodeling projects for res
taurants (not including those in 
hotels and motels) at 506. 
amounting to more than $145,- 
600,000.

The 61st International HoteU 
Motel & Restaurants Show, held 
last November in New York, drew 
an increased number of overseas 
exhibitors, and, according to the 
American Hotel & Motel Associ
ation, U.S. income from hostetries 
climbed to a record $11.8-billion 
in 1975, a 6% increase over the 
previous year. The Association's 
Construction & Modernization 
Reports for December 1975

through May 1976 noted that new 
hotel/motel units planned for the 
U.S. were off only 6.4% versus a 
decrease of 45.5% in the previ
ous year.

Eating is America's favorite di
version and hamburgers seem to 
remain the favorite mass food. 
Wendy’s Old Fashion Hamburger 
restaurants opened last year in 
Vallejo. Cal. (a ($130,000 proj
ect) and in Wickliffe, Ohio 
($500,000). Also, the $850,000, 
290-seat Victoria Station restau
rant was new in Wauwatosa. Wis. 
Recent trends show "theme" de
sign is increasingly popular, with 
nostalgia in the lead. Furnishings 
appropriate to carry out any de
sign are plentiful. Manufacturers 
offer a wealth of products—or will 
carry out custom designs to fit the 
theme (as in New York’s recently 
redesigned Tavern On The 
Green, illustrated here).

Wycombe. Meyer Co.
Custom banquettes were executed by 
this firm to restaurateur 'designer 
Warner Le Roy s specifications (or his 
new Tavern On The Green in Manhat
tan s Central Park Installation fbelowj 
IS in the Elm Tree Cafe, forming a half- 
circle around glass-enclosed elm tree. 
Other banquettes fit room's perimeter 
Beige vinyl upholstery has tufted back, 
brass nail trim Bases are wormy 
chestnut to match other wood in 
the room

• '

Vecta Contract
Firm s popular Kann chan and KDX 
bies (above) of flexible Finland ply
wood with flat surfaces of melsmin- 
laminale add color to restaurant 
pro/ects.circle 254 circle A

Cl Designs
One style from the new solid mahog
any Indoor Outdoor Series (above), 
joined with waterproof marine glue. 
Standard finishes are rubbed oil—or 
pieces can be left to bleach in the sun 
to a natural boat-deck gray circle 250

Meadowcratt
Firm s wrought iron furniture assures 
long wear with its extremely durable 
finish. Table shown (below) /s from the 
new Gramercy Park collection. Chan 
IS ^613

Renovation 
and refurbishing 
account for 
a large part 
of new furniture 
purchasing...

Carolina Forge
This division of Lee L. WoodardSons 
has introduced a cafe group called 
Bentwood" (be\ow) that captures a 

classic wood style in wroughtnon. 
Table top diameter /s 30 in circle 251 circle 252

continued on page
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The Contract Market is happening in Los Angeles... March 24-27
With great pride the Pacific Design Center presents its sec
ond contract market — WestWeek. WestWeek is a one-of-a- 
kind product exposition and design conference. WestWeek 
brings to the professional contract specifier, architect and in
terior designer in-depth programs to probe the important 
issues of our contract industry. WestWeek begins on Thurs
day, March 24th, with a Hunt Breakfast featuring Los Angeles’
Mayor Tom Bradley. Later, as a special treat, a Major Studio 
Feature Screening of “Fun With Dick and Jane” starring 
George Segal, Jane Fonda and the "Blue Whale,” On Friday,
March 25th, there will be a morning seminar "Design Spec
trum 1976-77," with panelists Milton Swimmer, Howard 
Hirsch, Randy Duell and Dan Morganelli. An afternoon sem
inar. "Design Expectations — One Year Later", will be lead by 
noted architect, designer and journalist George Nelson.
Saturday, March 26th, Environmental Communications pre
sents its multi-media marathon. "Man and His Environment."
This is an all-day slide, motion-picture and sound essay on 
the environment. Many continuous programs and events are 
scheduled at WestWeek, Among these is "The Chicago 
Architects" exhibition on PDC's Main Floor Grand Mall. The

show covers the period of Chicago Architecture from 1900- 
1977. This program is under the sponsorship of the U.C.L.A. 
and U.S.C. Schools of Architecture. In the PDC's Interna
tional Room will be "The Floor and Ceiling Design Show", , , 
a major presentation of hard surface and resilient flooring 
products, along with acoustical, metal, luminous and trans
lucent ceilings. On the Third Floor Terrace of PDC will be the 
first institutional “Garden Design Show." Also, on third, in 
PDC’s Exhibition Gallery will be the “Canadian Contract 
Show.” This show features contract furniture and acces
sories manufactured in Canada. A highlight of WestWeek will 
be "The Contract Designer" exhibition of work by America’s 
foremost product designers. A cocktail reception honoring 
them will be held Friday evening on the Fifth Floor Grand 
Court. Come! Let us show you the latest in contract products 
and displays. Discuss new trends and concepts in the con
tract field with industry leaders. See our exciting showrooms 
, . . showrooms devoted to the contract market scene . . . fur
niture, fabrics, floor covering, wallcovering, lighting, acces
sories. at the Pacific Design Center ... at WestWeek ... in 
Los Angeles, March 24-27.

Pacific Design Center
8687 Melrose Avenue Los Angeles, California 90069 213 657 0800

1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza. Many fabrics available

Or\f* hw



MARKET
RESTAURANT
FURNITURE

continued from page 36

Chairs 
to relax in 
enhance 
the pleasures 
of dining

Shelby Williams
Wicker arm chair (-775^. rightj is ot 
hand^oven natural wicker applied 
over a tubular frame in epoxy finish. 
Clear lacpuer coals wicker for easy 
maintenance. A loose, foam-padded 
and tutted pillow seal can be added.

!l
imn

.,J/} ■

t : t

Wi0 .

circle 255

Jansco
Dining chair (\ef\) with grace/u//y
shaped base of mirror chrome is one
of several models constructed ot wo
ven natural colored cane. Solid ^-in.
steel at bottom of weaving line pre
vents withering and fraying. Chair may
be fire-retarded to meet rigid codes.

circle 256
Stendig
"Thalia'' side chair fleft; designed by
Anmg Sarian. is one of many designs
for dining (including the famous
Prague chair) from this firm. Thalia
( ~ 895J has steam bent solid ash
frame m natural or other standard fin
ishes and colors. Seat may be woven
cord or foam upholstered over elastic
webbing. circle 257

LoewensteinThonet Industries
'Depositato'' KD dining chair (above 

designed by A. Balutte, is sturdily coi 
structed of solid natural beech. Chaii

Firm‘s molded plywood furniture line is
again expanded with the shapely side
and arm chairs designed by Don Pettit

IS easily assembled without tools.fbelow;. Frame IS oak veneer molded
Seat, woven ot beige nylon rush, isplywood. Seat and back are molded
washable and durable for high trafficurethane over structural plastic inner
use. Firm promotes it as "excellent fd 

circle 2a
shells. An enduring combination for

circle 258 the low budget job.''restaurant seating.

continued on page ACastelll
The new KD' Box'' chair (above), de* 
signed by Ehzo Man. packs into a to- 
table package. Six pipes insert into 
seat and back. Colors of perforated, 
molded polypropylene seal and back 
are white, green, yellow, or brown. 
Frame is metal covered by a sleeve of 
PVC. New to U.S.. chair has been 
used in a number ot Italian 
restaurants. circle 259
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You are 
cordially 

invited....9.

to visit our beautifully 
appointed showrooms, where you 

will find fine furnishings for 
both residential and contract use.

V

>:

BEYLERIAN
Innovations In Design

DUNBAR
The Ultimate Expression of Good Taste 

EMPIRE STATE CHAIR CO. 
Commercial Contract Furniture- 

Chairs, Tables and Banquettes
PICKS REED 

Rattan Furniture and Accessories 
for Leisure Living 

KENT-COSTIKYAN 
Antique Custom Rugs, 

Plain Carpets, Cleaning, Repairing 
KITTINGER 

Reproductions of Distinguished 
18th Century Mahogany Furniture 

LIGHTING ASSOCIATES 
Contemporary Lighting, 

Lamps and Crafts 
WM. LYONS DESIGN CRAFT 

Custom Cabinets 
Wall Treatments, Mirrors, 

Tables, Chandeliers 
MITCH MORSE GALLERY 

Original Paintings, Publishers 
Original Graphics, Artists’ Agents

ROMWEBER
Furniture of Timeless Beauty 

SMITH & WATSON 
Makers and Importers of 

Fine English Furniture 
THONET 

Manufacturers of 
Contract Furniture since 1830 

TROUVAILLES 
French, English Reproductions, 

Antiques and Decorative Accessories
TURNER 

A Showcase of Ingenious. 
Aesthetically Dramatic Designs 

WOOD & HOGAN 
Largest Wholesale Selection of 

Fine English Furniture 
WYCOMBE, MEYER 

Furniture
Upholstered, Steel, Plexiglas, 

Wood—Contemporary, T raditional

Decorative Arts Center 
305 East 63rd Street 

New York. N. Y. 10021
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continued from page 38

Traditional restaurant seating 
adds warmth to ambience

Astra Bent Wood Furniture
Sturdy chair, made m Vermont fbe- 
low| has decorative cutout back 
splals and tx)w back steam-bent from 
solid hard rock maple. Legs have been 
bored through seat, hand-wedged. 
and steel-pinned for added strength 
Seals may be solid wood or Nau- 
gahyde-covered

Gregson Manufacturing
Frame of captain's chair ("rightj is solid
American black walnut, with back legs
reinforced at junction ol frame and leg
for added durability. Other refine
ments include nine-coil spring seal
foundation, waterfall upholstering for
easy cleaning, and 350 brass nails tor

circle 263 trim. There'sachoiceofvinytand
Scotchguarded fabrics. circle 262

Hunt Country Furniture
Handmade pieces of hardwood set
rustic ambience (or restaurant inste.
lations (above). Hunt's Contract O'-
Sion issues a detailed catalog on a,'
tom bars and other literature on
banquettes. faOtes, chairs in infinite
variety, and an extra heavy settee. (§
SIC color finishes are Barbary Oak
and Antique. circle A

Martin Brattrud
The cocktail hour stretches when
seated in this tounge chair (= 560.
adove). It may be specified on a swivel
base of polished chrome, satin
chrome, brass, or black chrome (or

Chairmasters
The campaign chair is a perennial fa
vorite This specially designed, com
mercially constructed model with 
bamboo carving, will seat diners in 
comtoft ("above; Chair comes in a 
choice of finishes and can be uphol
stered m COM fabric or a selection

circle 264

without the swivel). Dimensions are:
31 in. W, 3J in. D. 27m H. 25V2in. arm
H. 17'h in. seal H. Upholstery may be 
any material to blend with the design 
Velvets and mohairs add luxu-

Buckstaff
Oak furniture is ma^ong a comebac^t 
as Its golden tone and sturdy con
struction are again appreciafed. One 
of Buckstatf's new oak designs is a 
Captain s chair, crafted of solid north
ern-grown oak with solid oak turnings 
CatMDve;. Seat and back may be uphol
stered in a variety of materials

circle 266riousness.

of vinyls.

circle 265 continued on page
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Wall systems and room dividers that compose in 
almost endless configurations to serve any eventuality... every purpose... the 

most demanding contemporary taste. This unit from the 
breakthrough dfc mica collection is an adventure in switchcraft— 

a new design dimension to add to our notable 
offerings from Knoll.. .Thonet.., Vecta... General Mica... Brayton 

... Omni... Flair...Thayer Coggin Inst'l... Brueton...
Simmons.. .and die originals—for the contract and residential designer.

cpfcl« 22 on reader servee card
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all under 2 roofs

dfcuie/l dfceci/lDesigners Furniture Center Int'l
A&D Building, 4th Floor, 964 Third Ave., 

(150 East 58th Street)

Designers Furniture Center Int’l
D&D Building, space1003, 979 Third Ave., 
NYC 10022 (212) 755-5611

rrrrr
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John Stuart International
Newly introduced table assembly sys
tem ("above and at righU suited tor use 
with lirm's Euro chair, can cope with 
convention crowds and other mass 
seating. Boards, ot Rio rosewood, 
genuine nut veneer, gray synthetic 
material, or nut structure (m three 
sizes) couple to chrome-plated fool 
tubes, providing many combinations 
and sizes.

Ill

circle 269

American of Martinsville
Room service becomes cozier seated 
at a guest table f rights from the firm s 
Kings English II collection of hotel ■ 
motel furniture. Line is made of knotty 
cherry veneers and pecan solids, with 
no-maintenance tops of high pressure 
laminate. A second small table in the 
group IS on a pedestal base with a 
round top Add Chippendale splat 
back chairs or upholstered easy 
chairs—and eat elegantly, circle 2 70

All-Steel Inc.
New 2QOO Series pedestal tables 
fabove) are produced in round, 
square, and rectangular styles. 29 in.
H Tops are All-Steel laminate in an ar
ray of colors Bases finished in mirror 

circle 267chrome.

A variety 
of tables 
seat
tete-a-tete 
or cater 
to many 
guests

L & B Products
A table base m cast iron Cnght; from 
' Florentine Series'' is finished in 
standard dull or light enamel, or anti- 
guedwithgotd Tops. 48in to60m 
Dia.. can be Formica, butcherblock. or 
other materials circle 268

Liberty Crafts
Restaurant tables can take hard use 
with firm's exclusive manufacturing 
process of high gloss resin lamination 
that imparts depth to the natural wood 
and imbedded materials, such as pine 
with cane inserts ('lelt;. The resm finish 
forms a durable, protective surface 
that IS guaranteed against cracking 
and crazing Menus and other items 
can also be laminated with the same 

circle 271 continued on page\process
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The VIP Collection■r?

We've expanded our V,IP contract line with many new and 
exciting patterns to give you greater flexibility in design.

For a warm, imaginative and functional ambiance, we suggest you 
consider the V.IP. Collection. For samples and information, 

please call Sylvester Sammartine. Vice-President.

Lee/jom A
F<nn Decorative Fabrics

979 Third Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10022/212-809-3900

OTHER SHOWROOMS; Atlanla/Boston/Chicago/Dallas/Hcxjston/Lw Artgelew/Philadelphia/San Francisco/London

Cfrcta 23 aoMsder m li* card
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Seating
Krueger
The ■ 'Matrix'' fbelow; is a new high 
density chair that stacks 45 high Solid 
steel rod chrome-finished frame is

for
the bar 
and cafeteria

combined with textured polypropyl
ene seat and backrest (in eight col
ors ). Folding tablet arm can be added 
to hold cafeteria service tray

circle 272

ICF
The popularity of the Caribe table, n
stool, and chair senes, designed in
Finland by liman Tapiovaara fabovc
never wanes. Bronze hobnail base d
bar stool is also used lor butch-
erblock-toppedtables. Chairandbd
stool shells have indestructible sfec-
frame under foam and upholstery

circle 2

Falcon Products
Barstool rests on "Circa 1878"man
hole cover styled table base of cast
iron. 20 in Dia ([et\).Columnis2in
14-guage steel tubing Swivel, rubt-
cushion glides and loot nng are star
ard Seat and back construction IS
foam over molded plywood with s!t-u
back support structure. There is a sa
lection of base finishes and upho‘>!'
materials circle 2

Buzan Collection
High back bar stool (~ 2002FR. bo! j

Fixtures Manufacturing
Two new fire-safe additions have been 
added to the Astro Stack Chair line 
Cnght;. One has a.thermoplastic shell 
in a widese/ecf/on of colors. The other 
IS crafted lotafly in metal with wire 
mesh seat and back, in bright chrome 
or a choice of epoxy colors circle273

tom pboto^ has sides of rounded nali
raloak. or solid walnut. Cogwheel
base, with 360 swivel, comes in
standard bronze plate, or black, red.
or beige baked enamel Dimenstonsl
19 in W.tSin D.42in overall H. 31\
in seafH circle 2]
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J
s stark... with its clean, open

istruction. The gleaming beauty of the
mal line involves itself in the free
•tical concept of interior design with
d. definite strokes, rather than
rely robbing huge chunks of valuable
and floor space.
ether you are choosing one perfect
ce or furnishing a conglomerate... you'll
\ that the service as well as the fine
ftsmanship is indeed Peerless.

Steel Equipment Co.
ruh & Hasbrook Avenues, Phiiadelphia. Pa. 19111 •(215-722-3100)
anta • Chicago • Dallas • Kansas City • Los Angeles • New York • Worcester. Mass.

Manufacturing Distinctive Office Furniture for nearly 50 years.”



CONTRACT
SOURCES

metal institutional furniture, 1 Vi 
years ago from a floundering rela
tionship with a steel producer and 
IS fast restoring its former lustre. 
Combining Burd’s reputation for 
quality basic metal work and resi
dential casual and dining furni
ture with Howell's contract capa
bility has already proven to be 
sound business sense. Howell 
can report 70 to 80 percent sales 
increases in the last six months 
alone.

Corporate rehabilitation has 
come in the form of a broadened 
product line that adds office and 
food service users to Howell's tra
ditional collegiate and health care 
clientele. Equally important is a 
new emphasis on design innova
tion at a reasonable cost. "Our 
president, William Burd, is deeply 
committed to product research 
and development," says Richard 
Lyons, national marketing man
ager. "Howell will thrive through 
design leadership. We do not be
lieve plagiarism has a place in this 
business,” The company has the 
full time services of Warren Peter
sen. industrial designer, to pro
vide unique products for the resi
dential and contract lines of the 
Burd organization,

A continuous effort is under
way to introduce new seating, ta
bles. and institutional specialties 
on a regular cyclical basis with a 
development period of six months 
to a year per item. Product engi
neering, prototypes, testing, and 
tooling are generated in-house by

the Howell technical staff. As t 
fits Burd. Howell products ta 
full advantage of such metal tec 
nologies as rolling tube in roun 
square, and oval sections, brig 
and satin chrome tank finishin 
electrowelding, brazing, and p< 
ishing. “We’re not as automat^ 
as we could be," Lyons explair 
"Our desigrts call for details ai 
quality standards that skill< 
hands must often control."

Howell products are market! 
across the nation by a network 
representatives backed by cor 
pany showrooms in New Yoi 
Chicago, San Francisco, Atlant 
and Houston. New sales pr 
grams and marketing technique 
good shipping schedules, a ne 
catalog complete with detail! 
specifications due early this ye£ 
and the usual high level of How 
workmanship support its claim 
a solid middle of the road mark 
position. This is reflected by its i 
elusion in the Federal Supp 
Schedules of the General Ser 
ices Administration.

Eager, pragmatic, and aggre 
sive, Howell is also pursuing wh 
may be a number of lucrati' 
overseas markets, and conti 
ually refining its expertise 
epoxy coatings, plastic lamin 
lion, and upholstery, "We look 
the dealer and the designer f 
growth," says Lyons, "We inter 
to hold their interest by remainit 
competitive in the market both 
price and quality." Let the she 
go on.

Polishing
its
mettle
Howell Div.of Burd. Inc 
410 South First St.
St, Charles, 111,60714

Camera, lights, action!
Scene One: a modest and re

spected manufacturer of metal in
stitutional furniture is delivered 
into the arms of a powerful but in
sensitive steel producer.

Scene Two: the steel producer 
attempts to treat the furniture 
manufacturer like "one of the 
boys" in the steel industry with 
disastrous results.

Scene Three: a basic metal 
worker and furniture maker with 
some 50 years of experience res
cues the overwrought furniture 
manufacturer and restores it to 
resplendent health.

The script is well known to 
Burd, Inc,, which acquired 
Howell, a well known name in

President: William Burd 
Executive vice president . 
Joseph Novell!
General manager:
Arnold Hoenke 
National marketing manager; 
Richard Lyons, Jr.

Showrooms: Atlanta. Chicago. 
Houston, New York. San Fran
cisco

continued on page
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Now...specify carpet with 
twice the tuft bind to fight off 

snagging and unraviding

•s ^I• /
.•c

Du Pont's HOTBAC* resin 
stem for premium contract carpet 
in give you twice the tuft bind of 
)nventional carpet made 
th latex. The superior tuft bind 
tainable with this hot melt 
)nding system virtually eliminates 
e problem of deliberate or 
cidental snagging. And it reduces

unsightly and destructive raveling 
along cut edges for trench headers 
and phone outlets.

What's more, HOTBAC can also 
give you twice as strong adhesion 
between primary and secondary 
backing as latex gives. This means 
less risk of delamination, even under 
chair casters or wheel-borne traffic.

It adds up to longer wearing 
carpet, less frequent replacement 
factors that are of increasing 
concern to your institutional clients. 
Ask your supplier for carpet made 
with HOTBAC. Or we ll be glad to 
tell you where you can obtain it 
Just circle the reader service 
number.

Contract carpet bonded with DuPont HOTBAC

SPID
?g. G. S. Pat & Tm, Off. for resin used in carpet manufacture. T« o"

rarrtr irr-lA



alex Stuart design • A KIRSCH COMPANY

SHOWROOMS:
LOS ANGELES: HOME FURNISHINGS MARI 
DALLAS: TRADE MART 
CHICAGO: MERCHANDISE MARI.
SAN FRANCISCO: THE ICEHOUSE. 
VANCOUVER B.C.: I HE NEWSOME AGENCIES

FOR BROCHURES...
SEND TO DEPT. I 
ALEX STUART DESIGN INC. 
J075S SUPERIOR STREET 
CHATSWORTH. CALIF. 91311 
(.»! 11 99a-niJ

MANUFACTURERS Of LUXURY fURNISHINCS K>R THE EXEC UTIVE SUITE • DESKS • FIIE CABINETS • OCCASIONAL TABLES • BOOKCASES • CREDEN2AS • CONFERENC n
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Perma-MesK 
a versatile 
seat spring for 
all-around use!
Perma-Mesh* is a quality spring so 
flexible it's adaptable for chairs, sofas, 
family room furniture and many types of 
heavy duty use contract furniture.
Helical suspension provides exact firmness 
for ycur needs. Closely spaced swires assure 
complete spring support.

Expo<»cd frame fumiturf is lust one of many types nf furniture where 
Perma Mesh Spnngs are now being used. Write Ifrdav for samples for your 
new designs.

Pemia Mesh the total suspension spring, ejiclusivelu from

Flex-O-Lators, Inc.
P.O. Box 6t7. Carthago, Mo. «4836 (417) 3$a^09S 
P.O. Box 2194. High Point. N.C. 27261 (019) 662-3330 
2300 N. Marced, S. El Mont«, Ca. 91733 (213) S75-101S

circle 26 on reader service card
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Formica mirr

and woodgrains added to the 
broadest line in the laminate industry
Who but Formica could bring you so many fabricators, architects, designers and the 
patterns and woodgrain designs so faithful Color Marketing Group to ensure that each 
to nature! Reflections... made possible by pattern and woodgrain design will fill a need, 
sophisticated improvements in printing Not just today, but tomorrow as well!' 
techniques.

Formica's Design Center—unique in the 
laminate industry—has worked closely with

See these reflections of nature... part of 
the broadest line in the laminate industry. 
Contact your Formica Distributor now!

/
* ■FORMICAI

BR AIMI >

IL'O’



Designers Book Club
THE AIRPORT: Architecture. Urban Integration, 
Ecological Problems. By Edward G. Blankenship. 
156 pp. 9^4 X 11 *'4.230 illus. Index. $25.00 (Book No. 
7020)

A Professional Service 
for the Design Communily

Join NOW and receive any three of these acclaimed 
books (valued up to $74.00 retail) for only $5,95

ANATOMY FOR INTERIOR DESIGNERS: Third 
Edition. By Julius Panero. 160 pp. 9 x 10. Over 300 
Illus. Tables. $9.95 (Book No. 7026)

DESIGN REVIEW: Industrial Design 22nd Annual. 
Ed. by John Margolies. 206 pp. 8'/} x 250 B&W 
illus. Directory of designers. Index of products. 
$12 95. paperback (Book No. 7150)

DRAWING WITH MARKERS. By Richard Welling. 
160 pp. 8V4 x 11.155 B&W illus. 16 color plates. Bibl.HE/1IRPORT‘s Index. $14.95 (Book No. 1462)Frank
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHTS USONIAN HOUSES: 
The Case For Organic Architecture. By John 
Sergeant. 206 pp. 9 x 10.200 6&W Illus. Appendices.
Bibl. Index. $24.50 (Book No. 7177)

You are invited to become a member of the book club 
created with the profession^ designer in mind — and 
choose any three of these significant books for only 
$5.95. As a member, you will receive the best books 
published on design at important savings. Selected 
by an advisory board whose qualifications are well- 
known and respected, these books will be a source of 
inspiration and visual pleasure to you for years to 
come.

The DESIGNERS BOOK CLUB is planned to meet 
the needs of every member of the design community: 
architect, landscape architect, industrial designer, 
engineer, interior designer, graphic designer, institu
tional planner, landmark presemationists or urban 
designer. When you join, after you have fulfilled your 
initial obligation of three books listed above, you 
agree to accept only four more selections dunng the 
next twelve months. Nine times a year, you'll receive 
the DESIGNERS BOOK CLUB NEWS*, which de
scribes in detail newly published titles, plus an exten
sive selection of alternates—always at a savings!

So don't delay. Take advantage of this offer today! 
Choose any three books, valued at up to $74.00, tor 
only $5 95. Simply note your selections on the 
coupon. If payment accompanies order, we'll pay 
postage. We believe you'll find this decision one of the 
most rewarding you have ever made.

DESIGNERS BOOK CLUB
2160 Patterson Street. Cincinnati. OH 45214

Please enroll me as a Member of the DESIGNERS 
BOOK CLUB. I have printed the numbers of the 3 
selections you will send me at the special introductory 
price of only $5.95. Forthcoming selections and alter
nates will be described to me in the DESIGNERS 
BOOK CLUB NEWS, and I may decline any book by 
simply returning the printed form always provided. I 
agree to buy as few as four additional selections or 
alternates at the reduced members' price dunng the 
next twelve months, and I may resign at any time 
thereafter

FUTURE OF THE CiTY: New Directions in Urban 
Planning. By Peter Wolf. 208 pp. 9 x 12- 146 B&W 
illus. Appendix. Index. $20.50 (^ok No. 7182)

A GUIDE TO BUSINESS PRINCIPLES AND PRAC
TICES FOR INTERIOR DESIGNERS. By Marry 
Siegel. C.P.A. 208 pp. 8 x 12. Over 40 illus. $16.50 
(Book No. 7251)

INTERIOR DESIGN: An Introduction to Architec
tural Interiors. By Fnedman, PNe and Wilson. 305 pp. 
7 X IOV4. Fully illus. Bibl. IrKfex. $15.50 (Book No. 
7285)

BocH< Numbers

□ □□□ □□□□ □□□□
THE INTERIOR DESIGNER'S DRAPERY 
SKETCH FILE. By Marjone Borradaile Helsel. 186 
8V2X 11.292 illus. Index. $13.50 (Book No. 7289)

□ I enclose $5.95. and Book Club pays all shipping 
and handling.

□ Bill my account. I wilt pay all shipping charges.

PLEASE NOTE; Orders from outside the continental 
U.S.A. must be accompanied by payment.

OUTDOOR SCULPTURE: Object and Environ
ment. By Margaret A. Robinette. 192 pp. 8'/s x 6V2. 
175 B&W illus. Appendices. Bibl. Index. $24.50 (Book 
No. 7406)Name

PROBLEMS OF DESIGN. By George Nelson. 206 
pp. B'/7 X 8'/z. 116 illus. $8.95 (Book No. 7440)

Address

‘Each member is given a minimum of 10 days to 
review each NEWS at his letsure. If the mails are 
delayed, or If for any other reason he does not receive 
a NEWS and receives a book he did not order, we 
guarantee full credit and return postage for the book.

City State Zip
37 DESIGN & ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS 1st 
Annual. By Edward K. Caipenter, intro, by Jonathan 
Barnett, ed. by Ann Ferebee. 96 pp. 6 x 11 Over 
100 illus. $13.95 (Book No. 7456)

Signature

Area of Interest
2102
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Inherent in any open-office system is the panel. 
And in the case of Kobi. it’s this panel that 
distinguishes the system from any other you 
might have seen.
To begin with, the Kobi panel consists of two 
elements: the PANEL FRAME and the PANEL 
FACE. Each is completely independent of one 
another. Therefore, faces available in fabric, 
wood, glass, baked enamel steel or customers 
own material may be mixed or matched when 
ordering or on location.
All Kobi panels are constructed with a rigid 
steel frame, slotted to accept hinge elements 
and Kobi components. Exposed steel is 
trimmed with a molded plastic edge that pro
vides a completely finished, soft look.
Consider these features;

Components such as cabinets and files can 
be hung from the vertical panels thereby free
ing up valuable floor space to be used to its 
greatest potential.
Kobi's unique desk system is made from the 
same panel as the wall, thus allowing them to 
be attached for greater support and privacy. 
Plus, all components are acoustically designed 
to meet the highest standards of sound control. 
If you're interested in continuing this panel 
discussion further with a Kobi representative, 
just call 316-722-8090 orwrite: Kobi,
3219 W. Irving Blvd., Wichita, Kans. 67201.

K
like to introduce 
listinguished panel.

We guarantee, there's a lot more to talk about.

circle 27 on reader service card
Kobi panels are free-standing and can be
arranged in modular configurations that grow
and adapt to your own needs.
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Educational Equipment Com
pany, a maker of chalkboards 
tackboards. and display cases 
primarily for school use. While 
continuing to operate these com
panies as before, Hauserman 
took the opportunity to cultivate 
their expertise for its own behalf, 
as well as to introduce the "sys
tems-’ concept of its own mov
able walls to their product lines

Two years later, the com(>anY 
embarked on an ambitious re
search and development pro
gram to expand its capabilities to 
include open plan systems com
ponents. There was no rush to a 
prototype, however, A consor
tium was formed by Hauserman. 
the interior design firm of ISD. the 
buiiOing systems development 
team of BSD (Ezra Ehrenkrantz & 
Associates and Stone, Marracim 
& Patterson), and the design re
search group of BOSTI at 
S.U.N.Y, Buffalo to develop a 
conceptual foundation tor an 
open plan system, a design for 
the system itself, and a sensible 
means of distributing lighting, 
power, and communications 
channels throughout the resultino 
hardware.

What flowered m this fertile en
vironment was based on the con
cept of the "paper module." To 
wit: an order of dimensions based 
on the size of legal and letter size 
sheets of paper as the modulor 
for an open plan system (as op
posed to the more orthodox ap
proach of deriving systems di
mensions from building grids) 
The concept produced Hauser
man Cfffice Systems for office use 
and Educators Intraspace for ed
ucational facilihes.

Today Hauserman offers inte
rior designers a broad range of 
office systems products as well as 
the traditional lines by Educators 
and Gotham, Its office products 
lines include: full height movaPle 
metal walls ("Design Options 1 
and 2, ; "Ready Wafl." and door 
and vision panels), partial height 
greens ("Design Option 2" and

Divider Wail" in steel, glass, fab
ric, and acoustical finishes), open 
plan systems components (work 
Surfaces, freestanding desks, 
open and closed shelving, files 
power connections via freestand
ing units and screens, power 
Oars, wiring troughs, and low volt
age switching units, and task 
lighting), and accessories (cork 
and chalkboards, flip charts coat 
nooks, wardrobes, magnetic 
tacks, "Put On" graphicaids, and 
etched and stained glass panels), 
Its goal of providing an entire 
building except for its shell, seat
ing. and rnechamcals seems well 
on Its way to fulfillment.

—ueariy, Huussiiiiah has in« i 
ture on its mind. Most of the teJ 
nical and design services for I 
R&D come from in house specil 
ists whose collective skills col 
such areas as wail technoloJ 
casegoods, lighting, power. a1 
furniture design. Most of the col 
pany's advanced efforts are cJ 
cenirated m Cleveland, with adl 
tionai work being conducted I 
Tacoma, Washington (site I 
Educators). The typical develJ 
ment period tor a new prodl 
takes six months to a year, wl 
product testing administered bJ 
by Hauserman and by outsi 

testing agencies. I
The intended market for all tl 

endeavor? The corporate ar\d I 
slitutional "Fortune” giants of i 
U.S. and Europe. Because i 
company believes its produJ 
are eminently suited to tl 
owner/tenant buildings typica 
occupied by these orgamzatiol 
It has gone so far as to devel 
computer software capable! 
producing life cycle cost analya 
to justify the use of its produJ 
Prepared by BOST) and HausI 
man, the life cycle studies mvoj 
seven major phases of a clierj 
interior design; HVAC, space dl 
Sion, furnishings, lighting, powl 
communications, and floor a| 
ceiling coverings, I

This program will be offer! 
presently through local sales J 
fices on a specific project baa 
as part of the customer servid 
available through Hausermal 
vast national sales and service 1 
ganization. It rightly regards ita 
as a full service company. 1 
though there are some distriJ 
tors handling its lines in sol 
areas, most regional markets I 
attended by Hauserman branl 
offices backed by compaj 
showrooms in six North Amenc 
cities.

Despite the low profile it ma 
tains. It IS a good-sized compa 
Over 2.000 people are employ 
in Its factories and offices m si 
far flung places as Toror 
(Hauserman, Ltd., a who 
owned Canadian subsidiary), a 
Strasbourg, France (Hauserrr 
S.A.. owned fifty percent each 
Hauserman and Forges de Str. 
bourg of France), as well as Phi 
delphia. Tacoma, Marked Ti 
(Ark.), and Cleveland, wh< 
Hauserman, Inc., the parent 
ganization responsible for corf 
rate management, and E.F. Hi 
serman Company, the U. 
manufacturing, sales, and serv 
organization in the U.S,. sh: 
corporate facilities. All of t 
dedicated to the proposition tl 
a building should change as f 
as men’s minds. Hauserman: t 
movable feast.

CONTRACT 
SOURCES continued from page 46

This President:
William F. Hauserman
Vice president and secretary:
B.M. Hauserman 
Vice president and general man- 
ager-Educational Manufacturing 
Company Arthur H. Dillemuth 
Vice president-finance, treasurer, 
and general manager-Office Inte
rior Division, E.F. Hauserman 
Company: Richard D. Major 
President-E.F. Hauserman Com
pany: Donald R. Meckstroth

movable
feast
Hauserman, Inc.
5711 Grant Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Showrooms: Chicago, Cleve
land, Dallas, New York. San Fran
cisco, Toronto

We all know that feeling, Presi
dent John F. Kennedy had just 
handed a commemorative m^al 
to astronaut Alan B. Shepard on 
behalf of a grateful nation for 
redressing our wounded pride, 
stung by a timely series of Soviet 
space spectaculars. That's right; 
Kennedy placed the medal in 
Shepard’s hand—until First Lady 
Jacqueline Kennedy suggested 
he pin it on Shepard’s uniform. 
What IS correct protocol for 
America s first space hero? Or. 
how does a normal citizen live 
with rapid technological change? 
That IS the question to which 
Hauserman. Inc. is dedicated. In 
Its own words, "providing for the 
efficient utilization by people of 
interior space," in a world of 
changing activities and organiza
tions.

Earl F. Hauserman founded the 
E.F. Hauserman Company in 
Cleveland in 1913. and three 
years later began making mov
able industrial partitions from 
steel. Correctly perceiving that 
recent structural techniques had 
shifted the responsibilities of load 
bearing and shear wall bracing 
largely to a building's skeletal 
frame, Hauserman designed his 
product mainly to divide space, 
for as long as the partilioning was 
justified. Indeed, the company's

reputation rests on these sturdy 
movable walls for industry.

But another world opened up to 
Hauserman when architect Wil
liam Van Alen completed his Art 
Deco masterpiece, the Chrysler 
Building, in 1938, Hauserman 
panels were installed on its floors, 
and a vast commercial market for 
office partitioning came knocking 
at Its doors. A product "capable 
of being moved as many times as 
necessary: simply, quickly, eco
nomically, and without mess." 
was right for a time when mecha
nization and new business prac
tices were entering the office.

So the company prospered on 
the manufacture, sale, and serv
ice of movable metal walls. Yet 
another major step in the evolu
tion of office building was immi
nent (if not already anticipated in 
Europe): the open plan office. An 
office whose partial height bar
riers between workers formed 
compact work stations housing 
each worker’s total material re
sources needed a very different 
kind of wall by the late 1960s. In 
fact, it needed a hybrid wall, a 
partition doubling as furniture.

Hauserman was following 
these developments with great in
terest in 19^ when it acquired 
Educators Manufacturing Com
pany. a respected name in edu-

continued on page
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Domore Design
Project RS-18
The Luxeur Series chair
...a RobertSchier design

■which combines unusual
comfort with simplicity
of line. Tilt/swivel base Is
available with oak or
walnut laminated wood
frame. Matching side
chairs are included in
the collection.

DOMORE OFFICE FURNITURE, INC. • 2400 STERLING AVENUE • ELKHARTJNDIANA 46514
Domore Otiice Furniture. Inc , The Haws Corporation, and Hanno. Inc , compnseJKD Corporation 

Showrooms in Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Hartford, Milwaukee. New York City, and San Francisco.



designers who take a prodi 
from concept to prototype to p 
duction in about one year’s tin 
Product testing is an essen 
phase of this program, and Si 
mons products receive acti 
field use by health care insli 
tions prior to final approval 
manufacture,

Simmons sees its markets 
distinctly divided yet alike in c 
tain ways. Health care, innke^ 
ing. and education are individi 
customers needing specializ 
sen/ices. Yet both enjoy risi 
economies of scale with larc 
orders. Some two-thirds of t 
Commercial Products business 
in health care, with not quite or 
third in mnkeeping.

Factories serving the Comm 
cial Products include nine Si 
mons domestic plants around t 
U.S. producing mattresses anc 
‘hard goods" plant called t 

Calumet Works in Munster, In 
ana. These sources back a v: 
national sales force of some 
regional offices and four Si 
mons showrooms. There are a

CONTRACT
SOURCES

Marshal) barely eked out a liv
ing hand-building his "Marshal) 
ventilated mattress" at the time of 
his death in 1905. However, his 
invention heralded a genuine rev
olution in sleeping comfort Un
like the typical lumpy cotton or 
hair filled mattress pads of the 
cJay. the Marshall mattress 
yielded only where specifically 
depressed, thanks to a battery of 
individual coiled springs in cloth 
pockets.

Was the public ready for a new 
way to sleep? Simmons wasn't 
taking any chances. He stormed 
the public with his new "Beau- 
tyrest mattress (priced at 
$39.50. twice the amount for the 
best hair stuffing) in one of his
tory's most effective marketing 
campaigns. Starting in 1926, he 
persuaded such notables as 
Henry Ford, Admiral Richard 
Byrd, and Eleanor Roosevelt to 
endorse the merits of sleep and 
the Beautyrest mattress. Sales 
climbed to S3 million in 1927, and 
S9 million two years later.

"Mr. Simmons stands behind 
every bed" today as before, yet 
'Htemal growth and an active pro
gram of acquisition has added 
such respected names as Thoner, 
Katzenback & Warren, Raymor/ 
Richards, Morgenthau, Greef 
Bloomcrafi, Debu/Flair, Moreddi, 
Artisan House. Simmons Ltd,, Van 
Luit, and Sehg to the Simmons 
roster. Its Simmons Commercial 
Products IS responsible for the 
company's activities in health 
care, innkeeping, and education, 
as well as providing contract 
management for a client’s total 
furnishing needs through Sim
mons National Contract Services.

The Contract Division was 
created in the late 1930s when 
Simmons began producing mat
tresses to meet institutional spec
ifications. (It was reorganized as 
Commercial Products this year.) 
Its products have come to en
compass the basic patient room 
and dormitory bedroom ensem
bles including metal bed and 
overbed fable, casegoods, and 
seating. These items are rounded 
out with products from other Sim
mons divisions and affiliates to 
complete a typical merchandising 
"package"—sound marketing 
based on the convenience ot 
' one stop" shopping for the insti- 
fufional buyer.

Product research and develop
ment are vita) to Contract Division 
operations, and the Simmons Na
tional Technical Center (NTC) is 
charged with keeping its con
struction techniques, product de
sign, and product line current 
with market needs, NTC is staffed 
by a large corps ot engineers and

continued from page 54

Sleeper awake
Simmons Commercial Products General manager 
The Simmons Company 
Merchandise Mart. Suite 1870 
Chicago, III. 60654

Carl N. Hardigg
Showrooms; Atlanta, Chicago. 
New York, San Francisco

Were Alexander the Great, Napo
leon, Queen Victoria, Henry Ford, 
or Andrew Carnegie and others to 
sit down and write a Joy of Empire 
Building, what sort of ingredients 
would they list? Previous empires 
have been founded on the spoils 
of military conquest, the claims of 
divine right, the skills of state 
craft, and in our day, the ingenu
ity of the entrepreneur who 
learned how to produce an eco
nomical mousetrap and per
suaded his fellow citizens to jump 
in. One has even been founded 
on sleep; the Simmons Company, 
established in 1870. Its famous 
Beautyrest ® mattresses and 
Hide-A-Bed ® sofas have become 
the foundation of a diversified 
company that includes a wide 
range of contract and residential 
furnishinqs including the Sim
mons Commercial Products.

The particular genius ot this or
ganization was evident over a 
century ago, when founder Zal- 
mon Simmons, an energetic busi
nessman, railroad and telegraph 
company president, country store 
proprietor, and mayor ot Ke
nosha, Wisconsin acquired pat
ent rights and expired patents 
from inventors whose ideas had 
brought them little gam, Simmons 
made them profitable. He found 
practical applications for these 
inventions, sought out econom
ical means to mass produce 
them, and devised powerful mar
keting strategies to introduce 
them to a sometimes uneducated 
public. Though Simmons prod

ucts were always priced to sell, 
they never compromised quality.

Sleep was the company's first 
and most famous conquest. 
Though Zalmon Simmons had no 
grand scheme to dominate the 
bedding industry, he began mod
estly working his company liter
ally from the bedsprings up. Al
ready the owner ot a local 
cheesebox factory manufac
turing a wood telegraph insulator 
of his own design In 1870. he ac
quired the patent for a woven wire 
bedspring as payment for a debt 
incurred in his store. A local in
ventor helped him reduce the 
price tor the bedspring from $5 to 
80® and put Simmons in the bed
spring business. Before long, he 
responded to his retailers' requests 
for matching bedsteads with a 
much acclaimed brass bed. Then, 
in 1919, the company "almost in
advertently" entered the mattress 
business by acquiring the Newark 
Spring Mattress Company and 
Hirsch & Spitz ot Atlanta.

Mattress making in the first two 
decades of this century was a 
cottage industry of tiny local man
ufacturers turning out cheap 
products at low prices. It was 
characteristic of the second Mr. 
Simmons, the far-seeing Zalmon 
("The Chief"), Jr. to commit his 
company to finding a better way. 
His search for a mattress design 
of superior quality for nationwide 
sale led to the little noticed Mar
shall spring, invented in 1900 by 
James Marshall, a Canadian 
planing mil! operator.

architectural project design m;; 
agers who can assist designj 
when needed.

With an organization like th 
Simmons Commercial Produc 
can truly substantiate its claim 
being a total furnishings sour( 
What the Commercial Produc 
cannot provide in furniture, fabri' 
carpet, lighting, and accessorn 
Its National Contract Servic 
can secure from Simmons di 
sions and affiliates. That anc 
Beautyrest mattress will get yoi 
good night's sleep.

continued on page
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Lobby walls

Bowling lanesConference room floor

Isn t just
a pretty face.
It also has fine
inner qualities.
PTTjtectgfi bL-

Scotchgard
Soil-resistant. Easy-to-clean. 
Reduces maintenance costs. 
Protection lasts.

Flame resistant (Class A)
ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test

Acoustical rating —
NRC .65

Backed with latex
Won't ravel during installation. 
Can be cut In any direction. 
Seams easily. Won't buckle on 
walls or ceiling. Flame retardant.

circle 29 on reader service card

CD Carpet 
Imports

17 vat-dyed, no-bleed colors and 
patterns. Closes own nail holes. 
Choice of reversible or latex 
backed. 100% static free. 100% 
natural fiber. Absorbs sound. 
Mildew-resistant. World s strong- 
est fiber. Virtually vandat-proof.

Send for complete information 
and name of nearest representa
tive or distributor; we'il reply 
promptly. Sales Manager.
Carpet Imports. 1201 Story 
Avenue. Louisville, Ky. 40206. 
(502) 583-8362.

Exclusive United States Importer 
A division of Caudill Seed 
and Warehouse Co.
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Specializing B. Brody Seating Company
Contract Furniture Division 
5921 West Dickens Avenue 
Chicago, III. 60639 
312-889-6000in

furniture President Harry Brody 
Executive vice president
Leo N. Brody
Vice president general manager 
Joseph Diamond 
Marketing manager:
Edward W. Collins 
National accounts manager; 
W.L. Weiss

for
foodservice

Showrooms: Merchandise Marl 
in Chicago, Shecter Assoc in 
Miami, J,L Kahn (restaurant and 
chain trade) and William Wein- 
zimmer (designer and architect 
trade) m New York, Charles Miller 
in Dallas, Rollan“Don" Green in 
Memphis. Bill Bates in Seattle

Have you noticed that new Steak 
'N' Shake on your block? Have 
you sampled the latest delicacy at 
your new neighborhood finger 
lickin' chicken place'? If you have, 
you'll remember the furniture 
there, as well as the food. It ts 
possible that the label attached to 
the chairs tables, and booths 
reads "B. Brody Seating Co. " 

The company reports doing a 
booming business in the fast 
foods area, as well as in restau
rants and hotels. The recent 
Cham expansion in the Sunbelt 
has created a great demand tor 
Brody furniture there. Contempo
rary styles are specified in larger 
quantities than ever before, but 
period and Mediterranean looks 
remain very strong, reports Ed 
Collins, marketing manager of the 
contract division 

The fast foods market contin
ues to be the largest potential 
growth area in the foodservice 
field, according to Collins. Sales 
there show a 30 percent growth 
last year and could account for 50 
percent of all foodservice furnish
ing sales in the near future, pre
dicts Collins. In addition, he also 
forsees a growing market for 
Brody contract products in the 
hotel and independent restaurant 
sector, as that market lifts itself 
our of Its recent doldrums. 

Primarily a foodservice furni
ture manufacturer—from the 
white tablecloth establishment to

the local diner—Brody's contract 
division also has a line of seating 
suitable for offices and banks. 
The company's dinette division is 
the major supplier m the residen
tial furniture field. The present fa
cility in Chicago (350,000 sq, ft 
in two buildings) employs 500 
workers who can turn out up to 
2500 chairs on a given day.

Although Brody is publicly 
owned, active management still 
remains in the hands of the Brody 
family, descendants of the 
founder, Benjamin Brody. He es
tablished the firm in the late 
1930s, at the time when booths 
for foodservice establishments 
were in great demand. From the 
basic black and red booths of 
those formative years, Brody has 
developed a line that includes 
many different styles in the most 
current colors and materials. The 
recent wave of nostalgia has 
created a new demand for booths 
in updated versions. Designers 
who wish to create special treat
ments, will find Brody a sympa
thetic manufacturer.

The marjority of the company's 
chairs is made of metal. These 
come in a variety of styles, includ
ing traditional, and contempo
rary. They are designed by Carl 
Strand, ASID, who has been with 
the company for over 12 years.

In addition to doing a steadily 
increasing business in the U.S., 
Brody ships large quantities of its

products to overseas instal 
tions. Recently, it supplied 8 
chairs for the Cairo Sheraton 
Egypt, and is also involved 
doing a great deal of GSA cc 
tract work. The company is an i 
portant supplier of furniture 
military foodservice operations

"We are known tor the qua 
and service of our products. (. 
engineering department will i 
let a stacking chair out of the U 
tory unless it is made of 16 gau 
steel or without a support stn 
ture under the seat. Every prc 
uct that goes out has the Bro 
name on it. And this has beer 
point of pride since the days wh 
Mr. Brody started the busine 
Therefore, we maintain a v( 
strict quality control.” says Cdlii

In addition to NEOCON a 
NORA, Brody attends vario 
food service equipment manufa 
turers shows, military club coi 
mand shows, and the Natior 
Restaurant Association show 
Chicago.

At a time when many manuf- 
turers are reporting stagns 
sales, Brody lists a 19 percent 
crease in its sales for 1976, a to 
of approximately $17 million. W 
the proliferation of fast foods ( 
tablishments, here and abro; 
the company looks forward to 
bright future which will express 
self, in upgraded design and t 
specialized services it offers 
the foodservice industry.

cor>tinued on page
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IThe GF Cube.
It doubles your thinking power.

circM 30 on reader service card

The new GF Cube 
offers twice as many 
desk and console con
figurations as our best 
competitors

That has to start you 
thinking Because, this 
great variety of configu

rations allows you to 
make better use of very 
expensive floor space.

The open office 
shown here gives you 
just a glimpse of the 
possibilities.

Ask your GF repre
B

sentative to put the com
plete GF Cube story 
together for you. Or 
write us for literature 
GF Business Equipment. 
Inc .Youngstown. Ohio 
44501 In Canada: 
Toronto. Ontario

Office
Furniture
Systems

GF Business Equipment
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Structural changes that adap 
chair from residential to contn 
specs. Also, by implementi 
some minor changes, well kno 
frames can be given a new loc 
For instance, a cotton print uph 
stery has changed the appe 
ance of the well known Lu

continued from page 58

HankLoewenstein, Inc.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33316 
305-525-8453
President Hank Loewenstein
Vice president' Robert Kester 
Secretary / treasurer:
Dee Loewenstein 
Showrooms: Kirsten-Kovner in 
New York. Nollman-Harrow m 
Boston. Landon Assocs. In Wash
ington, D.C., Howard M. Shore in 
Atlanta. Loewenstein in Chicago, 
M, J, Berkowitz in St, Louis, Van 
Sant in Dallas. DickSteffy in 
Houston, Charles Eisen in Den
ver, C, J. Welch in Los Angeles 
and San Francisco, Badena & Pe
rez in Hato Rey, Puerto Rico

stacking chair.
As a specialist in chan 

Loewenstein sees a bit of 
change taking place in that m 
ket. "The lighter look, adeparti 
from heavy leathers and vinyls 
becoming more popular Cotl( 
Zepel treated, is being used 
freshen things up. Chairs that i 
easily recoverable are gaming 
popularity. The darker woods £ 
coming back, We are beginni 
to sell a great deal of waU 
again. Chrome, for the most pr 
IS passe: however satin chrome

Less
IS

in constant demand,"more The areas where LoewensL 
chairs are used are also char 
mg. Right now there's steady c 
mand from better restaurants a

A chair should be attractive, func
tional, durable, and affordable. 
Such factors are kept in mind by 
Hank Loewenstein when he looks 
for a new chair to include in his 
line. He also remembers that a 
chair "has to sit a lot of different 
people" whose posteriors are as 
different as their personalities.

A decade ago, when this 
energetic man established the 
company that bears his name, 
Loewenstein decided to concen
trate on a limited number of well- 
proportioned, but small-scaled 
seating. Since then he has added 
several costumers, ash recep
tacles, and stools. "My original 
intent was to get ten chairs and 
sell a million of each one. We’ve 
come close to that figure with at 
least two of our products, 
notes.

Instead of expanding his col
lection for the sake of steady 
growth, Loewenstein prefers to 
grow prosperous by developing 
several successful products that 
retain their best seller status 
throughout the years. This man
ner of operation implies a series 
of studied choices at the outset. 
Only if it fits the Loewenstein im
age. is the chair included in the 
line. What is that image? It has a 
distinctly contemporary look, de
signed to go comfortably into 
such varied environments as res
taurants. offices, banks, and 
other interiors where wood, plas
tic, and metal seating is required; 
and where budgets are medium 
to low.

By keeping the line down to a 
few best sellers, by limiting spe
cial orders, by stocking large 
quantities of frames, Loewenstein 
IS able to concentrate on service. 
If a frame is in stock, fast deliv

eries can be expected. If it is on 
special order, a wait of 60 to 90 
days should be counted on.

When he started out in 1966, 
Loewenstin imported all of his 
chairs, fully assembled. Sub
sequently, he acquired a line of 
bentwood products which came 
KD and had to be assembled and 
packaged here. Thus, an uphol
stery plant was established in a 
rented warehouse. About three 
years ago. a building program 
was begun with the acquisition of 
land in Ft. Lauderdale, the home 
base of Loewenstein, Inc. Now 
50,000 sq. ft. Is devoted to ware
housing and manufacturing. 
Here, on a given day, 500 arm 
chairs and side chairs can be up
holstered.

"We are greatly increasing our 
upholstering facilities and will be 
working in more of our own de
signs and production. We will in
crease our product line slowly, 
possibly more slowly than in the 
past. We feel that one really good 
Item IS worth ten marginal ones. 
We will continue to offer well de
signed, fine quality seating, at a 
budgetable price," says Loew
enstein.

In his constant search for the 
perfect chair, Loewenstein trav
els widely. He imports finished 
and KD items from Italy, Den
mark. Sweden. England, and 
Czechoslovakia In addition, he 
welcomes ideas from designers, 
"Our doors are never closed to 
new ideas," he adds.

At times Loewenstein finds 
chairs that are attractive but not 
sturdy enough for rigorous con
tract requirements. It is here that 
his long experience as a contract 
sales rep pays off. He often 
comes up with suggestions of

retail stores. Also, the compa 
has added shoe fitting stools to 
line to supply the increased c 
mand in that sector. "The comF 
tition among stores is good
our business," he notes.

He concludes: "We ha 
sought to establish a compa 
with a head and a heart. We si 
ply offer what people have evt 
right to expect; a damn go 
product for their money, sold a 
serviced politely, intelligently a 
honestly. And if the product go 
bad, we make whatever adju 
ment is needed as soon as pc
sible.'

he

continued on page
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As a leader in the development of contemporary office furniture, we have 
built our reputation on fine craftsmanship and distinctive design.

Pictured below is part of our collection of custom executive furniture 
featuring unique woods, hand-crafted and hand-finished for the discriminat
ing few seeking superior design and quality above all else,

In addition, our innovative open plan systems feature built-in energy saving 
Ambient/Task-lit lighting with power distribution channels—for companies 
that have the foresight to plan for tomorrow’s offices today.

EPPINGER FURNITURE INC. ELMSFORD, NEW YORK 10523
SHOWROOMS 306 East 61 St, New York, N Y. (212)838-5410/ Merchandise Mart. Chicago (312)664-3370

circle 31 on reader aervice card
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Owens-Corning acoustical panels 
point upwards to Module V. aS ft. 
FiOerglas ceiling board (below).
Detail of same ceiling board (left).
Wall Panels contain 1 in. layer of Fi- 
berglas insulation with outer covering 
Of polyester fabrics in 21 different 
colors (middle). Total Owens-Corning 
acoustical package installed at Mont
gomery Ward offices (bottom).

Thus, the speech of the first par 
.reaches only the second par 
and not the third party. Ower 
Corning has such a three-comp 
nent system; sound screen 
sound absorbing ceiling, ai 
electronic background maskii 
sound coming from speakers bi 
into the plenum, 

Owens-Corning has bet 
known to architects through t 
years for its ceiling products. T 
company's commercial ceiling ( 
vision produces a great deal of: 
in, by 48 in. lay-in commerc 
ceiling boards. An ambitio 
product development progra 
with several introductioi 
planned for 1977, is aimed at 1 
architect/specifier market. "/ 
chitexture,” fills the "void C 
tween the very expensive ceili 
products and the supermarl 
look," promises John H. Shel 
manager of the company's coi 
mercial ceiling division. The n< 
product is reported to have an i 
tractive, "architectural" textu 
priced reasonably.

With its 25 year experience 
the ceiling systems market anc 
strong commitment to acoustic 
products, Owens-Corning w 
well equipped to address itself 
open plan offices when these 
tenors gamed the acceptance 
designers. Over two years of r 
search has resulted in a line 
acoustical screens. Now t 
company is working on a new II 
of screens that attach to 9 
posts and can be built into X, 
and other configurations. The 
neatly tailored screens, design 
by Fulton and Partners, can 
corporate electrical racewa 
and accommodate hang-on co 
ponents. "The difference b 
tween our product and simi 
items on the market is that we s 
an interior package from t 
acoustical standpoint,” not 
Lynn E. Hayes, market manac 
of the interior systems grou 
Owens-Corning has a nationwi 
network of production facilitit 
distribution centers, sales office 

The Fiberglas Sound Testi 
Laboratory in Granville, Ohio w 
established in 1959. It was "cc 
ceived to investigate and h« 
overcome intricate probler 
posed by undesirable sound, l 

der the guidance of recogniz 
sound specialists." The lab's 
cilities and data handling me 
ods are reported to produce £ 
thoritative, useful information 
noise control. Owens-Corni 
has the ability and equipment 
run the latest ASTM and ISO tes 
The lab is calibrated with other 
dependent testing facilities 
that results can be compared.

continued from page 60

A complete
acoustical
package

Owens-Corning
Fiberglas Corp.
Interior Products and Systems
Building Products Operating Div,
Fiberglas Tower
Toledo. Ohio 43659
419-248-8095

Market manager/interior
systems: Lynn E. Hayes
Manager/commercial ceilings:
John H. Shelly
Showrooms: PDC in Los Ange
les, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo

The secretary is having dinner at 
eight. The office manager is in the 
throes of a marital feud. The vice 
president is seeing his analyst. 
What do these random incidents 
have to do with office procedure? 
Nothing. And yet, a great deal. 
Extraneous information that filters 
through the air waves can disrupt 
valuable work time. Employees 
become distracted, annoyed, dis
gruntled, consequently ineffi
cient, Employers are short
changed. Owens-Corning to the 
rescue!

We know, after years of experi
ence with open plan offices, that 
conversation in these areas is 
never between two people only. 
After the words are spoken, 
sound leaves its source in all di
rections, following straight line 
paths until it meets something. It 
can be blocked by an acoustical 
barrier. Much of the talker's 
speech can be stopped by a 
screen between him and a disin
terested third party. But not all of 
It. Some of the sound is reflected 
off the screen and this residue is 
heard by the rest of the people in 
the office. Such noise can be fur
ther reduced by a sound absorb
ing ceiling. Most of the sound dis
appears into this surface, but 
some of It escapes. As it bends 
around the screens, it reaches 
the sensitive aura) organs of inno
cent bystanders. Such sounds 
can be obscured by an electronic 
background masking sound.



CUSTOMWEAVE IS COLOR

DAMASK a carpet designed

for all decorating reasons

'.ustomweave Showrooms: SAN FRANCISCO: Space 407, 
Vesfern Merchandise Mart. CHICAGO Space 1883. 
Merchandise Mart: SEATTLE Co/pmp/a Ca/pefs ancf . 
ounp Floor Coverings: DALLAS & HOUSTON: Jim Wyhe. 
Merit Carpet Corp.. HONOL ULU: 1221 Kapiotani (5th Floor).

With the look of authentic damask, this high 
quality Customweave carpet comes in a choice 
of decorator colors to satisfy all designers. 
Damask enhances any room or 
executive office. Damask satisfies 
all decorating tastes. Damask, 
today's most exciting carpet.
cifcle 32 on reader service card

TUFTED CARPETS BY

cifSTom/sAan

CARPETS. INC.

1B480 Paciiic St / Fountain Valley. 
Caht 92706 ! Phone (714) 962 B641

We make sure.



FOSTORVkvtMPLEX
35 NEH/ LIGHTS • CO/MPLETELY NEM/ 01P1LOG 

OFF-SHELF DELIVERY..NOM/

Everything you'll ever need in indoor lighting. 
One of the industry's broadest lines of resi
dential, commercial and industriai accent 
and display lighting units. New models in all 
series developed to accommodate the 
energy-saving R-14 lamp. Get the infinite flex
ibility of Swivelites® and accessories. Or the 
positive emphasis of Focalites® and Step-

Cylinders in singles or strips. Or attention
demanding Pin Beams®, Beamspots® or 
Super Beamspots®. Plus louvers, color clips, 
color filters, hoods, canopies, screw-in- 
sockets, hide-a-hats, busway units, liteway 
units, adapt-a-unit components. All lines 
competitively priced. Write for this colorful 
new literature - or call 419/435-7721.

¥

• ■ INDUSTRtES. INC.
1500 N. Mam St,‘Fostoria. Ohio 44830

circle 33 on reader service card
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The StcMie

Any carpet that withstands our 
stress/strain tests can hold its 
own for years on end.

Whenever you specify contract carpet, look 
for the Performance Certification label. It’s 
your assurance that the carpet can stonewall 
it on any floor. For further help with your car
pet specifying problems, contact our Contract 
Carpet Consultants Service and ask for our 
Performance Certification Booklet.

How can we be so sure? Because at Dow 
Badische. we put contract carpet samples 
made of our fibers and yarns through a series 
of performance tests that are far rougher than 
any abuse they’ll get in actual use.
Our Delamination Test machine, for instance, 
tugs and pulls at the carpet with tremendous 
force to measure the strength of the latex 
bond between the primary structure and 
secondary backing. Another torture machine 
measures the force required to pull a single, 
independent tuft out of a carpet.
We also test for wearability, static generation, 
light fastness and many others. And every 
carpet must pass every test before it can carry 
our Performance Certification label in the 
market.

Dow Badische Company, Create Center 
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185 
(804) 887-6573

PERFORMANCE
CERTIFICATION

DOW
BADISCHE

Dow Badische produces acrylic and nylon 
fibers and yarns especially engineered for 
car|)«^f^ of beauty and performance.



^2001 MOUNT VERNON PARALLEL PATTERN

Exotic Tliai-Teak® Parquetry. 
Any other flooring would 
be ordinary.
From Thailand. The rich dense grain of Teakwood. Excitingly uncommon. 
Yet, amazingly practical. Thai-Teak floorings are priced no more than 
many custom vinyls, carpeting and other wood floors. They also 
resist fire, termites, dry rot and decay to assure long life.

Send today for our new, FREE color catalog. Write,

SEE OUR CATALOG IN SWEET'S ^

baivgkok: industries, inc.
1900 S. 20TH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19145 • (215) 334-1500

circle 35 on reader service card
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Density, texture, structure and tone. All the elements essential to 
superior carpeting are presented in QUADRO, made by Tisca of 
Switzerland. QUADRO Woolmark wall to wall carpets are constructed 
of Tisca’s exclusive Berber 100% pure new wools, the results of 
20 years of experience and research. QUADRO is special, just the 
sort of thing you have come to expect from Tisca. Four colors.

ZOGRAPHOS Pure new wool pile

Zographos Designs Limited 150 East 58 Street. New York 10022 (212) 421-6650

woolmark quaiity 
you may rely on itcircle 36 on reader service card



Nucleus
TM

SilOV^OOrT^
San F :ico 100 The Ice House
Los iKnyejk^s 538 Pacite Design Center
DaiUs 668 World Tracte Center
Chjcaan 621 Merchandise Mart
Houston 205 The Decorative Center
Atlanta 19-14th Street NW
Philadelphia 2301 Chestrmt Street
Washington DC 1803 Wi-soofran Avenue I
Boston 51 Sleeper Street
New York 979 Third Avenue
Miami 274 NE 67th Street

Metropolitan
South San Fruncrsco, Ca. 940TO



he new editorship here is 
a product not of change 
but of growth: Richard 

Jones will now devote his efforts 
to the editorship of interiors' 
flourishing offspring, residential 
INTERIORS, Otherwise, our staff re
mains intact: Roger Yee, Betty 
Raymond. Richard Zoehrer, and, 
of course, the amazing and inde
fatigable Olga Gueft. I am 
pleased, though, to introduce one 
other new member of our team, 
Veronique Vienne, who begins 
with this issue m the crucial job of 
Art Director. Her impressive 
magazine design experience in
cludes work for Architecture Plus 
and for the French magazine 
Mod, and she has worked as well 
as an interior designer (for Ray
mond Loewy-William Snaith and 
tor Walter Dorwin Teague, among 
others),

NTERiORS’ expansion comes, 
appropriately, at a time when 
the whole interior design field 

IS growing in importance and rec
ognition, In 1975 George Nelson 
wrote in these pages that interiors 
constituted "the emerging domi
nant reality." Month by month, it 
IS becoming more and more clear 
that he was right.

T

he whole modern design 
movement (a movement 
which IS the context 

within which all of us work, like it 
or not) is also growing. Despite 
the publication of some highly en
tertaining obituaries, the modern 
movement is still very much alive, 
thank you, having matured, as 
movements will, into a relatively 
pensive middle age. The extreme 
positions of Its early days are 
seen now as childish over
simplifications: its reaction 
against eclecticism is seen as an 
over-reaction; its goal of achiev
ing a revolutionary new society by 
means of revolutionary art is seen 
as ridiculous. But modern design 
continues (less dogmatic, less as
cetic, more permissive of tradi
tional references—even of tradi
tional opulence —than ever 
before, we admit), and we dedi
cate ourselves to the continued 
explication of that design.

A friend recently warned me 
that to speak now in support of 
the modern movement was "stay
ing too long at the party." Maybe 
so, but we're having a damned 
good time, and, so far, we haven't 
been tempted by any other invita
tions.—

T
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HANS HOLLEIN
JEWEL SHOP
IN VIENNA



ocated in Vienna at Graben 
26. the jewel-shop Schul- 
lin by Hans Hollein" adds 

lew luster to this elegant and 
toric shopping street. In this 
itext, the shop is surrounded 
J possibly inspired by a wealth 
Baroque imagery, including a 
rvelous monument, the Pes- 
u/0 am Graben (commemor- 
ig the end of the plague in 
nna in the year 1679). This sits 
he center of the thoroughfare 
I a celestial visitation of cas
ting clouds and cherubim, 
jchullin, however, is a different 
d of phenomenon (as well as 
impeccably proportioned 

ice of minute physical dimen- 
ns, measuring about 7'x20' in- 
e). Appropriate to the Twen- 
h Century, its imagery is ab- 
jcted from nature rather than 
?ctly representative of natural 
ms. The shop's opening ges- 
e is a brilliant lightning-like 
ft in the granite street wall 
ich appears to strike the shim
ring entrance door.
'his fissure or crack (the on- 
s of which, like those of the 
illic steel-clad column at the 
ranee to Hollein’s New York 
gen gallery, may be as Freud- 
as they are Baroque), begins 

3 thin rivulet of brass, set shal- 
'ly in the highly polished gran- 
surface of the upper facade. It 
lens imperceptibly as it falls; 
n breaks open and appears to 
tetrate solid granite, in cas- 
Jing layers of overlapping 
tal (actually false-work over an 
sting cornice) for a depth of 
)ut six feet. As the penetration 
ipens it narrows, and the metal 
ig darkens around a grouping 
functional bright steel tubes 
conditioning) and lights (the 

irlapping layers also serve as 
vers for fresh air intake). Be- 
', the exterior space serves for 
ry and for the adjoining vitrine 
ose brass frame bears the 
iple logo SCHULLIN at its

• Hans Hollein's most recent American 
work has been the concept design tor 
the opening exhibit of the Cooper- 
Hewitt Museum of design in New York. 
The exhibit is on view through the end 
of February.

Born and based in Vienna (a city stilf 
rich in Baroque and other master- 
works. where everyday life still bears 
the imprint of the nineteenth century). 
Hollein has been thoroughly exposed 
to the phantasmagoria of American 
culture through his own efforts, and 
with the help of a two-year Harkness 
fellowship for travel and study. He may 
have the best of both worlds. In any 
case—although his work sometimes 
has overtones of dark humour—he is 
an exception to the present tendency 
towards gloom. He actually likes the 
Twentieth Century. This is evident in 
such statements as: "It is of almost no 
importance whether the Acropolis or 
the pyramids exist in physical reality, 
as most people are aware of them 
through other media anyway, and not 
through an experience of one's own. 
Indeed their importance—the role they 
play—IS based on this effect of infor
mation. Thus buildings might be simu
lated only.. . and the use of the laser 
lead to totally new determinations and 
experiences. (Likewise) the controlled 
use of drugs and chemicals to control 
body-temperature and body-functions 
as well as the creation of artificial envi
ronments (eg. the space-suit) has 
barely started."

Or. "Limited and traditional means 
of architecture have lost their validity

. A true architecture of our time wilt 
have to redefine itself and expand its 
means. Many areas outside traditional 
building will enter the realm of archi
tecture as architecture, and 'archi
tects ' will have to enter new fields . .. 
All are architects. Everything is archi
tecture. "

Although these ideas about archi
tecture are not directly evident in the 
work shown here, they are very clearly 
reflected in such projects as the Pro
posal for an Exfens/on of the Univer
sity of Vienna. 1966 (a photograph of 
a television set with sketched cord and 
oversize plug ready for insertion info 
the the side of the University building; 
the Spray for Environmental Changes 
and the Nonphysical Environmental 
Control Kit of 1968 (containing "dif
ferent pills to create various environ
mental situations"); as well as various 
Transformations such as the Aircraft- 
Carner-Cities of 1964 and 
Royce Grille on Wall Street, 1966 
which are photomontage juxtaposi
tions of anomalous elements such as 
the carrier or grille or a spark plug in a 
context that renders them suggestive 
of built form.

;e.
ixeept for the bright steel, all 

metal is brass and has a 
ihtly warped surface that pro
ves shimmering, liquid reflec
ts of street movement and sur- 
nding buildings. These con- 
je in the polished granite soffit, 
ile imperceptibly the pene- 
hon metamorphoses into a 
ely door of exquisite work- 
nship (repeating in softened 
line the form of the "fissure") 
t beckons without revealing 
inner chamber.

‘ictually, all of this is con- 
jcted on a simple metal frame- 
rk, rather like a prefabricated 
retront. This was shop-fabri- 
ed complete with "fissure" in- 
f, and inserted into the gutted 
ming of the front. The appar-

Left. a possible inspiration fordesigner
Hollein. Vienna's baroque Pestsaule Hollein s built works and exhibits, on 

the other hand, are well made, precise 
and functional. In addition, they are 
equally rich and strange with—to re
turn to the Baroque—"ingenious and 
often ambiguous imagery" which un
deniably effects a physical transfor
mation. So that while it is perfectly 
possible to use. experience, or dis
cuss them on a purely functional level, 
it is probably more fun to return the 
imagination in kind, and do so with 
some reference to this imagery and its 
possible sources in the unconscious 
of the beholder.

am Graben monument. Clockwise
above, some of Hollein's own design
inventions: a pill he envisions as a
"Nonphysical Environmental Con
trol"; a many-handled "Frustration
Door"forthe 1968Milan Triennale:a
orojectfora "Transformation Monu
ment”; the Feigen Gallery. New York
1969; and the Retti candle shop
Vienna. 1965.

D.A.



ently solid upper and right side 
sections are simply ‘slipped' over 
existing stonework (the front 
does not reflect the width or 
height of the interior). All the 
granite is applied, in panels, over 
this framework. The solidity is 
pure illusion. If it were not for the 
sustaining fascination of the im
agery combined with anachronis
tic perfection of detailing and 
workmanship (certain sections, 
including the fissure, were 
worked out in full-scale mock- 
up), the whole thing might have 
come out looking decidedly pa
pier-mache.

The interior of the shop, hardly 
as large as a stateroom, is fitted 
simply and luxuriously. Colors are 
dark, and surfaces soft and Invit
ing. As Hollein remarks. "Both in 
visual and haptical sensations, 
there is a connection of the room 
with the product. " The only jewel
like surface, however, is the con
tinuous, highly-polished granite 
side wall. This is also applied over 
a metal subframe, and the "lost" 
space within the wall is used 
along its length for discreet, il
luminated cases where jewels are 
highly visible but perfectly se
cure. As well, the visibility en
courages a promenade through 
the space; this effect is extended 
by mysterious lateral passages in 
the side wall—actually shallow, 
mirrored niches iit from above.

In these restricted circum
stances. the ceiling height is used 
to every advantage to enlarge the 
space. This is done by deliber
ately narrowing the space as it 
rises, in a geometrical repetition 
of the outline of the "fissure," 
which also serves to conceal 
ductwork and provide spotlights 
over two small, finely detailed 
counters where business is trans
acted. Both counters, as well as 
the inner surface of the door, are 
panelled in leather, bound with 
brass. Furniture is cherry-wood 
and brown plastic. And floor, 
walls and ceiling planes opposed 
to the hardness of the granite are 
all soft, brown, velour-like sur
faces. The soft side wall is used 
for continuous, concealed stor
age and a single illuminated case 
at the desk location.

At the back of the shop is a min
iscule office, concealed by a vel
vet curtain. Overhead at the ceil
ing apex a twin row of light globes 
in long, steel sockets (rendered 
lour fold by reflection in the gran
ite) slips through the looking 
glass—and continues to infinity.

Dorothy Alexander supervised the 
construction of Hollein's Feigen Gal
lery and has worked as an architect in 
the offices of Richard Meier and 
Hardy, Hoizman, Pfeiffer.
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Opposite page, below: a leather coun
ter top. edged with brass, aligns with 
a small display case set into the velour- 
paneled storage wall. Left, looking 
towards the entrance from the rear of 
the shop: ceiling lights are reflected in 
the polished granite wall. Above, two 
details of the entrance door a spheri
cal knob on the brass exterior face, 
and a horizontal pull on the brass-and-
velour interior.



asic to the profitability of 
almost any restaurant op
eration is its bar. and ba

sic to the efficient working of the 
bar is its design. For some prac
tical information about bar lay
outs. dimensions, and facilities, 
we went to an authoritative 
source, the American Bartending 
School, which maintains 22 train
ing schools throughout the coun
try. The interview is based on 
conversations between Stanley 
Abercrombie. Editor of interiors. 
and Bruce Owen, an administra
tor of the ABS.

bartender remember which liquor 
is where?

layout in which the bottles are n 
on view?

ABS; There are different possible 
systems, established by the bar
tenders, and different numbers of 
bottles, too, depending on the 
bar. Here we have 75 to 80 bottles 
per station, but that's not always 
necessary, The plan here is that, 
on the bartender's left, facing the 
back bar, are the scotch and hard 
liquors. These continue to the tall 
Galliano bottle, which is easily 
recognizable and in the middle of 
the station. To the right of the Gal
liano are all the cordials. Some
times the prestige liquors are put 
in the center—12-year-old 
scotches, Stolichnaya vodka, and 
so on—just for display.

ABS: No. Looking at bottles is e 
sential. It's a sales tool. Son 
customers can't think what thi 
want or how a drink is mad 
seeing bottles helps them. And 
a bar pays $100 for a case 
scotch, it should be shown off. 
bar works like a toy store; there 
a lot of impulse buying. If peop 
walk into a store with nothing ( 
display and are forced to ask f 
toys, there won't be many sale

INTERIORS: And the glasses 
how many are there and whe 
are they stored?

INTERIORS: Your bar set-up 
here in the school is planned for 
practice bartending sessions for 
your students. Is it meant to re
semble a working bar in every 
way?

ABS: Like liquor, there are mar 
possible types, and the most us< 
ones will vary according to tf 
bar and the neighborhood. T 
glasses for rum drinks may t 
very popular in one place, n 
needed at all in another. At ti 
school, we store them on the t< 
of the back bar, the most usual I 
cation, but often they’re in ove 
head racks. Sometimes there a 
also water pitchers, one at eac 
station.

INTERIORS: And the bottles un
der the front bar—what are they?

ABS: Exactly, It is not quite typi
cal in that it is a very long bar—40 
feet long—accommodating three 
different bartenders’ stations. But 
in other respects—the depth and 
other dimensions—it is what we 
consider standard.

ABS: That's the speed rack. 13 
bottles at each station that are 
very frequently used, the house 
liquors, some Grenadine and 
other flavorings. These liquors 
are generally less expensive than 
the ones on the back bar—an 80- 
proof bar gin at $4 a bottle, for ex
ample. instead of an $0 gin.

INTERIORS: The bar, typically, 
has two main working surfaces, a 
front bar between the bartender 
and the customers, and a back 
bar. On the back bar are the bot
tles. dozens of them. How does a

INTERIORS: And how are tt 
glasses washed?INTERIORS: I sometimes wonder 

if it's always necessary to look at 
bottles. Can you imagine a bar ABS: In a standard washing b

AN INTERVIEW 
WITH THE AMERICAN 
BARTENDING SCHOOL

BEHIND THE BAR
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. By law in many places, such 
sins have three compartments: 
«arm water tub with soap, a 
se tub, and a second rinse tub 
h bristles for scouring out the 
isses.

trERIORS: What other equip- 
nt IS found at each bartender’s 
tion'i’

>1 * .•
—2-10 —

k-'MlPPop.

|jl . yLka.W2)|2.

I l<I.\o
IS: Well, at the bar. a set of ba- 
: tools; a muddler, mixing 
Don. ice scoop (you can't dip a 
iss into the ice—the glass may 
53k and you’ll have an ice chest 
broken glass), a glass mixing 
p, a metal mixing cup, and a 
ainer.

If
TM6 PP-IM<•5

5DQx
^PeeP
PACfT

nicep
sraf

ITERIORS: How do you use 
Lse cups?

IS: They fit into each other, and 
; important to shake them with 
e larger metal container 
vards the customer—if there 
) spills, they shouldn't be on 
n—and then the bartender 
urs from the metal container.

I II

\c,e
cnesT

I

w
rFERIORS: Are these tools the 

rtender's own?

tS: No, usually they're supplied 
the bar. As each bartender 

es off duty, though, he’s ex- 
cted to clean the tools and 
ive them neatly nested together 
the next shift. / sometimes wonder 

if it’s always necessary 
to look at bottles.
Can you imagine 
a bar layout in which the 
bottles are not on view?

i i tageous; an important quality in a 
bar is anonymity, with no invasion 
of space. Designers must allow 
for occasional brightening of the 
lights, though; rheostating is 
helpful. It's important to be able to 
brighten the lights for "last call,” 
usually 10 minutes to 4 (really 20 
to 4, but it's 10 to 4 on slightly ad
vanced "bar time"—otherwise, 
you'd never get the crowd out by 
4). It's important, too, of course, 
to be able to turn the lights up 
very bright for cleaning the bar.

trERIORS: The little depressed 
5l1 on the inside of the front 
r—how IS that used?

IS: For mixing drinks, all drinks, 
nks are always made on that 
^er shelf, never anywhere else, 
ver on the back bar and never 
the main part of the front bar 

at main part is the customer's 
m. for his papers or cigarettes 
arms. The lower shelf is the 
rtender's territory, but com- 
>tely within the customer’s

) f

INTERIORS; What other equip
ment is needed?t f f

w.

PERIORS: What standards do 
suggest for seating?

ABS: At each station, an ice 
chest, sometimes two ice chests, 
and also at each station, at the 
bar or just under the bar, small 
containers for orange slices, 
lemon peel, cherries, onions, 
olives, and limes. A blender is 
helpful, but not essential. A cash 
register, one per bar. And a mirror 
is a great asset—it reflects both 
the customers and the liquor.

The bar dimensions shown in The sec
tion above are based on measure- 
menfs of the training bar in fhe Ameri
can Bartending School's New York 
branch. Cocktail glass photo courtesy 
Libbey Glass.

IS: A good rule is the distance 
an arm's length between bar 
lols, but such rules are vari- 
le. In a discotheque—speed 
r situation, there may be no 
>ols at all: in a local pub. there 
Duid be widely spaced stools, 
ough space for people to feel 
me if they want to.

FERIORS: And standards for 
ling'?

K: Bright lights are not advar-

C?^D



itting down to a juicy cut That is, a distinctly American inte-
ot steak is nearly a sac- rior that functions with vitality, in-
rament of American life. timacy, and style—an original.

What else could this extrava- U.S- Steakhouse leased half
gance be (more beef in one the space once occupied by the

famed La Fonda del Sol restau-serving than most peoples in the
world have in a year) but living rant, retaining the existing
proof of God's favor? And what kitchen and the concept of a short
could be more American than a order food bar immediately be-
"old West" style steakhouse to side the entrance tor stand up

service. For the rest, Charlesserve it fresh off the hoof, or per
haps an "English" chophouse? Gwathmey reports, "We were
Visitors to New York's U.S. Steak- given a modest budget and what

was basically a warehouse of ahouse Company by Gwathmey
space." To breathe life into It, theSiegel, architects have discov-
firm divided the interior elevationsered a new and notable answer.

A restaurant in New York 
served with vitality, intimac 
and style

GWATHMET
SIEGEL

STEAKHOUSE COMPANY
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wyering of vertical space in U.S.
hakhouse otters such flux in forrr)
tf scale that main dining room

lems more intimate than it is. Bar and
ind-up counters (left) are strong

mtiai elements, but graphics at con-
lurse (right) and soffit (below) play

ml role in projected plan (above).



nto visually distinct' ‘zones.'' and 
;he floor plan into a landscape of 
/aried seating configurations.

Beginning at the building’s 
existing 11-foot ceiling, Qwath- 
ney-Siegel suspended down-lit 
uminaires to a height of 7'-6" 
ibove the floor. This dimension is 
■epeated twice: in the soffit of the 
sculptural space divider separat- 
ng fast service from table service 
n the main dining room, and in 
he soffit of the partially dropped 
veiling over the small adjoining 
auxiliary dining room (see plan 
and projection). From this point 
down a 3'-0" band of mirrors runs 
o a wainscot height of 4'-6". 
Both wainscotting and seating 
XDOths in natural wood rise to this 
»ame elevation from the wood- 
>lan*< floor.

Such a distillation of vertical 
space into distinct layers has the 
effect of obscuring the bound
aries of the large (over 70 feet by 
50 feet) room. Light and form 
seem to glide back and forth at 
their own densities and velocities. 
The graphic treatment of the 
space divider, a stylized Ameri
can flag, further stratifies the air 
around it with parallel red and 
white banding—a highly effective 
use of this almost too familiar 
form.

U.S. STEAKHOUSE COMPANY
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Cabinetwork: Alpine Store 
ment. Pendant lighting fixturei
life. Chairs Thonet.

Seating is the other variable in 
the design solution, and Gwath- 
mey-Siegel has fully exploited the 
possibilities with stand up count
ers. bar with bar stools, free
standing tables and chairs, 
benches with freestanding tables 
and chairs, banquettes, and 
booths high enough at 4'-6” that 
Gwathmey calls them "small 
rooms within the room." Visitors 
are given the impression they are 
moving through small, intimate 
spaces on the broad floor; each 
seating configuration appears to 
have a density and texture of its 
own.

There is a dash of Americana, 
perhaps inevitably. Two panora
mic photomurals of cattle drives 
at opposite ends of the restaurant 
define the limits of the deliber
ately ambiguous space. Chaste 
metal framed photographs are 
scattered along certain walls just 
above wainscot height. An en
larged photograph of a cowboy 
and the cattle brand "U.S.S. Co." 
logo designed by George Lois of 
Lois, Holland, Callaway, graphic 
designers, greet passers by on 
the street or the interior con
course of the building housing the 
restaurant. Even more American 
is the interior design itself: lean, 
efficient, and resourceful. Steak 
could have no better garnish than 
this. ROGERYEE
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lean, efficient,
and

resourceful:
steak could

mve no better
garnish

Use of space varies with seating
configuration in Gwathmey-Siegel

design. Booths and benches create
room within room in mam dining

room (left, above, below right). Bar
stools (above right) are traditional
perches. See plan (above left) for

overall effect.



the Gulf & Western Building, Cen
tral Park South.

The probability of failure was 
implic’t, as well, in the recession, 
and in the change in IRS regu
lations on expense account din
ing which had made economic 
anachronisms of the ambitious 
"theme" restaurants of the six
ties, Joe Baum's Four Seasons, 
Forum of the Twelve Caesars, 
and La Fonda del Sol.

The construction of Windows, 
delayed by strikes and budget re
views and peppered by attacks on 
the Port Authority led by mass 
transit advocate Theodore Kheel. 
dragged on tor so long that archi
tect Plainer, who started another 
major restaurant in Kansas City's 
Crown Center a year after he 
started Windows, managed to fin
ish the Kansas project. The Amer
ican Restaurant, almost two years 
before Windows.

Windows isn't quite finished 
yet—INTERIORS will publish a se
quel to this presentation when the 
crystalline Gallery is finished—but 
it Opened last May So now we 
know how wrong, how hopelessly 
off the beam were all those fore

ton of the New York Times, a 
Jay Jacobs of Gourmet mar 
zine) unanimously concede tt 
Baum has overcome the odds 
quantity food service.

Unanimously they rave ab< 
the ambience and the view.

More specifically about W 
dow’s effects on the city, and w 
unhesitating, unerring pr 
science, Gael Greene declarer 
the opening paragraph of the 1i 
of her two articles, published o 
three weeks after Window 
opening: "... A revelation. Si 
denly I knew—absolutely knev 
New York would survive ... /V 
York would prevail. Forget abc 
Acapulco gold. This is Manhalt 
green. If money and power a 
ego and a passion for perfect! 
could create this extraordin< 
pleasure . . . this instant lai 
mark. Windows on the World . 
money and power and ego wo 
rescue the city from its ash 
What a high."

"The Most Spectacular R 
taurant in the World" was the t 
of Ms. Greene's first article, ' 
resfaurartf le plus spectaculair 
monde," echoed L'Express

casts of doom, those hedging 
"realistic." "practical" analyses.

uring the five-and-a-half 
years of its monstrously 
long gestation, virtually 

everyone who heard about the 
restaurant/club of the World 
Trade Center was willing to bet 
that it would turn out to be a 
monumental flop.

How could any restaurateur- 
even fabled Joe Baum, one-time 
mastermind of Restaurant Asso
ciates—hope to serve 2000 meals 
a day while adhering to a gourmet 
standard? Volume is the key to 
profits in a restaurant operation 
and gourmet cuisine is notori
ously restricted to low volume 
and tender loving care. Yet Guy 
Tozzoli. the director of the World 
Trade Center, had cooly pro
grammed an acre-sized haute 
cuisine facility—during a reces
sion to boot!

How could any interior de
signer-even architect Warren 
Plainer-hope to transform a 
standard office building floor into 
an environment of variety and 
splendor—and in the face of an 
inflation-ravaged budget?

What about the logistics of stor- 
ing and preparing food and 
serving and moving people in res
taurant and banquet facilities suf
ficient unto a large hotel—for Win
dows is in effect such a complex 
minus the guest rooms—a quarter 
of a mile above ground, on the 
107th floor? How cope with city 
building codes and Port Authority 
requirements tor fire-safe areas?

How fit the necessary space for 
storage, kitchen equipment, and 
work counters in the left-over 
footage of a floor already criss
crossed with the structural, me
chanical. ventilating, and electri
cal entrails of the double-towered 
behemoth of the World Trade 
Center?

In any case why try? Apart from 
the fact that the building was cor
dially detested as the Port Author
ity's most arrogant kick in the 
groin of a floundering city over
loaded with office space and 
starved for mass transit funding, 
the location of this unwieldy lux
ury restaurant was hopelessly 
wrong. The dearth of quality res
taurants in the west Wall Street 
district made the provision of a 
luncheon club for the huge build
ing’s tenants almost mandatory, 
but the area was too remote to at
tract substantia! theater, tourist, 
or local trade after the five o’clock 
exodus of office workers.

As to the admittedly nonpareil 
view, there are several other won
derful city views, not as high but 
high enough, to be had from a 
number of restaurants far more 
conveniently located in Rockefel
ler Center, the Pan-Am Building,

Windows, as everyone knows 
who has tried to get a weekday 
reservation in less than five 
weeks, is the smash of all time. It 
is a success like no other, not 
only in volume, profits, and qual
ity, but in its effectiveness at 
changing the mood and image of 
the city, and in redirecting the 
movement of people to downtown 
Manhattan with a force that has 
important implications for New 
York’s long-term future. Steady 
volume —and accompanying 
profits—exceeds 2400 meals 
served daily,

Windows IS not the largest of ail 
restaurants, but it is definitely the 
largest grossing restaurant in the 
world, doing $200,000 a week, 
week in and week out, a feat 
never before accomplished in any 
kind of restaurant, let alone a 
gourmet restaurant.

And gourmet restaurant it is. 
The food critics, those most im
placably nit-picking of special
ized journalists (Gael Greene of 
New York magazine, Mimi Shera

The 110-story towers of fhe Wc 
Trade Center by architect Mine 

Yamasaki loom over every other bu 
ing in the city. Warren Plainer i 

signednotoniy "Windows"on 
107th floor of the north tower (left), 

the observation deck on the 10 
floor of the south rot 
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Paris. In no time at all, Windows 
was being gossiped about every
where in the world. "That bath
room'" gasped a Kansas City ex
ecutive who accidentally heard 
that Plainer was waitmg in the re
ception room ot Hall's Crown 
Center. The Kansan hadn't yet 
seen Windows, but its strawberry- 
mottled marbled men's room had 
evidently made a deeper impres
sion on one o1 his associates than 
Windows' extraordinary view.

With Windows firmly estab
lished as an instant landmark, 
and long lines o1 diners queuing 
up behind the velvet-sheathed 
ropes near its two elevators in the 
lobby of One World Trade Center, 
its location no longer seems so 
out of the way. Apartment proj
ects have been going up tor some 
years on the tip of Manhattan. 
Soho, Noho, andTribeca are also 
sheltering new settlements ol 
middle-income residents. Mass 
transit to the area is superb, an 
entire complex of rail and subway 
networks converges under the 
building. The resurgence of 
downtown Manhattan, one of the 
most tascinating as well as oldest 
parts of the city, is inevitable, 
Windows is its signal, as well as a 
symbol of what makes New York 
New York.

Costing $7,5 millions, Windows 
is only the cream of what will 
eventually be a $26 million com
plex of 42 different World Trade 
Center eating facilities.

■Windows is the Club at the 
World Trade Center until after 
lunch, though the public is admit
ted at lunch for an added fee. In 
the evenings it is a public restau
rant. Membership costs $360 for 
WTC tenants, $420 for those 
whose businesses are near the 
building, $100 tor those north of 
Canal Street $50 lor out-of- 
towners.

Among the St 00 members who 
feel they have a bargain is that 
arch-critic of the Port Authority, 
Theodore Kheel. a gourmet who 
long lamented the demise of Le 
Pavillion.

Bu! you don't have to be a 
gourmet to love Windows, nor a 
V.I.P.logetin. From 3.30 p.m. on. 
seats for tea, cocktails, and even 
meals are available on a first 
come, first served basis at the 
Hors d'Oeuvrerie and City Lights 
Bar-and for dancing at midnight. 
If you put in a few hours of people 
watching there, as well as in the 
reception room, West Parlor, Gal
leria, etc., you will find a surpris
ing number of young people in 
leans and more mature middle 
Americans in polyester pant
suits—among other types notori
ously reluctant to brave the with

ering snobbism of the typical ele
gant restaurant—obviously enjoy
ing themselves.

For Windows delights every
one. It is not merely admired: it is 
an immensely popular place. To 
be there is to be entertained, and 
not only when you look at the ex
traordinary view, but when you 
step off the elevator, check your 
coat, make a phone call, or even 
go to the bathroom. The interior is 
the entertainment and people are 
willing to pay for it!

Windows is precisely what Gael 
Greene says—a revelation of New 
York's survival, a heavenly re
demption of New York’s grossest 
architectural gaffe, a high beyond 
compare. But she is not quite 
right in saying that it is money and 
power and ego that have created 
this extraordinary pleasure, 
though these are important ingre
dients in the alchemy. The most 
important, however, is design- 
complete design as sweet, ten
der, thoughtful, and slyly subtle 
as it is spectacular, and not ex
travagant at all, as the analysis on 
the following pages attempts to 
make clear.

To single out subtleties one 
might overlook in the avalanche 
of data with the pictures, note: 1) 
The purposeful consistency of 
visual effects, e.g, the pontillistic 
play of golden balls, tassels, wall
paper dots, dots of light: also 
facet effects in concentric panels 
of luxury materials layered frankly 
over utilitarian background sur
faces; 2) Subliminal associations 
of traditional grandeur without the 
prototype, e.g. the suggestion of 
molding by the aforementioned 
layering, especially where jewel 
facet configurations are used; 
also the mimicking of stained 
glass by wine bottles in trans
parent racks; 3) Inspired though 
sparing and unobvious use of mir
rors; 4) A delicious palette, re
sponding to the 107th floor’s 
floods of daylight not with dark 
tones but the most delicate of 
warmly caressing tints; 5) A daz
zling array of original inventions, 
such as the ball-paved golden ce
ramic columns.

Ball-paved gold columns! Who 
else but Warren Plainer would 
dare use, let alone invent, so 
baroque, opulent, and grandilo
quent a device? When Windows 
IS tog-bound, the view inside is 
more than enough. Since coming 
to notice in 1962, when he was 
still in Eero Saarinen's firm. Plai
ner has improved with each proj
ect and is obviously gaining mo
mentum. What next?

OLGA GUEFT
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WINDOWSARCHITECTS
AND
DESIGNERS
WARREN PLATNER 
ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS,
New Haven, Connecticut BOOTBLACK

LAssociates of Warron Platnor 
on this projoct:
Robert Srauer
Harvey Kaufman, Project Architect. 
Design
Jesse Lyons. Project Architect.
Construction
Mark Morgaridge
Paul Sargent
Lee AWstrom
Gordon Black
Anita Holland-Montz
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CONTRACTORSOWNERS
General contractor: Dember Con
struction Corp.
Buffet (main) and wine racks: Craft A 
chitectural Metals Corp.
Carpentry Wilbur Contracting. 
Ceilings: Jacobson & Co.
Coat machines White Machine Co. 
Communications cable Broadway 
Maintenance Co.
Doors, folding Fairhurst Industries. 
Doors, metal, and door frames Fire- 
door Corp. of America. Doors, roii-u 
North American Door Co.Doors. 
wood: Barclar Architectural Wood
work.
Dumbwaiter Thor Lund Co. 
Electrical P. & R. Electric Co. 
Floors, wood: Staples Floorcratt Co 
Furniture Desks. IrK.

Port Authority of New York 
and New JerseyTwo ocfagons:

men's room and separate toilet area

OPERATORSConeultante to Warren Plainer 
Aesociatae Architects:
Kitchen—Cini-Grissom Associates 
Structural—Skilling Helle Chris
tiansen Robertson 
Mechanical—Jaros Baum & Boltes 
Electrical-Joseph Lonng 
& Associates
Building Code—Emery Roth & Sons 
Special Graphics—Jonson 
Menu Graphics—Milton Glaser Inc

Inhtico,
a subsidiary of Hilton International

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Joseph Baum, since 1974 as presi
dent of Inhilco. and prior to that as 
consultant to the Port Authority of 
New York and New Jersey

Artiste collaborating with War
ren Platnar on realization of art
work and decoration, of which 
all was concaivad, desfgnad, 
and In acme cases executed by 
Warren Plainer Aesociatae Ar- 
chitecte:
Emily Elman 
Ross Elmi 
Panos Ghikas 
Alexandre Georges 
Vance Jonson 
Susan Leites 
Paul Linfante 
Fred Werner
Haruo Miyauchi (Push Pin Studios) 
Lee Ahlstrom (Warren Plainer Associ
ates Architects)
Gordon Black (Warren Plainer Associ
ates Architects)
Anifa Holland-Monf2 (Warren Plainer 
Associates Architects)
Harvey Kaufman (Warren Plainer As
sociates Architects)

SOURCES
Carpeting: Brinton’s. Special rug Joy Glass, special Metralite Inc. Gold lei 
Wulke. door decoration: Spanjer Sign Co.
Chairs: Knoll Intemattonal; Stendig, Hardware: Johnson Industries Inc.; 
Inc.; Lehlgh-Leopoid; Steelcase, Inc.; I^ntic Hardware A Supply Co.
C.l. Designs; Thonet Industries, Inc.; Kitchen equipment Frigilemp Corp. 
Edward Buzan; Thurston-McGuIre; Heltitz Metal Crafts Inc.
Brickel Associates. Lighting, dimmers: TheaterTech- 

niques Inc. Lighting fixtures: SoluxCeramic, special gold hollow columns 
and wall coverings Designers Tile In- Corporation; Continental Lighting 
ternatlonal (to Warren Plainer design). Products. Lighting fixtures, special 
Ceramic tile on floors: American Louis Baidinger & Sons. Light track

theatrical Rheinstein ConstructionClean.
China Rosenthal Studlo-Haus Inc.
Fabrics, upholstery: F. Schumacher &
Co.; Isabel Scott Fabrics; Jack Lenor Corp.
Larsen, Inc. Scalamandrd; E. F.
Timme; Zograi^os; C. I. Designs;
American Leather; Product Sales As- Metal, ornamental. Ed Roberts. Inc.

W. FIske Architectural Metals lr>c.

Co.
Masonry D'Adderio Construction

Mats U.S.MatA Matting. 
Mechanical: J.T. Falk Co.

sociates; Gilford Inc.
Fabrics, wall: Jack Lenor Larsen, Inc.; Metal, miscellaneous: North EasterrI 
Scalamartdrd; Katzenbach & Warren. Fabricators. |
Fabrics, special wall: South Bay De
sign Corp. and ScalamandrA(both to King A Son; Ebner Woodworking I

Corp.; Capitol Cabinet Corp.; All cl 
Fabricators Inc.; Office Furniture I 
Service; John Scalia, Schmeig A I 
Kotzian Inc.; C. I. Designs; Juno w4

Millwork. Wm. Bloom A Son; JamedPlan of the "Cellar in the Sky"

WINE
CELLAR

Warren Plainer designs).
Files: Sunar Industries Ltd.
Floors, wood: Bangkok Teak. Floors, 
ceramic tile: American Glean.
Hardware, standard: Corbin.
Lamps, floor Nessen Lamps Inc.;
Koch A Lowy.
Lighting, standard fixtures: Solux;
Lightoller; Continental Lighting Prod- Sauna: McLevy Products Corp. 
ucts;Halo. Stone and ceramic tile: Atlas-Port I
Marble and granite: Rolf Fredner. Morris. Stone: Molltemo Stone SaM 
Tables. where standard Howe, Inc.; Cold Spring Granite; Carthage I

Marble. I

KITCHEN

PANTRY

ing.
n n n Mirrors Bell Mirror Co.

Painting. Hass Co.
Plumbing: Victor Feldman A Co.u u u

CHF; IGF, Inc.; Vecta.
Window shade fabric Superior Shade Telephone system Mid-Hudson. 
Co. Window shade finish Stauffer Video and audio equipment: Rosr>ei 

Co. Audio-visual receptacles: Blain
Electric Co.
Upholstery American Drapery A C 
pet Co.
Window shades Superior Shade C

Chemical Company.
Semi-precious stones (Gallery): Lud
low Smith A Cann.
Wall covering prints of Plainer Associ
ates photos: Chrome Print.
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he cross section and 
three plans reproduced 
on these two pages illus

trate Platner's planning strategy 
for Windows, and should be stud
ied in conjunction with the entire 
plan on the next page.

The acre-sized floor has been 
laid out so that the windowed pe
rimeter is occupied entirely by 
restaurant or social rooms. The 
core is occupied by utility areas.

Working around the obstruc
tions in the core—diagonal brac
ing, fire stairs, columns, ducts— 
Platner frequently exploited exist
ing conditions. The plan of the 
men's room with two octagons 
and an uneven rectangle is one 
example.

Not a flat plain but a terraced 
landscape with an endless variety 
ot enclosures and space scoops 
ranging from alcoves and ban
quettes to canopies, the larger 
rooms are subdivided—sculp
turally and structurally—into per
sonal territories which make each 
table special in its own way, con
veying instant V.I.P. status on all.

The two largest spaces—the 
restaurant and banquet room- 
each wrap around two of the four 
corners of the building, giving 
corner views in two directions to 
the greatest possible number of 
people. Secondary spaces be
tween them have unique design 
themes: Cellar in the Sky, Belve
dere. The Grill, the South Dining 
Room, the Lounge hanging over 
the South Dining Room, the West 
Parlor, the private dining rooms— 
all are different though compat
ible.

T
be cavernous. Windows—with a 
complex of spaces comparable to 
the function floor of a large ho
tel—has a small, low-ceilinged re
ception room, Platner was not 
forced to choose this solution by 
lack ot space. He preferred it be
cause he wanted to welcome 
people into a room domestic in 
scale, where they would not only 
immediately discern the function 
areas such as the cloak room re
cess and the concierge's glass- 
topped counter, but find the at
tendant staff as close and acces
sible as the host who would be 
greeting them in a private house.

The reception room's raised 
floor is what makes it low- 
ceilinged. Movement from this 
lifted entry towards outlying areas 
is always downward, with the in
terior and exterior panoramas 
spread out invitingly below. Ter
racing achieves the dream situ
ation for a view restaurant, a fa
bulous view from every table.

But Platner achieved even 
more. Note, on the cross-section 
below, why one spectator's unre
stricted view does not impinge on 
another’s privacy. The person 
standing with his back to the bar 
can survey the view but the pate 
and plate of the diner in the space 
tucked beneath him is shielded by 
an inconspicuous louver an
gled out from the bar fence.

Anticipation of the view is part 
of the experience. Walking from 
the reception room towards the 
bar, the visitor sees daylight 
through the wavy glass wall of the 
back bar and through the bottles 
stored before it. And when he 
turns his back to the view by sit
ting at the bar, he sees it any
way-reflected in the lining of fac
eted mirrors on the underside of 
the vaulted canopy over the bar 
(photo page 89). ^

fc^ of the reception room

ELEVATORS

O' GiLLERY

V FLOWER MIRROR 
(fpESK^ ^

LOUNGE 
& S. DINING

COAT ROOM

Planning is as important as 
decoration in Platner’s psycho
logical effects, but often his deci
sions are not the expected ones. 
The lobby of a large hotel tends to
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IhWws from Gallery through back bar; from bar over dining area



NORTH
Had it been less adroitly c 
signed, the Belvedere (laa 
page) might have been mistak 
for a passageway-one of t 
least desirable, no man’s land 
cations in any restaurant. Si 
ated between two of Windov 
major spaces, it has doors at 
ther end and a teak floor for dar
mg.

Plainer insured the roorr 
cohesiveness by molding it ir 
an emphatic shape and sculpti 
the ceiling. Also through spec 
decorative treatment—silk wal 
etc —described in one of the Cc 
tions at left. Also with the gold 
ins panel which masks the doc 
to the banquet room when th 
are closed. Finally by the extrac 
dinary ball-surfaced gold ceran 

> columns standing like sentinals 
J the room's gateway.

The iris decoration on t 
golden roller shade (that’s all it 
a roller shade) typifies Platne 
approach to all artwork at W 
dows. It is not art for art’s sake t 
for the interior's purpose—c 
signed and partly or entirely e) 
cuted by the architect and I 
staff for each specific spot. T 
iris colors complement colors 
surrounding spaces seen sim 
taneously; iris proportions fit t 
shade’s dimensions (10 high b^ 
feet). Serene on the sunny pla 
of gold, the tall irises might 
growing naturally in a pond 
emerging from a vase. Long ir 
leaf curves reappear as gol 
leafed decorations on the roon 
glass doors.

Overleaf is a photograph of t 
large corner restaurant seati 
350 and providing views no 
and east. One walks throu 
mainly at median—kitchen—lev 
Areas opposite the kitchen doc 
are raised and canopied by cli 
ters of hanging lamps. Again t 
strategy is to confer special d 
tinction on what would otherwi 
be second class tables.

Narrow mirrored strips at t 
diners’ eye level below the fab 
lining of the alcoves and in t 
tufted upholstery of the ba 
quettes provide visual movemc 
and reflections of the liveiie 
most appealing segments of t 
scene: not the relatively sta 
floor or ceiling but table top 
faces, and view,

We do not show the view t 
yond the windows of Windov 
but note that Plainer contour 
the mullions to give the effect o 
colonnade.

Colors and materials are 
credibly, richly delicious t 
gentle. Also note the progress! 
enlargement of the ceiling me 
ule towards the windows.

m (/)cn

SOUTH

WINDOWSDy Scalamandre) placed on rose- 
colored monair give tapestry rich
ness at relatively low cost. Ivory 
plastic laminate sheathes the 
rounded-out mullions and the colum
nar cylinders which demarcafe the al
coves. Some hand rails are brass, oth
ers plush-covered. as are the fatter 
leaning rails. In the photo’s back
ground IS the encasement of the ' 'Cel
lar in the Sky. "The clustering beige 
to/e lamps that form canopies are lined 
with brass.

When the Belvedere (opposite page)
IS used as expansion space for the 
banquet room behind it, the golden 
panel at its rear is rolled up out of the 
way—for that panel is nothing more 
than a roller shade. It was made, after 
much testing, of ordinary Tontine 
Shade material covered with gold leaf; 
the irises were painted in acrylic by an 
artist reproducing the architect's de
sign. Some walls are paneled in gun- 
metal silk with the architect's design 
custom-printed in silver. Other walls 
are ivory plastic laminate.
The restaurant (overleaf) is a series of 
descending terraces arranged around 
a corner and offering views north and 
east. Though every seat has an excel
lent view of the interior as well as exte- 
rior. everyone feels secure and pro
tected at the back of his head, thanks 
to the high tufted banquettes The al
coves—farthest from the windows— 
get the lushest frearmenr, an upper lin
ing in which ochre wool tassels (made

Eventful
Space









Sharing the view without inlerlem
with each other s privacy, a marm
upper tier Lounge, women at tabm

South Dining Room (abo
Raised alcove for Resfat/rl

table farthest from windows (i
has mirrors for the edificatiom

immediate occupants oi
CanopyhoversoverBartab/e.mirrot

vault reflects light and v
to occupants of Bar (above ng

View of Belvedere entrance fit
Restaurant (below rtg



jConvivial
vntimacy

In the many parts of Windows. 
Platner used various devices to 
demarcate each table as an inti
mate territory, without separating 
anyone from the magnificent and 
festive totality.

Sybaritic textured materials— 
teak, wicker, and fabric—make 
concentric frames which hush 
the conversations of diners in the 
South Dining Room (left). The 
man looking out on the harbor 
from behind the bench on the up
per Lounge is protected by a 
brass rail that extends like a vine 
to flower into clusters of lamps 
that sen/e tables below as well as 
the upper level.

The large bar (right) is part of 
an even larger Grill, but 
canopies shelter intimate en
claves without cutting up the 
space. Teak leaning rail shown in 
cross section (page 83) is be
hind the seated woman. Facetted 
mirrors over the bar bring the sky 
to patrons seated with their backs 
to it.

Referring to photos of the main 
Restaurant here fbe/ow left and 
right) and on the preceding pair of 
pages (86-87)\ The solicitous 
profusion of rails includes brass 
handrails atop the banquettes, 
rails sheathed in pearl gray and 
rose plush along the stairs, and 
fatter rails sheathed in the rose 
plush. These are to prevent diners 
from throwing their arms over the 
back of the banquette into the ad
jacent space. The narrower rails 
and the wood frames of the caned 
Thonet chairs weave graceful 
lineal patterns through the richly 
furnished yet airy and transparent 
restaurant.

Four of the eight golden ball- 
paved ceramic columns in the 
Restaurant are visible at the Bel
vedere entrance (lower right). 
The dots of light and shadow 
flashed by the balls, the pattern of 
tufting in the banquettes, and the 
wool tassels on the upholstery of 
the upper alcoves works Into a 
pointillist decoration varied in 
pace and scale, unobtrusive, and 
hugely successful.



purpose, refrigerated and heatel

Purposeful service table can have impern
elegance. Consisting of nine in
terchangeable separate strul
lures usable alone or in any nunl
ber of combinations, it wa
designed by the architect tor irl
pressive buffet service in ari
room of Windows,

An arched wine-rack recea
(near right) m the Cellar in the Sw
(plan page 91) has polishd
steel wire racks. These are the a
chitects’ inexpensive answer
the need for wine racks. Wiri
bottles (not long on display bi
cause of brisk sales) are thil
composed into a colorful serrl
transparent enclosure for tt|
room. A devotee of period decJ
feels comfortable here withoiThe concierge’s station in the
knowing why. One reason is thicompact reception room (plan
though there is no stained glaipage 83) looks inviting before its
around, the bottle walls—esp<back wall of light-washed fabric

(top left). The counter’s faceted cially frcxm the back—are a sublirl
nal evocation of stained glass.shape works with the room’s

Mirrors in the reception roolshape and traffic patterns, is ef-
(tar right top) extend space, nfective for display though non

commercial in character. One is veal passageways, and reiteraj
dramatically lit globes—seen Jaware of luxurious materials here
close and farther away—that aibut actually marble and wood are
a symbolic and decorative therrisparingly used, often simply lay-
of the World Trade Center.ered on in a way that evokes pe-

The West Parlor (far right bdnod molding and the faceted cut
tom) is a tour de force of sculting we associate with precious
tural interior architecture doistones.
with travertine, boldly tufted woIn the cloak room alcove (cen-
capreting, leather-and-velvelter left), coats are not brusquely
lined t^te-a-tete alcoves. In tfidumped on a big counter but re
photograph we can observe hclspectfully deposited on an impor-
the architect has contoured tt|tant teak bolster by one of two at-
window mullions with plastic larrltendants who can pretend he is
nate to make them look like cdyour personal valet because the

umns, turning Windows into a idtwo huge automated cloak rooms
gia in the sky. The graceful linare out of sight, (see plans pages
ality of the gold-leafed framJ83 and 84).
around the two triptych mirroThe Grand Buffet (bottom left)
relates to the frame of the Platnelof polished teak, brass, and steel
designed chandelier and the stdIS the Restaurant's centerpiece. It
lights in the alcoves.proves that a knock-down, multi-
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Concierge station in reception room 
(ten page lop).
Coatroom alcove, giant teak bolslers 
in reception room (leti page center), 
GranPbuffetshovi/nastheRestaurant's 
centerpiece (tett page bottom). 
See-through niche with wine racks in 
Cellar in the Sky (left),
Miirorimages. facets, globes, gold-leaf 
wait in reception room (top).
West Parlor (above).
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MeaningiTui

decoration

Glass doors between rooms need 
something to filter the scene en
ticingly without shutting it out al
together, and to prevent acci
dents by showing that the door is 
there. Platner's equivalent to dec
orative wrought iron grillework is 
sunny golf leaf—used in a vine 
scroll design on the doors of Cel
lar in the Sky (cover and overleaf) 
and an iris stem motif picked up 
from the iris panel inside the Bel
vedere on that room’s door (at 
right and page 85).

In the same photos, note the 
paving of globes, on the golden 
ceramic columns. The symbolic 
Significance of orbs and globes to 
the World Trade Center is ob
vious. One finds them used where 
one might expect a focal work of 
art—tor example on the main wall 
of the reception room (top right). 
Platner didn’t want to rivet atten
tion with a thought-provoking 
■■statement” here, merely to pro
vide a decorative background for 
the reception desk. A wash of 
light from above makes the high
lighted globes appear to float like 
glowing suns in the infinite 
reaches of golden space. (The 
wall IS covered with gold leaf.) 
The reception desk, attended 
only during club hours, has been 
designed to look like a table.

A hospitable bouquet of fresh 
flowers is enlarged by a kalei- 
dioscopic construction of faceted 
mirrors (below right) projecting 
from a reception room wall.

Cellar in the Sky, the room for 
oenophiles, focuses on a convex, 
mural-like painting of 35 varieties 
of wine grapes (more pointillism 
with globular forms) which began 
as a full-size drawing at the archi- 
tecfs office, and was then 
brushed in casein on a particle
board panel by another artist, 
Fred Werner. In the room's 
deeper recesses are gold-leaf- 
barred glass doors to the atmos
pherically controlled wine cellar. 
In the foreground is the Baccha
nalian wine tasting table—a 
sculptured oak top inlaid with 
teak, burl, and brass on polished 
brass columns—looking a bit like 
a golden fountain with wine bot
tles bobbing upright on lop. The 
grape-arbor lighting is discussed 
on the next page.

except as otherwise indicated

Reception room desk, gold globes O’!
light-washed gold wall (above).
Globe-pavedgoldceramiccolumn. goiq
leaf ins stems on glass doors of
Belvedere (left).
Mirrored bouquet, reception roo\
(below).
Mural and wine tasting table in Ce/'
in the Sky (right).

Ezra Stoller^Esto
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Entertaining
surprise

Enchanting
iighting

Platner's use of light framing pro
jectors to "sun-oapple" the Cel
lar like a grape arbor is reminis
cent of his light-splotch mural in 
the Georg Jensen showroom, ex
cept that this time he is dappling 
riot a flat surface but the arched 
contours of a pavilion within the 
larger space of Windows, It is the 
most obviously theatrical of many 
masterly lighting applications of 
the inferior.

Returning to the room itself; 
The oak tables have pegged tops 
to fit together for banquets as 
shown (be/owl Chairs are leather 
and ash. Here can be perceived 
the see-through effect of the walls 
of bottles.
The setting looks fit for a Roman 
Emperor, But the plain fact is that 
like most of Windows it is con
structed of ordinary plaster 
board, and the ceiling is standard 
mineral acoustic tile. Plainer 
achieved the look and feel of lux
ury which he knows everyone 
wants by canny applications of 
luxurious materials where people 
would be sure to notice and touch 
them—corner guards of travertine 
on the plasterboard walls of the 
Cellar, for example.

Toilet rooms occupy building ut 
ity core spaces left over betwe< 
mechanical obstructions. In tl 
men's room (left and right) wat 
closets are in separate enclose 
rooms with marble tile walls ar 
full-height louvered oak door 
("See plan page 82). The plast? 
board walled passage is iim 
with mirrors. Urinals are in 
separate octagonal room sep 
rated from each other by the w« 
configuration and granite as 
urns. At the center of a mirro 
and-marble-lined washroom is 
polished meta! construction co 
taining towel racks, and a bin f 
soiled towels, cosmetic case 
and coat hooks. There is a sep 
rate place to shave and a fu 
length triple mirror. Marble is Nc 
wegian rose with a floor inlay 
Arabescato Vagli, lavatory cour 
ers are Kit Tapestry granite, ce 
ing oyster silk. Hadrian’s Vil 
Columns, circles, and ovais 
this temple for ablutions.

WINDOWS

Ezra Stoller«Esio (others by A. Georges)





cleaned and finished. A central 
kitchen, backed by two food serv
ice sections, was installed to 
serve the Spaghetti Depot and 
Pizza Depot dining rooms. A third 
room, off the entrance, became a 
bar/lounge, serving only wine 
and beer. On a siding adjacent to 
the restaurant, several of the full- 
size antique rail cars were remod
eled for use as meeting and din
ing rooms—one a full-service 
cocktail lounge.

Tables, chairs, lighting fixtures, 
plaid carpeting, and hanging 
plants were selected to blend with 
items culled from the premises. 
Bench seats were remodeled 
from existing hand carts; salad 
carts once were REA baggage 
carriers. Dozens of shipping 
crates in various sizes were inex
pensively constructed to serve as 
room dividers and display cases 
for train models and other rail
roading memorabilia. A ticket 
counter, serving as hostess sta
tion and cashier's stand, plus 
crossing signs, lanterns, and 
other items were tracked down in 
scores of Midwest towns.

A second floor loft in the old 
terminal was designed as the mu
seum exhibit, allowing viewers a 
360' sweep of the moving min
iature rail line in a village setting.

The old REA colors of red and

Entrance from loading platform.Original forms remain unchanged.

1. Kitchen
2. Restrooms

3. Raised platform, cart seating, 
and crate display

4. Bar& waiting area
5. Mam entrance & loading platform
6. 2nd floor train museum

(shadedarea)
7. Pizza Express dining
8. Spaghetti Express dining
9. Cart seating

10. Crate displays
11. Locomotives, coaches display

green appear in bench cushions, 
carpeting, menus, uniforms, and 

sign program not only set the in- napkins—attractively augmented 
door/outdoor visual ambience, by the natural wood tones of floor 
but included a new/oid-time to- boards, bentwood chairs, and 
gotype, a menu (a souvenir high- crates, 
lighting the railroad collection), 
uniforms, space planning, and terest from the start with its visual 
food merchandising.

Revamping the terminal build- "each element of the total design 
ing into a family-type spaghetti supports the other. The technique 
and pizza restaurant was accom- is not in how much money you 
plished in only eight weeks. Time pump into an effect, but how |u- 
and dollars were saved by taking diciously you handle the elements 
advantage of existing furnishings at your disposal and how quickly 
and appointments, skipping the you can execute them," For 
customary preliminary drawings REA's highly successful type of 
and other procedures to get to fast track renovation, the design- 
work on the scene. Beams and ers found the cost came to about

a third of what others have spent 
to create a theme. Money does 
not always have to be the object, 

BETTY RAYMOND

verybody's happy. The 
REA (tor Railroad Express 
Agency) Restaurant/rail- 

road museum combo has revital
ized downtown Akron since it 
opened last summer. Commis
sioned by Quaker Square Associ
ates, the project not only saved a 
sound building, but has been 
drawing crowds expected to total 
a half-million people in its first full 
year of operation.

Architectural, technical, and 
mechanical aspects were the 
province of Akron-based Curtis 
and Rasmussen, who worked in 
concert with F. Eugene Smith As
sociates of Bath. Ohio (whose 
Sherwin Williams’ pilot store was 
published in interiors. March 
1976), Smith Associates' total de-

REA captured customers' in-

environment. The designers say

brick were sandblasted of grime, 
a new roof was added, the struc
tural bracing and support sys
tems redone, original floor boards

F. EUGENE 
SMITH
ASSOCIATES A perimeter seating area overlooks 

antique rail cars pulled into an adja
cent siding. Overhead garage doors 
were left intact—and stay in place with 
fern greenery suspended from them.

Everything is exposed, including 
the ductwork.REA



Photography by Dennis Glenn

Bentwood chairs: Thonet. Bulch- Area above goes from plain carpeted
erblock table bases: Falcon Prod- dining section to another where origi-
uett. Vinyl upholstery: Uniroyal nal wood flooring has been refinished.
"Spirit of 76." Globe lighting: Barid To the left is an open food service
Lighting (Akron). Carpet: Armstrong 
"Duncannon," Crating of resawn

counter and. beyond, the entrance fo
the Spaghetti Depot.

ponderosa pine, custom made

A fast track
restaurant
in Akron,
Ohio
Light wood rafters and supporting
posts are complemented by blonde
tones of bentwood chairs. Butch-
erblock table tops rest on iron bases
paintedblue. Menu is part of the total
design. Old hand carts flower photo)
were remodeled into upholstered
bench type seating. Everywhere,
packing crates hold railroading
memorabelia.



A new look 
and
a new sound 
for Lincoln 
Center

ew Yorkers are listening 
to their home-town or
chestra—the Philhar

monic—as they have never been 
able to do before. They are listen
ing in a new space built within the 
shell of Lincoln Center’s 15-year- 
old Avery Fisher Hall, Much more 
thorough than the remodelings 
and alterations that had previ
ously attempted to improve the 
hail's acoustics, the recent work 
began with the complete demoli
tion of the old auditorium (floor, 
ceiling, stage, balconies, every
thing). Within the confines of the 
peripheral steel structure, a new 
hall was built. Most remarkably, 
both demolition and rebuilding 
were accomplished in only five 
months, a near-impossible 
schedule that often demanded 
three crews working around the 
clock.

Ostensibly, the new space was 
designed by Philip Johnson and 
John Burgee; actually, many de
sign decisions were based by 
them on the requirements of the 
collaborating acoustician, Dr. 
Cyril M, Hams of Columbia Uni
versity. Indeed, Harris was the 
first member of the team to be 
chosen, and it was at his request 
that Johnson and Burgee were 
asked to join him. Carl Morse of 
the Morse/Diese! corporation 
was also an important partner in 
the work, insuring adherence to 
the construction schedule. "I 
have thought in the past," Philip 
Johnson says, "that architecture 
was many things—at times I’ve 
thought it a matter of social con
cerns; at other times, a matter of 
art; now I see that it's primarily a 
matter of working well with con
sultants,"

By any definition, the new hall 
is both a visual and an acoustic 
success. Perhaps it differs most 
basically from the old hall in 
shape: whereas its predecessor 
was fan-shaped, its drooping 
curves converging towards an 
imaginary point just beyond the 
back of the stage, the new hall is 
strictly rectangular (in the tradi
tion. Dr. Harris points out. of such 
acoustically admirable halls as 
Boston's Symphony Hall and 
Leipzig's Neues Gewandhaus). It 
is also traditional in that its wall

Above, the hall during construction 
and in its completed form.
Colors are light and guiel except for 
the dark oak paneling beyond the 
proscenium.

JOHNSON
AND Fixed seating: American Seatii 

Loose chairs In boxes: Intrex. Uph 
sfery labric on all seating; Glrmw 
America. Carpet; Bigelow. Llghtu 
Ediaon Price, Lighting AsaoclaiBURGEE

AVERY
FISHER
HALL
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/ fI have thought in the past
that architecture was many
things...
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Id ceiling surfaces are trag- 
cnted into a complex variety of 
Do-parallel facets. Such frag- 
lentation vi/as accomplished m 
le older concert halls with urns, 
atues, moldings, chandeliers, 
artouches, and other decorative 
ipedimenta. Johnson and Bur
se's surface treatments, while 
tmisiakably of our own time, 
:hieve the same effect of diffus- 
g sounds of many different 
avelengths.
According to Harris, the ques- 
)n most frequently asked about 
le Avery Fisher redesign is 
How many feet did you chop 
f?" The answer, surprisingly, is 
)ne. The new nail seats 2742, 
)mpared to 2658 when the orlgi- 
il opened in 1962. But the new 
ill seems shorter and much 
ore intimate.
One reason is that the converg- 
g curves of the original created 
false perspective effect, now 
minaled Another is thal the 
tge is enclosed m a shell of dark 
ik panels, the only visually ag- 
essive element in a generally 
le and retiring color scheme of 
'Ol "antique white” brightened 
th brass, gold leaf, and gold ve- 
jr seating. The seats (by Ameri- 
n Seating) have wooden backs. 
:identally—handsome and eas- 
maintamed, but also specified 
Dr. Harris for their reduced 

und absorption. For the same 
3Son, floors are wood parquet 
<cept in the aisles, where car- 
t was used to prevent slipping 
d to deaden the footsteps of 
)se sneaking out early).
The total visual impression is 
e of refinement and restraint, 
impared with Johnson's earlier

AVERY FISHER HALL

Plan of the earlier hall Rectangular plan ofnev^ hall

{low I see
vat
’s primarily 
matter of 

'orking well
yith
bnsu Hants.
w York State Theater, )usl 
OSS the Lincoln Center plaza, 
jry Fisher is an interior consid- 
ibly quieter, simpler, and 
>nger. Johnson's genius is es- 
lished and expected, but his 
>acity for change continues to 
pose us.

STANLEY ABERCROMBIE
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Microstructures MINERAL SPECIMENS
We’ve supplied specimens pictured on U.S. 
postage stamps, hundreds of them for display 
to the Smithsonian Institution, British Mu
seum (Natural History), American Museum of 
Natural History, and now four dramatic pieces 
in the gallery of “Windows on the World.”

• A total landscape sys
tem limited only by your 
imagination.

• Manufactured by 
William Bloom & Son, 
East Providence,
Rhode Island.

• Includes a range of materials from vinyls 
to fine architectural veneers, from carpets 
to fabrics.

• The only traditional panel system 
available.

• The capability of superb architectural 
woodwork.

• Complete Installation responsibility.
(See William Bloom & Son credits in the 

Windows on the World story in this issue.)
Write for our brochure now and let our craftsmen 

turn your ideas into reality.

Quality in mineral specimens for decor purposes.

Ludlov Smith & Caxx

25 - One Short Mills Avenue 
Short Hills. ‘Jersey 07078 U.S A.

TEL.a0l-5<*0-9-198

Post Qjlp.ce BoxRepresented by American Furniture Consultants Inc.
266 Summer Street. Boston. Massachusetts 02210 

(617) 423-4073

BUILDERS OF

WINDOWS
ON THE

WORLD
RESTAURANT

CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION
139 East 57th Street New York NY 10022

212-9BO-3460

. W-.-la!:
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Windows On 
The Worid
Restaurant, 
The Worid 

Trade Center...
Designer Specifier—Warren Plainer Associates Architects

Contract Supplier For All Furniture—
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I
We Put It All Together.
Desks Inc. is one of the largest furniture dealers in the world with • a staff of top professionals 
• a huge showroom • and an automated warehouse for handling large contract installations. 
On your next project let Desks Inc. put it all together for you.

Desks Inc^ 345 Pari< Avenue {corner 51st St.). New Yort<. N.Y • 212-593-0600
circle 73 on reader service card
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MAN transFORMS
continued from page 4

kimo's raw building material better than many tiny line draw
ings of pails. The book is not the exhibition.

Editor George Nelson explains in the introduction that an 
exhibition, on the other hand, cannot be the equivalent of a 
book: ‘'Any exhibition, no matter how lively its themes or in
ventive its devices for presentation, can never be more than 
headlines and footnotes. The constraints imposed are the feet 
of those who come to look. Viewing an exhibit is a walk; the 
feet pause here, hurry there, cross the room, turn back to 
something overlooked. People will talk on their feet for hours, 
but they will not read. Thus the effective exhibit must put its 
verbal message in telegraphic form and rely on visual com
munications wherever it can. . . .”

The book, man transFORMS, records certain aspects of the 
exhibition well, others not at all. On the other hand, it enables 
the reader to study concepts which cannot be grasped with
out study, such as Buckminster Fuller’s solid geometry.

In case you are not exactly panting to grasp Fuller, let me 
make haste to add that there is a great deal in the book which 
wasn't in the exhibition in the first place, and which makes 
juicy delightful reading on any level. The best of this was con
tributed by editor George Nelson, whose section on' ‘The City 
as Mirror and Mask” abounds with astonishing insights.

These, on top of the plethora of ideas from the exhibition 
which do survive translation to the printed page, make up a 
meaty and enjoyable package. To top it off there’s a thorough 
though compact history of the Cooper-Hewitt Museum, in
cluding biographical notes on Peter Cooper, his grand
daughters the Hewitt sisters, Andrew Carnegie, and even 
James Smithson, the illegitimate English nobleman whose 
unexplained legacy created the Smithsonian Institution,

OLGA GUEFT

UUho
supplied the 
Colo ceramic bolts 
that
ULIarren Platner 
designed for 
**Uiindouis on the 
UJorld”?

Designers 
THe
Internationat’

6612 S.W. 61st Street Miami Ph: 661-1561

BOLTS AVAILABLE ALSO IN: Silver 
Brown, Red, Grey, Black and White

ffMarilyn MonroeJosephine Baker

EdiMor' 250SOo.pEdition 250

by
DODMACKIEDOD MACKIE

ongmol bond printed 22 color serigroph 
Image size 27 x31"obkoponginol hood printed 23 color sengroph 

Imogesize 26x09" ArchesArches

published and distributed exclusively by 
TheAbkopCorporation • 790ModisonAve N.Y.C.(212)626-4110 Dealer Inquiries invitedAvoiloble through major galleries
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ANATOMY FOR INTERIOR DESIGNERS Third Ed.
By Julius Panero. Everything the interior designer needs to know about 
space and the human body—from maximum heights to build and 
reachable shelving, to clearances needed in designing rows of theatre 
seats. 160 pp. 9 X 10. Over 300 illus. Tables. $9 95

BEAUX ARTS TO BAUHAUS AND BEYOND:
An Architect’s Perspective
By Harold Bush-Brown; foreword by Hugh Stubbins. A unique retro
spective account of dramatic changes in architectural attitudes and 
approaches during the past 75 years. 128 pp. 7 x 10. 50 B & W illus 
Appendix. Index. $12.95

BUILDING WITHOUT BARRIERS FOR THE DISABLED
By Sarah Harkness and James N. Groom, Jr A thorough, practical study 
of how to make environments safe, convenient, and easily accessible to 
the disabled and the elderly explains the reasons behind architectural 
requirements that are being adopted by state governments, 80 pp. 9x9. 
90 B & W illus. Template Comparison Chart Bibl. Index. $10.95. 
paperback

THE DESIGN OF HERMAN MILLER
By Ralph Caplan. Lively narrative about the furniture manufacturer 
whose designs and marketing approach have had international influ
ence. I20pp. 8Va X 8'/2. 8 pp, of color. 112 pp. of B & W illus. $13,50

THE GOLDEN AGE OF SHOP DESIGN:
European Shop Interiors, 1860-1939
Edited by Alexander Artiey. Art Nouveau department stores. Moorish 
tearooms, and Art Deco Parisian perfume shops illustrated in this book 
will provide interior designers with source material for period reproduc
tions, 128 pp. 150B&Willus.Bibl. $22.50

A GUIDE TO BUSINESS PRINCIPLES AND 
PRACTICES FOR INTERIOR DESIGNERS
By Harry Siegel, C.P.A. Explains everything from the mechanics of 
setting up as a professional toestimating )Ob time, billing, and collecting. 
208 pp 9 X 12. Over 40 illus $16.50

HISTORIC HOUSES RESTORED AND PRESERVED
By Marian Page. Offers a behind-the-scenes view into the restoration 
of 18 historic houses, spanning 350 years. Discusses in depth the 
philosophy of preservation and the priorities involved with each project. 
208 pp. 9 X 12.200 B & W illus. Bibl. Index, $25,00

INTERIORS FOR TODAY
By Franco Magnani The best in modem interior design covering: living 
room, dining room, kitchen, bedroom, bath, study: with emphasis on 
entrance hall, staircase, fireplace 160 pp. 8% x 11%. 121 color plates. 
$25.00

LOOKING INTO HOUSES
By James Brett. Sixty houses, with individual personalities and inviting 
living space, are studied in terms of why the interaction among site, 
moderate budget, owner, architect, and designer was successful.
192 pp. 9 X 12. 225 B & W illus. Index. $22 50

THE MEASURE OF MAN: Human Factors in Design, 
Rev. and Enl. Ed.
By Henry Dreyfuss. The most complete source of human design mea
surement data in print. 20pp,9V4 x12'/zof design specif. Bibl, 32 charts. 
9V4 X 12'/%. $16.50

BLUISI^I^INT 
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HISTORIC HOUSES
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in Design

Revised

The Design Of 
Herman MillerE(
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jfjH The Whitney Library of Design
2160 Patterson Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45214

The Whiiney Library of Design, c/o Watson-Guptili Publications 
2160 Patterson Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45214

Please send me the book(s) listed below l understand that, tf l am not satisfied with 
purchase. I may return it within 10 days for full credit or refund

O TO SAVE, I enclose a check or money order for $_ ______________
Publisher pays postage Please include applicable sales tax <n the states of 
New York. Oho. Tennessee. California, Massachusetts. New Jersey.

Bill me. plus postage
Please note- Orders of $50 or more must be prepaid 
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Title Title

Title Title Address

Title Title City

Title Title State Zip
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M up North
I

Rene Robert Covelier de Lq Solle led on expedition ocross the Atlantic 
in 1664 to colonize New Orleans. Unfortunotely his campaign failed. He 
missed New Oiieons end landed in Texos. His fault/ sense of direction was 
not overlooked by his followers who eventuolly killed him.

The right compoign 
in the wrong place 
con kill you.
Many a great compoign hos died becouse it didn't get to the right ploce or 
the right people. When you advertise with DPA-audited (Business Publica
tion Audit of Grculotion, Inc.) magazines you know exocriy whom you're 
reaching. BPA publicotions reguloiiy updote circulation figures, so your 
soge gets to the people who con moke your campaign a success.

We count, so 
your ods will.

This DPA-oudired nnogozine donated rT>e spoce for this ad. with aearive or>d produCTion costs conrribured by BPA ogertcy and odverttser rr>embefs

mes-
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BEHE MIDLER:ff BARYSHNIKOVff
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• • t -
■'Oomson rheHolf Slielt Edifion 200 lOop Edition )50 10 Q.p

by by
KENN DUNCAN KENN DUNCAN

original hand printed 10 color sengroph 
Imogesize. 20x24?4"

original hond printed 3 color serigroph 
Arches buffQbkQpArches Imoge Size 20lix26

published ond disrnbured exclusively by 
The Abkop Corporation • 7P0 Modison Ave N.YC. (212) 626-4110AvoiloWe through mojor gollenes Deoler

colleclively 
/pcokino.

Write for our new catalog

j

The Signature Fine Craftsman^lp

Evans & Woodhaven Rd. w 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19116 
phone (215) 698-7550

Slorch-Topper Ind., ln< 
419 Park Avo., South 

N.Y.,N.Y, 10016
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European
art posters

We’ve got it all!
Selection:

We otter the widest selection of lithographed or silk 
screened posters this side of Paris.

Price:
Practically unbeatable. That's because we're direct 
poster importers, with no middle man to increase 
costs.

Service:
Our staff will help you in your selection and arrange 
custom matting and framing for each poster.

1. M.KHir ■ IHri.MT• f. .r

■ A Ahj i
I

*A

GrofiCr^ore
A fresh new slatemeni from *

AKf FOR 
>IRrS S>IKE253-13 Northern Boulevard, Little Neck, N.Y. 11362 (212) 423-2392 

Write or call for color catalog- 
or visit our showroom at any time.

the designers at Vogel-Pelerson 
who brought the coat rack into 
the 20th Century and made it 
more than an object on which to 
hang coats and hats. Ptease 
write for our fufi color brochure.

VOGEL-PETERSON CO.
DEPT. 515. ELMHURST. ILL. 60126 
Teiephane: 312/ 279-7123 
THE MERCHANDISE MART. CHICAGO 
SPACE 1689

Custom Architectural & Modular Wood Panelling
Ceiling Beams and Cabinetry plus . . .
A Wide Selection of fine Ornamental Mouldings!

fA I'?
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690 N. ROBERTSON BLVD.
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90069

<213)657-3752 . (213)657-1051

Shelving and desks
A multi-tunctional and easy-to-assemble storage and display 
system has been introduced by Beylerian Limited. Designed 
by Giulio Polvara, the system is the latest addition to Beyle- 
nan’s Kartell line of contemporary plastic furnishings. The 
unit consists of two short and two long shelves, four medium 
shelves, stacking cube and connectors. The system is avail
able in white, and cubicles are offered in blue, black, yellow, 
red and green. Also from Beylerian is a desk (shown) de
signed by Rinaldo Frattelillo, part of a new limited editions col
lection, Displaying a strong Bauhaus influence in design, the 
desk is finished in a lacquered veneer. The collection also 
features several occasional tables, a dining console, a chest, 
and a phone table. Zebra wood, oak. burled elm, and lac
quered veneers are included among the favored finishes.

westnofa didn’t invent steel 
but they saw the possibilities ...

DISTINCTIVE EUROPEAN NATURAL TERRA COTTA and 
WHITE GLAZED URNS, VASES and PEDESTALS. FOUNTAINS 
■nd UNUSUAL FIGURES CARVED IN SANDSTONE. TERRA 
COTTA. TRAVERTINE, MARBLE, and BRONZE.

DALLAS:
Oak Lawn Kaza / 308. 
1444 Oak Lawn Ave., 
Dallas, Texas 7S207 
(214) 744-1269

m WING, designed by Herald RelMng, supports 
leather cushioi^s on a chromed steel Irame. 
High and low back versions are available.

westnofa u.s.a. SEATTLE:
R. David Adami,
222 First Ava. South, 
Saattia, Waihington 98104 
(2061 622-5326

ATLANTA:
Oaalflnar Products, Ltd.,
Space 49,
351 Paachtraa HMU Ava., N.E. 
Atlanta, Oaorgla 30306 
(404) 237-7231 
(404) 237-7269

1800 Ridue Avenue • Evarrston IL 60201 • 312/491-90G0
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circle 84 on reader service cardconfigurations and freeform combinations. New pentagonal 
and hexagonal tables increase the modular capability of the 
line. The system also includes an integrated line of acoustic 
screens, pedestals, shelves and organizers, along with lateral 
and mobile files that will accommodate card trays and com
puter printout in hanging binders or folders as well as letter/ 
legal folders.

DISOOVER what you

MIRRORLITE"
can do with 

the glassless mirror
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. -. hundreds of thousands of Mirrorlite* panels 
hove been installed on walls ar»d ceilings in...

■ showrooms ■ hospitals
■ schools

Three piece work statior)
Plan Hold Corporation is offering a new, three piece work sta
tion named PlanMaster. The PlanMaster Series consists of a 
semi-automatic drafting table, plan/desk and reference 
table. The drafting table top tilts from flat to 60 degrees, and 
the working height is adjustable from 29 inches to 37 in. Tops 
come in 50 in., 60 m., and 72 in. sizes. The 30 in. by 60 in. free 
standing reference table is equipped with leveling glides to 
give stability, and accessories include a locking tool drawer 
and bookcase. The plan/desk provides a 24 in. by 47 in, writ
ing surface that slides fonA^ard on a full-suspension system to 
reveal a built-in three section file. Accessories include a refer
ence panel with push pin surface and a reference arm that ro
tates 360 degrees and holds prints with two gravity locks. The 
three pieces of the series all come in the two-tone standard
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■ office interiors
■ exhibits

LIGHTER—SAFER—EASIER... Mirrorllte'® is so
amazingly light anyone can put it up—and 
ifs safer than glass.
Mirrorlite" is really different. So light anyone can put it any
where. So easy to apply with self-adhering mounting pods. 
So much safer than glass and a lot less expensive to install. 
Available in a wide selection of shapes orid sizes—standord 
panels range up to 4 by 8 feet. For speciol applications, 
Mirrorlite* can also be custom mode to your specifications. 
Write tor our applications booklet and price list.

Mirrorlite” Division of Komar Products, Inc.
2 So. Buckout St, Irvington-OrvHudson, N.Y. 10533color of parchment and tuxedo grey.
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B. Brody Seating Company cx 
5921 West Dickens Avenue 
Chicago, III. 60639, Tel.: (312) 889-6000

And Brody fits in perfectly when you need real flexibility. So when 
it comes to seatine^. Rrndv vprv fil-Hincr n;^mp



(iMeissen Interiors

Classified Advertisements 
RATES; 60C pur word per inseriion. $24.00 minimum. 
PRODUCTS ADV'ERTISI\G: 70c per word $50.00 minimum. 
DISCOUNTS: 5*^ discount for 6 consecutive insertions; 10% dis

count for 12 consecutive insertions.
PA^'MENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER. Allow 10 words for 

our Box Number address and Sl.OO for handling. 
CLOSING DATE: 25th of the second month preceding publica- 

tton date.
ADDRESS ALL AD ORDERS: Classified Ad Dept.. iNTERtoRs. 

1515 Broadwav. N. Y.. N. Y. 10036.
Phone: 212/7M-7431.
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V,
■«3» RiTAsi'E SiKOhi AciENc Y Architecture. Interior and Retail design specialists 

recruited by M.s. Wotxly Gibson for creative international and national 
corporate and consultant clients. RitaSue Siegel directs Graphic and Indus
trial design specialties. You are invited lo submit confidential resumes. All 
fees emplovcr paid Affiliates in LA and Zurich. 60 55 St.. NYC 10019
t2l2) 586-4750.
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DfccORAiivi: Aris PtRSONNbi AtiiiNt Y .. Merchandise Mart. ... Chicago. 
Specialists in recruiting interior designers and decorators and personnel for 
allied positions. This includes color and style coordinators, .showroom person
nel. Nation-wide .service oriented to quality. Because of our professional 
background and our experience in this field, our screening is not equated ebe- 
where. This .service is endorsed by The IllinoisChapter of the ASID. Call Mrs. 
Anne Wimbush. Director (312) 642-9449.

,...

J
pL'RNiTVRr Sai.fs/Markf.iinu. Experienced person needed for field sales 
administration duties. This is a new ly created position w ith national responsi
bility. Person will report directly to Vicc-Presidenl-Markcting. The person se-, 
tecied will he required to provide technical assistance to area representatives 
and dealers m sales of librarv' furniture and related commercial furnishings. 
Experience in interior space planning of furnishings, including specification 
writing and quotation work helpful. Salary depends upon educational back
ground. industry related experience and administrative capabilities. Person 
hired will have to liKale near corporate offices in Holland. Michigan. If you 

interested and feel qualified, .send resume to: Attention: Vice President- 
Marketing. Worden Company. P.O. Box 915. Holland. Michigan 49423.

I

From Warner’s 
Revere Collection, Vol. VI

are

Human Factors and Dhsion Assistant Professor, leaching and research-- 
livability of interior environments. Undergraduate and graduate levels. Par
ticipation in design courses. Research contributing to behavioral basis for de
sign. Muster's with appropriate experience. Ph.D. with appropnatc experi
ence preferred. Available July 1977. .Send application by March 15. 1977 to: 
Professor Rose E. Sleidl. Chairman. Department of Design and Environmen
tal Analysis. Box 327E. Martha Van Rensselaer Hall. Cornell University. Ith
aca. New York 14853. Equal Opporiunily/Affirmalive .Action employer

This Stunning, new collection of wallcoverings, 
with coondinated fabrics, brings a whole new 
world of warmth to the designer who likes to 
combine livability with great flair. They’re all 
pre-pasted, pre-trimmed, washable, vinyl 
acrylic, and easy to work with. Comes 
complete with Warner service, too. College or Ari hitec tlirk. University of Florida, is .seeking two faculty 

members for Interior Design program. Fall 1977; Assisiani Profcssor$l2.0(W- 
$16,000; Associate Professor S 16.000-$20.000. Teaching responsibilities; all 

interior design. Qualifications: Master's degree, college level teaching 
experience in interior design, interior architecture or environmental design. If 
experience other than interiors, evidence of interior involvement requested. 
Professional experience necessary Resume, official transcripts. 3 letters of 
recommendation should be sent to James McFarlanc. Director, Interior De
sign. College of Architecture. University of Florida. Gainesville. Fla. 32611. 
Deadline March 10.1977. Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

See Warner’s other great books:
• Warner Imported Linens
Little Prints Charming • Brite Traditions Vol. II
• Backgrounds From The Orient Vol. XVIII

For prompt service from our 9 branches, call

areas

PRODI'CT MANAOtR, Uphoisti-ry Fabrk s. National company offers out
standing growth opportunity for experienced professional with successful 
sales and/or marketing background in uphoblery fabrics. Headquarters will 
be in Southeast. Salary commensurate with experience plus bonus. Liberal 
company benefits. Reply in confidence to Box 4176. Interiors. 1515 Broad
way. New York, N.Y. 10036. An equal opportunity employer.

The Warner Company
CHICAGO, IL/The Warner Company,
108 S. Desplaines St.. 60606/Phone: (312) 372-3540

• CLEVELAND • DALLAS • DETROIT
• HOUSTON • KANSAS CITY - MILWAUKEE
• MINNEAPOLIS • PITTSBURGH

INTERIOR DESIGNER to work OR Herman Miller facilities and show rooms. 
Minimum rcquiremeni 2-3 years experience. Excellcni fringe benefits and 
travel. To work in Zeeland. Michigan. Salary commcn.suratc wiih experience. 
Send resume to; Facilities Design Group Manager. Herman Miller. Inc.. Zee- 
land. Michigan 49464. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Skm( HES FOR Mock-up Bicestesniai. Rural-Urban (Sce-Landmobile) 
Easels and other interior-extenor product design lor Atrvlic modules. To or
der, call or v.Trte Pat Hugenberg. A.A.. Designer-Consultant, P.P.H. Designs. 
1275 Bonita St„ Berkeley. Calif. 94709. Res. 415/526-5289,

Painted Mural & Archjtfctl Ral Dec oration By a Seasoneij Master. 

Specialist in peruxl facsimile. Virtually no size restrictions. Projects of chal
lenging diPficults particularlv welcome. All work guaranteed through inslaUa- 
tion, Companv'letterhead please. KENNETH STERN IN WOODSTOCK 
(N.Y.. Bo.x 498. 12498 (914) 679-9250)

LINES WANTED

New Wholesale Showroom (8500 sq.ft.) Kxiking for more lines to sell and 
display-furniture, carpets, lighting, fabrics, etc. Wisconsin location. Sales 
stulf to cover Mid-We.si slates, Russell Bach. 4316N Oakland Avc.. Mil
waukee. W1.5321I (414) 332-1210.

We are looking tor a product designer with a touch of genius 
and we know that you are out there somewhere.

If you are aware that the chair is the only truly personal piece of equip
ment in the office or the institution—

If you like to work with your hands in clay, in wood, in metal, in plastics— 
It comfort IS as important to you as design—
It it would thnil you to see your rough mock-up turned into a piece of 

sculpture by the craftsmen in our model shop—
If you want your design >deas presented to top specifiers in the country 

by the best marketing organization in the furniture ir>dustry—
It you want to grow with a dynamic company and its young peer group— 
If you and your family like to breathe fresh air and enioy the good life— 

Then rush to the phone right now and call Evan Harter or Anne Martin at

HARTERCORPORATION,STURGIS, MICHIGAN, 616/651 -3201

What’s
cooking ?

fullspage:..
the file with the 
movable aisle!
If you tried to provide your clients with this much 
storage or file space using ordinary files or shelves, 
you’d need 6 aisles and up to 4 times the 
floorspace. FULLSPAGE does it with just one aisle 
that opens where it's needed. Furthermore, when 
the aisle is opened, all the space on both sides is 
exposed, greatly reducing access time.
But there's more to FULLSPAGE than space-saving 
and efficiency, High quality finishes in handsome 
wood grains or colored laminates create handsome 
furniture that complements any decor.
Want more information? Write today, or call us collect.

interioi .-»*lern/ .ifc:rBiHclL;rai siqimjp

dov/on
A.C. DAVENPORT & SON CO.

LUNDIA, MYERS INDUSTRIES. INC 
Lafayette & Capitol Way 
Jacksonville. Illinois 62650 
217/243-8585
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LUNDIA
306 Eosf Hdlen Rd =blafire, Illinois 60067 (3121358/322 The World's Record Holders ^
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Come.. .see

for the best 
of two worlds!

As a designer you can appreciate our bringing 
both aesthetic beauty and craftsmanship that has 

won international awards for over forty years... 
along with a variety of furnishings that include hand
crafted rugs, casual sling chairs, formal dining chairs, 

lounge chairs and light scaled all-purpose chairs, 
wall systems that meet every possible design 

specification. What perhaps isour strongest reason 
for your consideration is the"special-quality" our 

collection projects. After all. CAOO'S prime 
objective is to bring the most exciting collection 

possible to you, the designer.

Cado/Royai System, Inc. P.O. Box C 3, 57-08 39ih Aven 
Woodside. New York 11377

Showrooms: 979 Third Avenue, D & D Bldg., New Yo.k, N.Y. 10022 / 
420 Boylston Street, Boston Mass, 02116 /19 Fourteenth Street, N.W., 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 l 4010 Rev Drive. Cincinnati. Ohio 45232 /
14600 Lanark Street, Van Nuys, Calif. 91402/ 151 Union Street,
San Francisco, Calif. 94111 / 375 So. Colorado Blvd.. Denver,
Colorado 80223 / Dallas / Miami

ue
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Office furniture
Conwed Corporation offers the American Series office furni
ture line which includes desks, credenzas and secretarial sta
tions. Walnut laminate tops; drawers of 5-ply oak box con
struction and dovetailed sides, fronts and backs; built-in 
metal hanging file frames: and drawers which operate on fully 
extendible progressive suspensions with nylon rollers and 
bal) bearing tracks are some of the features of this line. 
Drawer locks are located on box/file pedestal of desks and 
secretarial stations. The double pedestal desks are offered in 
three sizes: credenzas in two. Secretarial stations are avail
able in two sizes with 39 in. left or right return.

Addi’tionaf credit for The Women’s Bank
In INTERIORS article on New York’s first Women's Bank (No
vember 1976), designed by Ferguson Sorrentino and Judith 
Kovis Stockman, one of the project managers’ name was 
omitted from the credit listing. Warren Glazer, formerly with 
Ferguson Sorrentino. now a principal of Glazer Searl Design 
Associates, performed the function of field supervisor at the 
bank,

circle 303

Unique selections
of unusual appeal.
Imported from Europe and the Orient.

■ ACCENT ACCESSORIES. 68 pages. Over 700 items 
including porcelains, earthenware, alabaster.

■ BRASS ACCESSORIES. 24 pages. Over 200 items, 
including planters, scuttles, baskets, carts.

FREE.Write on your letterhead for thecatalog(s) you desire.

Grow & Cuttle Dept. B
Room 6>100 Merchandise Mart Ptaze, Chicago, Illinois 60654
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